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Innovations in planetariums
Philip Groce
Konica Minolta Photo Imaging U.S.A., Inc., 619 Orange Street, Macon, 31201 Georgia, USA.
E-mail: mp-osk@mom.konicaminolta.jp / groce@infionline.ne

_____________________________________________________________________________
Since the last IPS meeting in Wichita, Kansas, Minolta merged with Konica to become the new Konica Minolta.
Now with greater technological resources, the new company is more committed than ever to creating the most
realistic and affordable planetarium starry skies. At Konica Minolta we firmly believe in the value of both optical
mechanical and digital star projectors and continue to lead the industry in providing the best of both technologies.
THE INFINIUM S
More than two decades ago, Minolta created the
INFINIUM, the first successfully automated,
gimbaled star ball with all optical star projection.
Other planetarium manufacturers have followed.
Now Konica Minolta, again, leads the way with the
INFINIUM S. Light valve, fiber-optic and microlaser technologies are combined to create the most
realistic simulation of the night sky. The INFINIUM
S is small in size and very low in profile, yet
powerful enough for any size dome from 12 meters to
20 meters (horizontal or tilted). Microlaser star plate

technology produces some of the smallest and most
realistic stars ever created. This same technology is
used to create the Milky Way, made up of more than
250,000 individual stars. The twenty-one brightest
stars are individually projected, and the brightest 43
are properly colored for even greater accuracy and
realism. The number of stars projected can be
selected by the institution with a limiting magnitude
of 6.55 (10,000 stars) to 7.0 (15,000 stars) as
standard, depending on the dome size.
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Equally advanced are the ergonomic manual
and computer control systems and the graphical
display. Controlling a planetarium projector has never
been easier or more fun.
Konica Minolta is proud to announce that the
first INFINIUM S in the United States will be
installed at DeAnza College in Cupertino,
California. This 15.2 meter dome facility will
reopen in 2005 with one of the most beautiful and
accurate recreations of the night sky seen on any
continent.
THE MEDIAGLOBE
Nearly four years ago, Minolta introduced the world’s
first full-color, single projector digital planetarium.
Since then over 30 have been installed around the
world, with more than a dozen in the USA alone, in
domes ranging in size from 4.8 meters to 9.1 meters.
More than twice as many MEDIAGLOBES have
been installed than all of the other full-color single
projector planetariums installed by all of the other
manufacturers combined. There are many reasons
why the MEDIAGLOBE continues to be the gold
standard in small-dome digital systems.
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1) Easy to operate. With MEDIGLOBE’s exclusive
touch-screen interface, operating a MEDIAGLOBE is
not much different than operating a traditional
planetarium.
Programming and writing macro
sequences is very easy, using simple text commands
that can be written off-line on any word processor.
2) Great optics and quality craftsmanship.
MEDIAGLOBE is the only projector of its type with
fast custom designed optics made specifically for
planetarium projection. The MEDIAGLOBE is also
UL and FCC approved for use in the United States.
3) Lots of program content. Installed programs
include four seasonal Sky Tonight shows, Fantastic
Space and more than 40 short astronomy programs
designed to illustrate basic concepts in space science.
The next twenty purchasers of the MEDIAGLOBE
will also receive AVI’s ORION: Legends of the Night
Sky. A complete list of show content can be obtained
from our MEDIAGLOBE USERS’ GROUP (MUG)
web site: www.mediaglobeplanetarium.com
4) Great versatility. Now MEDIAGLOBE LITE is
available for tilted domes up to 9.1 meters, for offaxis projection, and for combining full-dome digital
projection with existing mechanical star projectors.
5) Affordable. For the cost of a traditional opticalmechanical planetarium used in a 9.1 meter dome,
Konica Minolta can provide the MEDIAGLOBE, the
dome, the sound system, LED Cove lighting, the
seating, the carpeting, and a
state-of-the-art
production suite with enough money left over to
purchase programs for the next decade. In the USA,
Konica Minolta is now offering these services
immediately with very friendly payment plans.
.

Recent MEDIAGLOBE installation at Hartnell
College, Salinas, CA, USA
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THE SUPER MEDIAGLOBE
Konica Minolta is proud to announce at IPS 2004
the SUPER MEDIAGLOBE. This high-resolution

digital projection system is designed for medium size
planetariums with domes 9.1+ meters to 18 meters in
diameter.

SUPER MEDIAGLOBE features include:
1) Brilliant Hi-Resolution Projector –QXGA
(2048 x 1536 pixels).
2) 3-D stellar data base with proper motion
data for 118,000 stars (down to mag. 9.5).
3) Accurate location of known solar system
bodies within ± 200,000 years.

5) Joystick control for stellar flight
simulation.
6) Custom fisheye projection optics
designed
specifically
for
planetarium applications.
7) Real-time multiple window
playback of movie and still images
against stellar background.

4) Accurate proper motion simulation for
“fixed” stars for ± 500,000 years
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The first SUPER MEDIAGLOBE will be installed in 2005 in Tarnagawa Gakuen School,
Machida-shi, Tokyo, Japan. It should be available for installation in the USA by late 2005.

Konica Minolta pioneered the combination of
digital and optical-mechanical star projectors with its
GeminiStar systems. By combining the INFINIUM
S and the SUPER MEDIAGLOBE, Konica Minolta
will offer the best of both technologies in a single
affordable package. With these innovations, Konica
Minolta looks forward to a bright future for
planetariums and space theaters.
For more information about Konica Minolta
Planetariums in North America, contact:
Shigeki Ogawa
Konica Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
725 Darlington Avenue
Mahwah, NJ 07430, USA
Tel: 201-574-4111
Fax: 201-574-4144
sogawa@ph.konicaminolta.us

Outside North America, please send all inquiries to:
Konica Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
2-3-10 Nishihonmachi, Nishi-ku
Osaka, 550-0005 Japan
Tel: +81-6-6110-0570
Fax: +81-6-6110-0572
URL: http://www.konicaminolta.us/
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Robotic telescopes all over the world
Tadashi Mori
Media i Corporation. 3-21-20 Motohingo-cho, 192-0051 Hachioji. Japan. E-mail: mori@media-i.com

______________________________________________________________________________
I had a dream of building my own observatory, having my own large telescope to watch celestialbodies at any time.
But the meaning of “owning an observatory” or “owning a telescope” may be changed these days. There are
several systems that allow people to operate telescopes via the network. CATS-III which Media i Corporation, Goto
Optical Mfg.,Co., AstroArts, Hitachi Cable Ltd. and Yamanashi Prefectural Science Center jointly developed is one
example[1]. Today I would like to introduce the outline, some of those projects and future development of Remote
and Robotic Telescope system.

COORDINATION,
OBSERVATORIES

ROBOTIC TELESCOPES
Since one of the earliest projects of robotic telescope
are proposed such as Bradford telescope[2] (begun
operations in 1993) and Iowa Telescope system[3]
(developed in 1997), many researchers, educators and
enterprises have been trying to make efficient,
reliable and robust network observatory systems
around the world. Now you can find more than 80
systems on the globe[4]. However the purposes of
those systems vary very much. One major purpose of
the system is the Gamma Ray Burst observation. The
Gamma Ray Burst phenomenon is not predictable and
vanishes immediately. So quick and just in time
observation is required. The robotic telescopes are
suitable for such kind of astronomical phenomena.
Another purpose is sky surveys. Robotic telescopes
could find novae, new comets or asteroids. There is a
Near Earth Objects monitoring observatory in Japan.
This is a kind of sky survey systems. And also an
important purpose of the system is the education,
especially teaching the real-time science. I would like
to discuss here the education purpose as our CATS
system was mainly developed for pupils and students.
One of the most aggressive projects for education is
the U.K. Faulkes Telescopes project[5]. Under this
project they build two 2m telescopes, which one is in
Hawaii and the other is in Australia. The Hawaii
telescope, called Faulkes I started operation in March
2004 and Faulkes II located in Australia will be in
operation within a year. Students of the U.K. can
register to use the telescope and submit observation
request through the web site. They will receive
telescope images later and if they want, they can
make image processing. School kids can see till the
edge of the universe using 2m Faulkes telescopes.

CYBER

NETWORK

FOR

Grid computing is an exciting issue of the computer
technology. We can use the system in case we need
huge computing ability, or when we handle huge data.
Also this is applicable to observatories. The eSTAR
project[6] of the U.K. using the grid proposes a very
interesting system. Intelligent Agents with Globus
behind the GUI connect to the grid and database.
Researcher can order observation plan and just wait
until the agent gives a reply. I think this system is also
useful for education. If we connect several
observatories around the world each other, we would
be able to use the telescopes all night. We would be
able to utilize the telescopes in our planetarium
domes. We would be The 17th IPS Conference 2004
Media i Corporation 2 able to show real-time images
of celestial bodies to the audience.
FUTURE PLAN
Considering about these technology developments,
we plan to develop the fourth generation remote
telescope system as following system expansion.
・ Connecting to the grid network.
・ GUI interface to agents.
・ Robust and reliable robotic operation
・ Applications to larger aperture telescope
A dream that I had ever may become true in a
different way.
SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Dr. Frederic V. Hessman
Dr. Chris Moss, Telescope Technologies Ltd.
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New projector solutions for the small and medium type planetarium
Stefanie Neuhaeuser
Carl-Zeiss Jean GmbH, 07745 Jena, Germany. E-mail: st.neuhaeuser@zeiss.de

_____________________________________________________________________________
The paper presents the concept of the new SKYMASTER ZKP 4 and how it is based on costumer demands.
Furthermore, an introduction to an entirely new projector solution for the small and medium type planetarium will
be given.
See neuhaeuser.pdf file in folder “Individual_Papers”

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Network technology for your dome
Kenji Nobukiyo* & Tadashi Mori**
* Yamanashi Prefectural Science Center. E-mail: mori@media-i.com
**Media i Corporation. 3-21-20 Motohingo-cho, 192-0051 Hachioji. Japan

______________________________________________________________________________
As we introduced Information Technology to Yamanashi Prefectural Science Center since 1999, citizens in
Yamanashi prefecture have experienced the live broadcast of telescope images. We had video conferencing among
the pupils and teachers, and the visitors to the science center watched video images projected onto the planetarium
dome. The prefecture of Yamanashi strongly encourages introducing the IT system to homes as well as offices,
schools, universities, and museums. People enjoy its possibilities and new experiences using the IT system. Today I
would like to introduce you the applications of Yamanashi Prefectural Science Center including the planetarium
dome system.
See Page 18 for the spanish version of this paper
PROGRESS OF THE NETWORK
We built the live broadcast system for 20cm
coudé telescope by Goto Optical Mfg.,Co. at the
science center connecting to the Giga-bits fiber-optic
network in 1999 by the support of Toshi-Com (The
Experimental System for Development of the Urban
Community System) ran by TAO[1] under Somusho
(Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs,
Posts and Telecommunications) of Japan. We relayed
celestial body images in real-time to pupils, students
and citizens in Yamanashi.
Until now users of FTTH (Fiber to the Home)
and ADSL (Asynchronous Digital Subscribers Line)
have increased nearly 15 million[2] in Japan. That
means that number of people have the circumstance
of broadband and regular connection to the Internet
while the capability of ADSL in Japan became from
1.5Mbps to 45Mbps maximum.
Also
Japanese
government
and
local
governments enthusiastically encourage introducing
highspeed network to administrative offices, schools,
universities and museums. The policy is called “eJapan Strategy”. We expect that many science centers
and museums would connect to the network via the
broadband access lines under this policy.

connected to the Internet, so you can use the telescope
wherever you are.
The CATS-i system is also installed to Kazo
Miraikan in Kazo, Saitama, Osaka Kyoiku University
in Osaka and The Science Museum Tokyo in Tokyo.
Especially the system in Tokyo[4] has a joint program
with HOU (Hands-on-Universe) and the telescope is
often used from people abroad.
NETWORK OBSERVATION AT SHIMOBE SCHOOLS

Shimobe town is about 3 km south from
Kofu city where the science center is built in
Yamanashi prefecture. The science center staffs
carried telescopes and laptop computers to the
Shimobe primary school and demonstrated the
network observation using CATS-III and the video
conferencing system.
We had network observation events since
1999 between Shimobe primary and junior-high
school and the science center. Pupils, students and
their parents had participated to those events and
observed celestial bodies via the network. They could
also take lectures from the science center staffs and/or
guest lecturers. They could ask questions and get
answers over the video conferencing system.

REMOTE TELESCOPE SYSTEM – CATS-III / CATS-i

CONCLUSION

We developed remotely operational observatory
system called “CATS-III / CATS-i”[3] with Goto
Optical Mfg.,Co., AstroArts Inc. and Hitachi Cable,
Ltd. in 2000. The system was installed to the science
center in January 2001 and started operation. The
20cm coudé telescope can be operated over the
network. And from 2002 the system was also

As the science center experienced using IT
System for providing services we faced several
problems. For example the science center staffs must
have skills to operate the network system and study
about the network technology while they are doing
their daily jobs.
However with the growing network infrastructure
we would like to make the most of it including the
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remoteness education. Also we plot the international
cooperation such as sharing telescope time.
Now pupils, students, teachers and ordinal people
can use telescopes remotely. You can show how it
works and demonstrate real-time observation in your
planetarium. I believe the science center have a strong
tool and the circumstance to show the vivid science
world and deliver information to the people.
SPECIAL THANKS TO…
These companies and the local government helped us
to make this system work.
Hitachi Cable, Ltd.
Goto Optical Mfg.,Co.
AstroArts Inc.
Yamanashi Prefecture

[1] TAO represents Telecommunication Advancement
Organization. TAO has been reorganized as NiCT (National
Institute of Information and Communications Technology)
joining with CRL (Communications Research Laboratory) in
April 2004.
[2] “The total contractors of ADSL till February 2004” according
to the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and
Telecommunications.
[3] CATS represents Computer Aided Telescope System. CATS-i
is the registered service mark of Goto Optical Mfg.,Co. in Japan.
CATS-III is the development version for Yamanashi Prefectural
Science Center. CATS-i is the product of Goto Optical Mfg.,Co.
The CATS-III system is patent pending in 2000 and 2002 in
Japan. (P2002-23064A; P2003-298915A)
[4] The system is called KIT – Kitanomaru Internet Telescope.
http://jahou.riken.go.jp/kit/KIT_Home.html
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Tecnologías en red para planetarios
Kenji Nobukiyo* & Tadashi Mori**
* Yamanashi Prefectural Science Center. E-mail: mori@media-i.com
**Media i Corporation. 3-21-20 Motohingo-cho, 192-0051 Hachioji. Japan

______________________________________________________________________________
Estamos introduciendo la Tecnología de la Información (IT) en el Centro de Ciencia de la prefectura de Yamanashi
desde 1999. Gracias a ello, los ciudadanos de Yamanashi han experimentado la retransmisión en vivo de imágenes
captadas por un telescopio. Hemos mantenido videoconferencias entre estudiantes y maestros, y los visitantes del
centro de ciencia han podido ver imágenes de vídeo proyectadas en la cúpula del planetario. La prefectura de
Yamanashi recomienda vivamente la introducción del sistema IT en hogares, escuelas, universidades y museos.
Usando el sistema IT, la gente puede disfrutar nuevas posibilidades y experiencias. Nos gustaría presentarles las
aplicaciones del Centro de Ciencia de la prefectura de Yamanashi, incluido el sistema de la cúpula del planetario.
See Page 16 for the english version of this paper
PROGRESO DE LA RED
Construimos el sistema de retransmisión en vivo
para un telescopio Coudé de 20 cm. de Goto Optical
Mfg. Co. en el museo conectándolo la red de fibra
óptica Giga-bits en 1999 con la ayuda de Toshi-Com
(Sistema Experimental para el Desarrollo del Sistema
Comunitario Urbano) dirigido por TAO[1] bajo el
Somu-sho (Ministerio de Administración Pública,
Interior, Correos y Telecomunicaciones) de Japón.
Transmitimos imágenes de cuerpos celestes en tiempo
real a alumnos, estudiantes y ciudadanos de
Yamanashi.
Hasta ahora el número de usuarios de FTTH y
ADSL en Japón se ha incrementado hasta 15
millones[2], lo que significa que este número de
personas disponen de banda ancha y una conexión
regular a Internet, mientras que la capacidad de
ADSL en Japón se incrementó de 1.5Mbps a 45Mbps
máximo.
Así mismo, el gobierno japonés y los
gobiernos locales alientan vivamente la introducción
de la red de alta velocidad en oficinas administrativas,
escuelas y museos. Esta política se llama “e-estrategia
Japón”. Esperamos que muchos centros de ciencia y
museos se conecten a la red con líneas de acceso de
banda ancha bajo esta política.
SISTEMA DE TELESCOPIO REMOTO – CATS-III

sistema también está conectado a Internet, de modo
que puede ser usado desde cualquier lugar.
El sistema CATS-i también ha sido instalado
Kazo Miraikan, Saitama; en la Universidad Kyouki,
Osaka, y en el Museo de Ciencia de Tokio, Tokio[4].
El sistema instalado en Tokio, en particular, tiene un
programa conjunto con HOU (Hands-on-Universe) y
el telescopio es usado frecuentemente por personas en
el extranjero.
OBSERVACIÓN POR RED EN LAS ESCUELAS DE SHIMOBE

El pueblo de Shimobe se encuentra a 3
kilómetros al sud de la ciudad de Kofu, donde el
centro de ciencia está construido, en la prefectura de
Yamanashi. El personal del centro de ciencia llevó
telescopios y ordenadores portátiles a la escuela
primaria de Shimobe e hicieron una demostración de
la observación por red usando CATS-III y el sistema
de videoconferencia.
Hemos realizado actos de observación por
red desde 1999 entre las escuelas de primaria y
secundaria de Shimobe y el centro de ciencia.
Alumnos, estudiantes y padres han participado en
estos actos y observado cuerpos celestes por la red.
Así mismo, han podido asistir a las conferencias
impartidas por personal del centro de ciencia y
conferenciantes invitados. Han podido preguntar e
informarse sobre el sistema de videoconferencia.

/ CATS-i

Desarrollamos el sistema operacional remoto
llamado “CATS-III / CATS-i”[3] con Goto Optical
Mfg. Co. y AstroArts S.A. en 2000. En enero de
2001, el sistema fue instalado en el centro de ciencia
y empezó a operar. El telescopio Coudé de 20 cm.
puede ser operado a través de la red. Desde 2002, el

CONCLUSIÓN
A medida que el centro de ciencia ha ido
teniendo la oportunidad de experimentar el uso de los
sistemas de la tecnología de la información para
ofrecer
servicios,
surgieron
las
siguientes
conclusiones.
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Creemos que sería deseable el aprovechar al
máximo la creciente infraestructura de red. El
personal del centro de ciencia, en su trabajo, debe
formarse en las tecnologías de red y desarrollar su
capacidad de operación en este sistema.
Gracias a este sistema, alumnos, estudiantes y el
público en general pueden utilizar telescopios a
distancia. Así mismo, se puede mostrar el trabajo de
observación en tiempo real. Creemos que el centro de
ciencia tiene una poderosa herramienta y la
oportunidad de divulgar el mundo de la ciencia.
AGRADECIMIENTO ESPECIAL A:
Hitachi Cable, Ltd.
Goto Optical Mfg. Co.
AstroArts S. A.
La prefectura de Yamanashi

[1] Las siglas TAO significan Telecommunication Advancement
Orgnization (Organización para el avance de las
telecomunicaciones), que unido con CRL (Communication
Resereach Laboratory, o Laboratorio para la investigación de la
comunicación) se ha convertido en NiCT (Nacional Institute of
Information and Communication Technology, o Instituto
nacional de la información y la communicación)
[2] “Total de suscriptores de ADSL hasta febrero de 2004”, según
el Ministerio de Administración Pública, Interior, Correos y
Telecomunicaciones.
[3] CATS significa “Computer Aided Telescope System” (Sistema
de Telescopio Asistido por Ordenador). CATS-i es la marca
registrada de Goto Optical Mfg. Co. en Japón. CATS-III es la
versión desarrollada para el Centro de Ciencia de prefectura de
Yamanashi. CATS-i es un producto de Goto Optical Mfg. Co. El
sistema CATS-III está pendiente de patente en 2000 y 2002 en
Japón (P2002-23064A; P2003-298915A).
[4] Este sistema se denomina KIT (Kitanomaru Internet Telescope)
http://jahou.riken.go.jp/kit/KIT_Home.html

______________________________________________________________________________
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Imágenes complementarias a la proyección del planetario en el
interior de las cúpulas portátiles
Albert Pla
Aula del Cosmos, Pi y Margall 5, 3er-3ª, 08024. E-mail: auladelcosmos@telefonica.net

_____________________________________________________________________________
Nowadays, both the portable and small planetaria are essential for popularizing astronomy worldwide. As it
happens with the larger domes, the small ones tend to enter the digital world, and, in the next years, we expect to
assist to the appearance of an increasing number of models. To fit everyone’s budget, my work has been limited to
low-cost analogical devices with similar performance to the digital ones. This is why I have created the material
described below.
Actualmente los planetarios portátiles y pequeños planetarios son parte importante del tejido divulgativo de la
astronomía en todo el mundo. Al igual que los grandes planetarios, los pequeños optan cada vez más al mundo
digital, por lo que en los años sucesivos se espera la aparición de cada vez más modelos en este ámbito. Debido a
que hay bolsillos para todo, mi trabajo se ha limitado a la puesta en marcha de aparatos analógicos con
prestaciones parecidas a los digitales y a bajo coste. Por ello he creado el material que describo a continuación.
PROYECTOR CENTRAL SCÉNIC
Se trata de un proyector de escenas en el que
una luz central con movimiento vertical, proyecta
distintos elementos. El hecho de moverse representa
una ventaja respecto a otros aparatos analógicos, ya
que da movimiento a todo el sistema. Se puede de ese
modo, viajar a la Luna o al fondo del mar, hacer un
cuento infantil del cielo o dibujar dos escenas en un
mismo cilindro, con el consiguiente ahorro de espacio
y dinero.
No es un planetario en si mismo, aunque uno de
los cilindros es un cielo de 6.500 estrellas de gran
belleza, ya que no se trata de píxeles. Cualquier
planetario analógico o digital lo puede usar como
complemento.

fuente de alimentación universal que funciona
adaptándose a la tensión de cada país. Funciona con
luz fría, los LEDS

PROYECTOR FLYPIC
Un proyector manual, hace las veces de
proyector “flotante”, permitiendo que las imágenes
floten en el planetario. Así puede volar el Shuttle, o
acercase a saturno o ver la constelación de Perseo.
Nos ofrece cientos de posibilidades y a diferencia del
proyector digital, se controla con la mano. La imagen
es pequeña, pero mucho más clara y bien definida que
en un proyector digital. Permite jugar con el público,
ya que este está apoyado sobre la pared de la propia
cúpula y por tanto se encuentra en la misma pantalla.
CAJA DE CONTROL
Fig. 1: Proyector Scénic

En una misma caja he dispuesto la luz de
sala, los conectores para el proyector de mano y una
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un horizonte muy alto. Ésta servirá para los nuevos
proyectores digitales, incluso si éstos hacen la
proyección tipo teatro.

Fig. 2: Proyector Flypic

LAS CÚPULAS: SPHAERA Y NEOSFERA
Para poder proyectar esto he trabajado con la
Compañía Quim Guixà que creo sinceramente hace
las mejores cúpulas del mundo. Esta compañía fabrica
cúpulas para planetarios portátiles o fijos. Los fabrica
de una cámara o dos e incluso de cualquier medida,
hasta 25 metros. Nuestro elemento más conocido es el
planetario Sphaera, que lo henos standarizado en
cinco versiones.

Fig. 4: Neosfera

En resumen mi trabajo se ha centrado en la
creación de un material educativo y a bajo coste pero
con muchas de las prestaciones de luz , color y
movimiento que caracteriza a los grandes planetarios.
Así dispongo de un material convencional que puede
complementarse con otros proyectores digitales, ya
que hace también una función distinta.
EL LENGUAJE: LOS PROGRAMAS
Todo este material no sería tan efectivo sin el
desarrollo de programas y lenguaje para poder
enseñar astronomía. Por ello he desarrollado los
clichés que van en los cilindros del Scénic y las
imágenes del proyector Flypic. A su vez he trabajado
en los guiones de todos los programas con los que
divulgo astronomía profesionalmente

Fig. 3: Sphaera

Ahora bien, la compañía Quim Guixà acaba de
desarrollar una nueva cúpula, llamada Neosfera, que
se fija al suelo mediante lastre o anclaje y que tiene

_____________________________________________________________________________
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IOSONO - an innovative sound technology for planetaria
Rene Rodigast
Fraunhofer-Institut Digitale Medientechnologie, Am Helmholtzring 1, D-98693 Ilmenau, Germany.
E-mail: rdt@idmt.fraunhofer.de

_____________________________________________________________________________
The realistic reproduction of the starry sky in planetaria deeply impresses the visitors all over the world.
Unfortunatly the sound cannot reach appropriate quality. No matter what sound system you use, only the listeners in
a small determined area called “sweet spot” have a perfect sound experience. Fraunhofer Institute for Digital Media
Technology IDMT has developed a revolutionary sound system called IOSONO solving this problem. IOSONO,
using Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) technology, allows one to reproduce an accurate spatialization of sound and
therefore a more natural sound impression for nearly all of the reproduction area. In the lecture the use of IOSONO
and the special advantages of IOSONO in planetaria will be described. The author has worked as project manager
and planer for installations of conventional sound systems at several international planetaria. The collected know
how had been used by developing IOSONO considering the special needs of an astrodome.
See rodigast.ppt file in folder “Individual_Papers”

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Gordian knot scenarios
Jon U. Bell
Hallstrom Planetarium, Indian River Community College, 3209 Virginia Avenue, Fort Pierce, Florida 34981, USA
E-mail: jbell@ircc.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
In ancient times there was a very complicated knot. It was said that whosever should undo this knot would rule the
world. Many tried, but all failed, until Alexander the Great took out his sword, and with one stroke severed the knot.
Although clever Alexander had perhaps cheated just a little, great Zeus rewarded him by allowing him to conquer. In
our capacities as planetarium directors, lecturers and producers, we are often faced with knotty problems. Perhaps
the one that gives us the worst nightmares is what to do when something goes wrong just before, or worse, during a
show. In this paper, Jon Bell leads participants through some of those tangled scenarios and elicits their advice on
how to handle them.
‘The Gordian Knot of it he will unloose,
Familiar as his garter' ....
Shakespeare (Henry V, 1.i)
In ancient times there was a knot, a very complex
and complicated knot. It had been tied to an oxcart by
a man named Gordius. It was said that whosoever
should untie this Gordian Knot would become the
ruler of all Asia.
Many attempted to unravel it, but all failed, until
in 333 BC Alexander of Macedon tried his hand.
After a thorough inspection of the situation, and a
short discussion with his advisors (“Where does it say
I have to untie it?”) Alexander took out his sword,
and with one stroke severed the knot. Although he
had cheated, (or at least “modified the rules”),
Alexander the Great went on to conquer the known
world.
In our capacities as planetarium directors,
lecturers and producers, we are often faced with
Gordian Knot scenarios. A typical nightmare for
someone in our profession is the dream that the show
is about to start, or is already running, and things start
to go hideously wrong. This nightmare too often
reflects real situations that can confront us every time
we admit an audience to our theaters.
When we have these little crises, we try to solve
them as neatly and efficaciously as possible, but
sometimes knotty problems can only be resolved by
cutting instead of untying, especially if there’s not
much time to make things right again. The problem
scenarios that follow are taken from actual incidents
that many of us have experienced. They are presented
here so that we may all learn from them and thus be
better prepared if and when they actually happen to
us. There are no answers provided in this paper; it is
up to you, the planetarium operator, to come up with
the best possible course of action.

The conditions for each of the following
scenarios is the same: in the “a” scenarios, the
problem is discovered only 5 minutes before the
audience is to be admitted to the planetarium theater.
In the “b” scenarios the show is already underway.
You are in charge of the theater, and you have one
staff person who can help you, but who also has little
technical training or knowledge. The audience can be
either school groups or general public, and each of
them has paid $3 for a ticket. Your goal is to solve the
problem as quickly as possible, leaving everyone
happy, or at least not angry and upset. Remember –
this is not a “Kobayashi Maru” scenario: the show
must go on!
Scenario 1a: rainwater is leaking onto the interior
dome and into the coves and equipment. (contributed
by Kristie M. Mazzoni)
Scenario 2a/b: Despite your attempts to increase the
contrast and decrease the brightness, your video
projector persists in putting up a GRIS (Gray
Rectangle In Space).
Scenario 3b: Instead of a slide, your projector puts
up a huge white square. (Contributed by Dave
Hostetter)
Scenario 4b: A slide projector lamp goes out. Many
of the upcoming slides in the tray are vital to the
visual impact of the show. The projector is on a shelf
that can only be accessed by a ladder and a catwalk
high up behind the perforated aluminum dome. If the
lights in this area are turned on, the entire audience
will see it.
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Scenario 5a/b: Your pointer doesn’t work/you can’t
find your pointer. Or the other person helping you do
the show and who’s supposed to be operating the
pointer isn’t. No, there is no backup. (contributed by
Jim Manning and Amie Gallagher)

Scenario 13b: Someone in the audience throws up
(Contributed by Chuck St. Lucas)
Scenario 14b: Loud lovemaking is going on in your
theater. (Contributed by Mike Dunn via Chuck St.
Lucas)

Scenario 6a/b: The soundtrack won’t work. Either
the tape has snapped in two, or the recording has been
erased, or the tape or cd is missing! (contributed by
Mary Schindewolf)

Scenario 15b: One or more audience members are
disruptive: crying children, chatty adults, obnoxious
loudmouthed students, or loudly snoring people.

Scenario 7a/b: the wrong slide trays are on the
projector, or they are in the wrong positions.
(Contributed by Carole Helper)

Scenario 16b: You hear a loud “pinging” noise,
which sounds like something hard has just struck the
planetarium dome.

Scenario 8a/b: The automation goes out. (contributed
by Chuck Greenwood, Dave Hostetter)

Scenario 17b: Medical emergency or apparent death
of an audience member during a show. (contributed
by Dave Hostetter)

Scenario 9b: The automation system goes berserk as
slides, special effects and house lights begin flashing
rapidly in a seemingly random pattern. (contributed
by Scott Cabral, Christine Shupla and Ryan Wyatt)
Scenario 10b: The star lamp goes out, and there is an
important star id section coming up. (contributed by
Steve Russo, Chuck Greenwood, Chuck St. Lucas and
Dave Hostetter)
Scenario 11a/b: Electrical power has been lost in the
planetarium theater. There is electricity in the rest of
the building however. (Contributed by Pat McQuillan,
Chuck Greenwood)

Scenario 18b: There is a fire alarm or a bomb threat.
(contributed by Amie Gallagher)
Scenario 19a: The folks who sell tickets for your
shows have oversold the show, and there are a dozen
people with tickets but no place to sit, in this, the last
show of the day.
Scenario 20a: There is only one person who has
purchased a ticket for the show.
If then such praise the Macedonian got
For having rudely cut the Gordian Knot'
.....Waller ...to the King

Scenario 12b: The slides, video and special effects
are out of sync with the automation system.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Partnership & Collaboration: a model for success (Panel Discussion)
Chair: John Dickenson 1
Panelists: Agnes Acker 2 , Jim Manning 3 , Ian McLennan 4
1

H R MacMillan Space Centre, 3030 Southey Point Road, Salt Spring Island, BC, Canada
E-mail: jdickens@hrmacmillanspacecentre.com
2

President of the Association des Planetariums de Langue Français - French Speaking Planetarium Association

3

Taylor Planetarium / Museum of the Rockies. 600 West Kagy Blvd., Bozeman, MT 59717, USA
E-mail: manning@montana.edu
4

Planetarium Consultant

_____________________________________________________________________________
The four presenters have extensive experience with partnerships and collaborations ranging from program
development to fundraising, governance, and other areas of co-operation. They represent a broad and international
cross section of success in this field. In today's world of shrinking funding, rising costs, and changing client views of
the world the session was targetted at both those wishing to take their first steps down the path of collaboration as
well as those with experience in the field.
INTRODUCTION BY JOHN DICKENSON
Chair of the Panel Discussion and Presenter,
John Dickenson, began by outlining his history at
Vancouver's H R MacMillan Space Centre, his
successes (and failures) over the years as he pursued
an agenda of collaboration, and the keys which he
believes are critical in successful collaborations. He
labelled four characteristic "forms" for collaboration
which he has experienced as:
The Bill Gutsch form
The MacMillan Space Centre form
The Made in Canada form
The minor forms
For each form or type the key characteristics were
first outlined. These characteristics include legal
requirements, knowledge of producers, package of

tools or resources provided, level of consultation
required, funding, and timelines.
Next, the characteristics which created successful
versus unsucessful collaborations were reviewed.
These included the following:
a) Awareness of the major pitfalls which threaten
collaboration
b) Knowledge within the group of each other and
their skills and capabilities
c) Diversity of skills within the group
d) Well written initial memorandum of understanding
e) Similar timelines for opening a program
f) Additional elements which support collaboration,
such as a marketing plan and resources
g) Reasonable levels of group specific funding which
would otherwise not have been available
.

PAPER BY AGNES ACKER

Since 1984, the French-speaking Planetariums
decided to link their competences, their
diversities, their means ; in collaboration with
professional teachers and astronomers, they
constituted in 1989 the “Association of the
Planetariums of French Language” (APLF). The
head office of the APLF is located at the observatory

of Strasbourg, Louis Pasteur University. The APLF
council brings together French-speaking directors of
Planetariums and astronomers: Agnes Acker
(Strasbourg,
President),
Marie-France
Duval
(Marseille, Vice-president), Marc Moutin (Toulouse,
Vice-president), Loris Ramponi (Brescia/Italie, Vicepresident), Philippe Simonnet (Reims, Treasurer),
Olivier Moreau (Villeneuve d' Ascq, Secretary),
Philippe Malburet (Aix, assistant Secretary), Gilles
Roussel (Nantes, honorary member) Jean-Claude
Pecker (Paris, Honorary president).
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The French Planetariums welcome
approximately 1,350,000 visitors per year, 65
% of which coming from schools. APLF
gathers about thirty fixed structures (large
Planetariums in Montpellier, Paris, PleumeurBodou, Toulouse, Vaulx-en-Velin, Villeneuve
d’Ascq; smaller Planetariums in Cappelle-laGrande, Epinal, La Hague, Nançay, Nantes,
Reims, St-Etienne, Strasbourg), and about 70
small and portable Planetariums, to which are
added ten French-speaking Planetariums :
Brussels and Genk (Belgium), Brescia (Italy),
Lafayette (the USA), Lucerne (Swiss), Montreal
(Canada), Tunis, Alger,....
APLF wish to develop the Planetariums in
France and beyond, in order to deploy scientific
knowledge in direction of a large audience and
in particular of young people, while working in
favour of the artistic culture. The quality of the
show presented must constantly be improved, to
effectively transmit the knowledge brought up
to date in "natural science"of the Earth and
Universe, while contributing to the valorisation
of research in France.
APLF is supported by the Ministere de la
Recherche et de l’Education.

THE 2001-2004 ACTIVITIES
Organization of annual meetings since 1986:
in May 2001 in Milan and Brescia, in May
2002 in Villeneuve d' Ascq, Brussels and
Genk, in May 2003 in Ludiver, Cape of La
Hague, and in May 2004 in Saint-Etienne
and Vaulx-en-Velin - gathering each time
approximately 80 French members, with
Italian,
Belgian,
Spanish,
Austrian
participants;
Realization and diffusion of the annual
Journal "Planetariums" since 1995;
Construction in 2003 of a web-site :
www.aplf-planetariums.org
Realization of pedagogic documents
(booklets, CDroms):
2000-2001: booklets "Earth, planet to be
protected" and "The astronomical Universe"
2002-2003: boocklet "The Earth and its Universe
with 7 models".
2004-2005: CDrom Hands-on Universe"To
explore the Universe" trilingual version (English,
German,
French)
of
HOU-EXPLORER
(Berkeley/USA).

Organization of training activities (in 199091, 1994, 1999, 2003) : about 100 peoples
involved
APLF SHOW PRODUCTION FOR FRENCH AND
EUROPEAN PLANETARIUMS: A UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE
Planetarium shows were constructed for the
community in several languages :
- Production with a professional Society of kits =
story-board, images, video, sound (voices, music), in
agreement with a Pilot Board (science, pedagogy, in
interaction with a « Planetarium-Pilote » ;
- Duplication by APLF, with the audiovisual elements
adapted to three different levels of Planetarium
technical configurations.
2001-2002 « The planet with a thousand eyes » about
the Earth seen from space and satellites
- The natural phenomenon coming from the
inside (sismicity, volcanism,..)
- The natural climate interplay (greenhouse
effect, El Niño,…)
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-

The human interaction by natural resources
managements
(agriculture,
forests
disappearing, Aral see,…)
The human influence on long term climate
evolution (ice thaw,
desertification, sea
level raising,..)
Conclusion : The scientists provide
information. Each of us plays a role in the
preservation of our planet.

With the support of the CNES - French Space
Agency, with 4 versions in foreign languages and a
version for deaf people. 31 Planetariums were
involved, and 10 of them still present the show to date
(2004,
July).
2002-2003 « The Mysteries of the Southern Sky »
about the VLT and new Astronomy at ESO

-

A travel from Europe toward Atacama’s
desert and the VLT
Discovery of the southern sky
New technology !
Nebulae, dust, and formation of stars &
planets
Death of the stars
From the Milky Way beyond the galaxies
The mysteries of the expanding Universe

With the support of the ESO – European
Southern Observatory, within the framework of the
40th Birthday of ESO, with 6 foreign languages. 40
Plnetariums involved (France, Belgium, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Louisiane (USA).
2004 « Venus and the planets hunters » about the
transits of Venus and the solar system organization,
the discovery of extrasolar planets

PAPER BY JIM MANNING
I learned early in my checkered career that I
do not have the genes, the bone structure, or the
exhibitionist tendencies to be a successful model--at
least in the worlds of fitness or fashion. It has left me
shy about pretending to be a model for much of
anything at all--including the topic at hand. But I
must admit, under sharp questioning, to have
nonetheless acquired a certain amount of experience
in seeking, identifying, and engaging partners and
collaborators for a variety of tasks, often as a matter
of necessity, occasionally out of sheer desperation. I
find that it's rather like being lost in the woods: you
become acquainted with the stars, learn how to use
sticks to start a fire, identify edible berries, and
generally make the forest your friend, because it's the
only way you're going to eventually get to where you
want to go. And so it is in the landscape in which we
must operate today.
To paraphrase playwright Tennessee Williams,
we must come to depend, to some degree, on the
"kindness of strangers"--by making them our friends
and partners in achieving goals that we make mutual,
in one fashion or another. Such strangers-becomefriends can be found in many places, and I'd like to
share with you some things I've learned while finding
my own way out of the woods.
SEEK OUT OTHER PROFESSIONALS WHO
OCCUPY A COMMON GROUND.
Experts in the fields in which we dabble can
help us to avoid mistakes in our programs and can be
excellent sources for making contacts and obtaining

useful things. My planetarium is part of a museum on
a university campus, and I've made some friends
among the astronomy professors who serve as
excellent sources of information, review my scripts
for content and accuracy, and bring some of *their*
friends to speak at our museum.
It's also led to some interesting partnerships. A
few years ago, I collaborated with the solar physics
research group on our campus to develop and receive
an IDEAS grant from the Space Telescope Science
Institute to feature the latest research, space missions,
and findings concerning the sun. The scientists
worked with me on show content, provided sources of
visuals, and contributed recorded quotations for the
program. I've recently received another grant in
which I will collaborate with a cosmologist in
developing a program on the universe's big questions
and the answers we're beginning to get.
The involvement of these science professionals
has helped to make it possible to receive the funding
in the first place, and help to make meaty and timely
programs that are well-received by our public.
Developing relationships with such professionals
can also lead to other good things. For example, one
professor has bought us a video projector and a
hydrogen alpha filter out of his indirect costs from
research grants, and a contact at NASA Johnson
Space Center resulted in local schools being part of a
live broadcast, from the space shuttle to our museum,
as an astronaut took students through an experiment
conducted in space. And I've recently used contacts
at Johnson and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to
obtain some great video animation for another
program. All of this helps me to do my job; the key
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challenge here to is to overcome the planetarian's
natural bashfulness and look for ways to make new
friends.
LET YOUR FACILITY BECOME A RESOURCE
FOR OTHERS.
Your facility is an asset and a resource to
your communities and to lots of potential partners;
use it to your advantage. We have used ours as a
wedding chapel, a reception venue, an environment
for storytelling, and a setting for live NASA mission
broadcasts. We've also taken advantage of our
circumstances to partner with much larger programs
that provide useful mutual benefits.
When the Star Station One program was seeking
sites across the U.S. to host its educational programs
about the International Space Station, our facility was
the obvious choice for the state of Montana as the
only fixed planetarium in the largest science-related
museum in the state. We jumped at the chance, and
ended up with some nice space station models, useful
materials and programs to enhance our educational
programs, and a certain level of national visibility
along with other partner sites.
But especially useful has been our role as one of
the founding members of the NASA-funded Montana
Space Grant Consortium. Every U.S. state has one of
these programs, and when our state made its proposal,
we were included in the initial funding request--in
part because we could provide some beneficial
diversity as an informal science facility in a
consortium membership that included mostly colleges
and universities and some private industry. We have
remained an active member ever since,
successfully competing for consortium funds that
have added up to about $400,000--funds that have
made possible the development of many planetarium
shows, exhibit elements, and educational projects. In
turn, our consortium director loves us because we
develop good products and can deliver big numbers
for his reports: our products have served so far about
500,000 people both in-state and out-of-state through
distribution to other states and beyond. I think it's an
excellent example of a very successful and mutually
beneficial partnership.
The key challenges in developing these sorts
of enterprises are to sell yourself as a resource, plug
into local and national networks, and to be prepared
to identify and seize opportunities that happen by.
LET OTHER ORGANIZATIONS' MONEY AND
NEEDS WORK FOR YOU.
As with other endeavors in life, we all quickly learn
that money is the universal lubricant; if you've got it,

it makes everything run much more smoothly. The
challenge is persuading other organizations that
giving you their money or in-kind services is of
benefit to them; in other words, that a partnership is
mutually valuable.
The space grant consortium is a good
example of this. It provides us with money for
programs and projects we could not otherwise
undertake, helping us to meet our public education
mission (while providing some salary relief for the
annual budget for those working on the programs and
projects). We, in turn, help the consortium to achieve
*its* public education goals and to extend its reach to
large numbers of its target audiences. And herein lies
the crucial challenge in seeking out financial partners:
you must tune your efforts to the wavelength of the
granting agency; that is, you must fulfill the need or
desire they are willing to fund.
Sometimes this can take serendipitous turns. A
few years ago, museum staff were visiting a
foundation we have long cultivated and which has
given our museum large grants in the past. While
sounding out the foundation on their potential interest
in underwriting a major exhibit, the foundation's
executives hinted that they might be interested in
upgrading the planetarium's Digistar I facility to a
Digistar II. We immediately retuned our proposal to
include the Digistar upgrade; the foundation
subsequently declined to fund the exhibit, but granted
us our full request for the upgrade. The ability to
adapt our needs to the granting agency's desires was
vital--and *is* vital--to this sort of success.
A smaller-scale example involved our approach
to a local retail store that was part of a national chain.
It provided local grants specifically for children's and
artistic activities and even more specifically for
activities benefiting victims of spousal abuse and
those in associated shelters. What we wanted was
money to purchase and produce the kid's program
"Where in the Universe was Carmen Sandiego?"
Given that the program involved a live actor leading
the audience in an interactive detective story across
the solar system, we made our pitch by emphasizing
the theatrical (and thus artistic) nature of the program.
We further offered the retailer not only a series of free
performances for its employees' families, but also
offered quantities of free passes that could be
distributed to organizations of the retailer's choice-such as spousalabuse shelters. The retailer liked the
concept, we got our money, and we produced the
program. It was a great partnership.
When tapping local businesses for sponsorship
money, we find that many respond favorably to the
public exposure a partnership can provide them; they
can be seen by the public as supporting noble causes
and community values while engaging in a subtle
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form of advertising. Thus, we always provide credit
for the underwriter in all press releases and ads, in
every show performance, and in take-away materials.
For example, the retailer who supported our
"Carmen" production also found its logo on the planet
information sheet we gave away to showgoers. In the
case of the space grant consortium, we included a
sponsorship statement on diffraction grating glasses
used to demonstrate the spectrum in one of the shows
it sponsored.
We also provide other benefits--most frequently
offering the sponsor special show performances for
its employees, clients, guests, or others of its
choosing, sometimes making it a gracious evening
with a catered reception besides, if provided for in
sponsorship funds. These sorts of activities once
again help to meet the needs and desires of the
sponsoring partner, helping to provide the mutual
benefits vital to successful partnerships.
Sometimes we forge partnerships for "in-kind"
support rather than direct donations. For example,
when we secure a radio station as a sponsor for a laser
show, the station typically creates and airs
promotional pieces and does on-air ticket give-always
in return for a show credit, mention in ads, and
special performances for its own use. These activities
serve their needs by making them active in the
community and providing special features that attract
and retain listeners. For our part, we can get the
equivalent of hundreds or sometimes thousands of
dollars worth of free advertising.
The challenge in all of these endeavors is to
adapt your needs to those of potential partners, so that
mutual benefits are obvious and assured. But it's also
important to remember that many potential sponsors
really do desire to be charitable--that they may be
willing to support your efforts just because they think
it's a good thing to do. As for anyone else, deriving
satisfaction from a good deed can be a tangible
benefit for sponsors; be sure to thank your sponsors
and to report the beneficial results of their support.
CREATE YOUR OWN PARTNERS.
Sometimes, when partners don't exist, you
can manufacture your own!
Early on at my facility, I realized that there was
no organized amateur astronomy organization in the
region, though there were a lot of amateur
astronomers lurking about under our still-dark
southwest Montana skies. Grasping the value that a
more focused group could bring to our efforts, I
worked with my staff to bring such an organization
into being. We identified a core group of astronomy
enthusiasts, paid for a newspaper ad announcing an
organizational meeting at our museum, got everyone

together, and encouraged the Southwest Montana
Astronomical Society to bloom. For a while it
required close tending by us until a core group of
active members emerged who could carry on quite
nicely on their own.
We subsequently developed a mutually beneficial
partnership. We provide a monthly meeting site in
return for having a ready-made amateur group to help
us with our public observing efforts. We also
collaborate on co-sponsored events such as our
annual Astro Fair, the Montana Starwatch at a dark
summer site, and speakers series. We've developed
over the years a stock of donated telescopes that we
make available for club members' use, and
collaborated with the club on turning an estate
donation into a 20-inch telescope used for public
observing sessions.
It's been a fruitful relationship--the key challenge
of which is to become the catalyst that brings together
a group of scattered potential resources into a focused
group.
SEEK THOSE NATURAL CONNECTIONS
One of the primary reasons for planetariums
to create artificial skies is to get people out and
looking at the real one. So it's natural--in all senses of
that word--to seek out partners that can help us to do
that.
About six years ago, we did just that by
approaching the Interpretation Division of
Yellowstone National Park, located just 90 miles
south of us, to propose a series of weekend summer
observing programs, in which we would bring
telescopes to the park and offer night sky viewing to
park visitors.
The effort required some patience and
cultivation, given that we were approaching a
government agency--which always seems to present
some twisty paths to negotiate. Initial reaction to my
proposal was a little reserved, but I was politely
persistent, and the Park decided to accommodate me
that first season.
There were hurdles to jump. For example, when
I asked if we could put up notices on the park's
bulletin boards, I was told that there was a regulation
against anything on those boards but official
government or park documents. So I created my own
flyers and distributed them to ranger station desks,
campgrounds and park hotels to help advertise the
effort.
Flexibility and mutual accommodation were the
watchwords that first year. In consultation with park
officials, we picked three weekends and a good site at
one of the amphitheaters next to a campground with a
dark and open observing spot. We paid for camping
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sites for the volunteer telescope handlers I brought
with me, and the park provided vehicle passes for
getting in.
We began by offering just telescope observing
and constellation-finding after the regular evening
ranger talk at the amphitheater. As the years passed,
we added more bits, like safe solar observing at Old
Faithful, which provided more exposure. And the
Interpretation Division allowed me to start presenting
astronomy talks in place of the usual ranger talks at
the amphitheater prior to observing.
By the third season, the Interpretation Division
was an enthusiastic supporter of our efforts, and last
year, during the fifth season, they honored us in a
ceremony at Old Faithful with a plaque citing our
program as an excellent example of volunteerism in
support of public service. The programs are popular
and much complimented, the park visitors are very
appreciative, members of the astronomy club that I
helped to initiate provide much of the manpower, and
it's an all-around good time.
The benefits are many. The park gets a popular
interpretive program that serves their visitors and
helps to interpret another natural resource of the park:
the pristine night sky. For our part, we fulfill a
portion of our own public service mission by
introducing park visitors to that resource. It also
provides the museum with useful visibility in the
biggest tourist attraction in our area; we get to
distribute information and coupons to encourage
people to visit us, and our program--and our name
and address--appear in every park newspaper handed
out during the summer. In addition, we've established
a very good working relationship with the park that
may lead to other sorts of collaborations in the future.

And our partnership with Yellowstone National
Park may have produced a larger benefit for
everyone: in recent years, an internal movement has
been initiated to restrict nighttime lighting in the park
to enhance visitors' view of the night sky. We'd like
to think that our program and the favorable reaction it
has received may have played some small part in the
park's awareness of the night sky as a natural
resource--and in their desire to preserve and showcase
it. It is, perhaps, the most gratifying outcome of all.
CONCLUSION
Whether these efforts of ours to forge
collaborations and partnerships over the years can
serve as a model for others is certainly not for me to
decide. I can only suggest to you that these efforts
have been an essential component to whatever degree
of success we've had in meeting both our public
service and education missions and our financial
needs.
We truly have depended on the "kindness of
strangers" we've met on our own journey through the
wilderness, have made good friends and allies of
many of those strangers, and--if we're not quite yet
where we want to go-- we're definitely in a better
place than where we started out. I recommend the
practice to you all.
Those of us who strive to be a guiding star for so
many on our good planet Earth are just as much in
need of our own guiding stars as we seek to do our
work. I wish you all good fortune in finding the
companions who will help to lighten your load along
the way, as you help to lighten theirs.

Reaching out beyond the dome
PAPER BY IAN McLENNAN
The term partnership is almost self-defining.
Yet, many cultural institutions including planetariums
fail to take into account the implicit notion of
“exchange” as part of the central concept of
partnership and collaboration. There are a number of
areas where planetariums as institutions and
planetarians as individuals can – and should –
consider partnerships as a mechanism to create added
value to what we initially offer to the world.
Historically, planetarium people – and therefore
their institutions – are often inward looking and tend
not to reach outside the planetarium circle for advice,
assistance and perspective. Some of this may be
because of the resourcefulness that is required to meet

the constraints of tight budgets. Ego (horrors) may
also play a role.
Partnerships may involve:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funding agencies and sources (including
sponsors)
Commercial suppliers (equipment, services and
software)
Planetariums in other cities
Colleagues and peer organizations (including
established or ad hoc consortia)
Sister cultural institutions (common objectives
and concerns)
Universities, colleges and schools
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•
•
•

Service sector (transportation, food service, etc.)
Communications media
Consultants

In each of these areas, there are extensive
possibilities that go beyond the simple “purchase of
services” to embrace the notion that if each side
derives benefit from the transaction, then the end
result should be greater than the sum of its parts.
Ideally, the ultimate “winner” should be the public
audience - the planetarium’s ultimate clients.
Planetarium people have much to learn from the
outside world. Sometimes, there is a reluctance to
reach out – mainly associated with the fear of loss of
control, or watering down the message.
The one area where the most might be learned
(and appropriately adapted) comes from the corporate
world. Although the end missions might not be the
same, the corporate world is good at achieving
measurable results. To the extent they fail in that
regard, they are swallowed up. Conversely, if they are
successful, they grow and flourish.
Planetarians can and should pay particular
attention to partnerships that result in, or advance the
following:
•
•

•

•

Business Practices… Keeping the eye on the
ball relative to defined outcomes.
Strategic Planning… Not only planning the
next show, or next year’s budget – but truly
thinking ahead; what forces and unexpected
happenings might affect my ability to stay in
business, and flourish. Anticipate the public
needs.
Accountability… Most successful businesses
have evolved an accountability discipline
that can be adapted to a science centre or
planetarium.
Customer Focus… Almost by definition,
companies that pay attention to their
customers and provide value-added service,
are the ones that will grow. What can we
learn – and adapt – from that culture of
action?

•

•

•

Positioning and Image… Corporations spend
huge amounts each year on branding and
differentiation. What can we learn from that
perspective?
Promotion… Advertising, promotion, and
public relations are an exact science – as
well as an art. Tapping into what
corporations do naturally, and adapting to
our particular needs, could pay huge
dividends.
Show Production… Planetarians can learn a
lot from television and film producers and
other theatrical sources. Too often, we reject
this kind of input because it is closest to out
hearts. The trick is to absorb those areas that
are helpful and adaptive – without
compromising content, quality or message
integrity.

As a result of successful partnerships, one or
more of the following results should be realized:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

better programming (end product) and
therefore better public experience
more “bang for the buck” (hate the term, but
it is concise and expressive)
increased efficiency and redeployment of
scarce resources
increased
community
and
corporate
participation, awareness and support
higher degree of accountability – including
objective evaluation
knowledge exchange (two-way street)
more enjoyable and satisfying professional
experience for all concerned.

These ideas will be explored in greater depth,
including case histories or plausible examples – and
an open floor discussion to capture and expand the
range of possibilities.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Using the best of both
Chuck Greenwood
Brevard Community College Planetarium & Observatory, 1519 Clearlake Rd., Cocoa, FL 32922, USA
E-mail: greenwoodc@brevardcc.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
This paper details how our institution, the first in the world to use both mechanical and digital star projection
systems, uses the best of both. Many of our planetarium programs use both the digital and mechanical projectors,
some of the programs use both at the same time. We are able to choose which instrument to use based on what will
provide the best experience for our audience.
Less than a century has passed since the very
first projection planetarium shone its simulated sky
over the town of Jena. That first effort was indeed a
wonder, and that wonder still excites our audiences
today. The relentless march of technology has given
us wonders inconceivable to the engineers who first
lit those artificial heavenly sparks.
What lights your planetarium sky? What sets
those sparks of wonder ablaze in your audience? The
design of optomechanical star projectors has changed
little during its brief lifespan. There are planetarium
machines in every size, and several colors. There are
machines with two starballs, and many with just one.
Some projectors are controlled by computer program,
others require the human touch.
An interesting thing happened in the early 1980s
when the first digital planetarium machine was born.
Now the stars may have been a bit fuzzy, but it was
like Galileo’s first telescope: everyone knew it would
get better with time. Is your dome lit with the
dancing glow of an electron tube rather than the
gleam of incandescent light?
The discussion of which planetarium projector
has the most natural sky is moot: some prefer the
sharply defined circles of a well-tuned optical system.
Some would opt for the tiny sparks of a “brute force”
system and an arc lamp. The electron tube certainly
offers tricks unobtainable with other systems. And
the starfield really has improved with time.
Who remembers just when, or just who, decided
that the stars alone just would not do? At some
uncertain time, the slide projector became a required
auxiliary in the planetarium. It gave us the ability to
project the latest and greatest telescopic discoveries,
and to better explain difficult concepts. And who
remembers when the first special effects were
created? As if the pristine sky was not special enough.
Some domes have a few strangely mangled projection
devices, others have dozens. Most are used well.

When, then, was the very first special effect
shown using video projection? That technology
certainly has bloomed. We are nearing the point
where the video projection can rival the slide
projector. There again, there are pundits on both
sides of the argument: slides have better contrast,
better color, and higher resolution. But, video has
motion. Video can do things undreamt of by simple
chips of colored plastic.
Is video getting close to replacing our mechanical
star projector? Has video already surpassed the
monochrome electron tube?
At least one
manufacturer is already offering a single-tube video
projection system that is making the effort to be a
one-man-band.
Planetariums today are likely to be chock-full of
gadgets. There are slide projectors, video projectors,
special effects machinery and even lasers crammed
cheek-by-jowl in our projector galleries. We use
them all in nearly every show. We carefully use
whatever technology seems best for the moment. We
often blend them together, or overlay one atop
another. The audience is seldom aware of just how
the visuals are created. All that matters is that it make
sense.
The question has been batted back and forth on
the dome-l mailing list. The opinions have flown
back and forth. The “thesis” and “antithesis” have
been thrown into the fray. Is it time for some
“synthesis?” Can we get the best of both worlds?
I happen to have the honor of working in the
world’s first facility to make a try at having the best
of both. We have an optomechanical star projector
and a monochrome electron tube system working at
the same time, in the same dome. (I am trying to
keep specific brands out of the discussion, even
though I’m sure you can guess, or already know, what
we have.) It has been my pleasure to see first hand
that, yes indeed, you can get the best of both worlds.
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Since our optomechanical (O-M) machine was
ordered without planets, we must create planets by
some other means. Often we have O-M stars, and
digital planets. Sometimes we need the brilliance of
the O-M stars, but later wish to do some
demonstration that requires a digital sky. Yes, folks,
we crossfade from one to the other. There are times
that this stellar sleight of hand is so good that I’m not
sure myself when it was done. Just a little diversion
with a video or slide, and nobody sees the trick.
In a recent addition to our arsenal, we now
perform a traditional star show. Our O-M machine
does not have operator controls, and so it is very
difficult to do ad-hoc presentations. The digital
machine is the winner in that regard. We start with
the starball to do a sunset, and then transition to the
digital machine for the constellation overlays and
sophisticated control of the sky it affords.
What of the debate about live versus “canned” or
prerecorded programs? Again, why not get the best
of both worlds? The prerecorded program can do
things that the live program cannot – prerecorded
shows don’t get tired, or have a bad day. Prerecorded
shows free staff for other duties. But, the live
program is what many come to the planetarium to see.
A live person can do things that no prerecorded show
can do. A person can improvise. A person can tailor

the show to the audience. A person can answer
questions, and truly involve the audience.
A show with both live and prerecorded segments
is a reasonable compromise, and can be effective.
I peer into the future with great anticipation for
that day when there is a true melding of pre-produced
materials with the live action of a capable and
knowledgeable presenter. I crave the ability to present
stunning, full motion, full color, full dome graphics to
illustrate my lessons. I want to control the speed, the
timing, and the “grade level” of the images in real
time.
I imagine it as something like playing music.
The music of the stars, perhaps.
The next ten years of my professional life will
certainly be interesting.
Will we see the old
mechanical monsters fade away? Will we get that big
grant for a full-dome video system? What new
wonders will we be able to bring to our audiences?
Will our programs be overshadowed by the big film
companies when full-dome imagery catches on?
There are still things we do every day that the big
players never will.
We will still have that
knowledgeable, capable person, calmly or
passionately explaining the wonders of the sky.
We will have the best of both worlds.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Maintenance and upgrading of old planetarium device
"Oldtimers in good condition"
Jan Šifner
Observatory and Planetarium of Prague, Královská obora 233,CZ-170 21 Praha 7, Czech Republic
E-mail: sifner@planetarium.cz

_____________________________________________________________________________
Every old planetarium device is possible to maintain in a good and functional state and upgrade it, of course.
Usually the main aim of upgradimg is to get a possibility of automated mode operation. Practical experience with
CZ Jena devices.
I was inspired for writing this paper by
several discussions held on L-dome in last years.
These discussions were characterized with the
bombastic title “The end of one era” and were
concerning the disagreement between sticklers for
“classic” projection systems and sticklers for “digital”
or “electronic” projection systems. These discussions
were full of emotion but the rational reason was the
technical progress in the visualizing technologies
development and some steps made by some producers
connected with it.
The progress in a digital photography and in
visualizing
technologies
leads
the
world
manufacturers to reduction of classic film technique
products. It is quite logic because the majority of
people, except of some hard-core fans, document
their holidays with the digital camera and the photo
albums or slides were replaced by CD-discs.
Planetarium market is so limited to make a
meaningful motivation for saving production of slide
projectors, film recorders etc.
On the other hand, the boom in multimedia
technologies represented above all by a computer
virtual reality logically leads to the tendency to use
the same principles also in planetariums. It is then
obvious that vendors who invest much money in
development of systems like a “full dome video” etc.
want to sell these systems. “Your system is not able
to show the transit through the galaxy? And it is not
able to show a black hole? Then it is not a
planetarium.” The sticklers for a classic planetarium
answer to these questionable arguments of the digital
technology supporters with similarly debatable
arguments: “Your system has a low resolution”, “A
star sky is not up to much” etc. The discussion leads
to the fact that some planetarium directors are
thinking about how long will be their planetarium
working.
It is quite clear that a classic
electromechanical planetarium device is hardly
compatible with a full dome virtual reality. It seems

that planetariums divide in two different branches.
The question is which one will survive. I personally
think that the question is asked wrongly and the
examples from the history have proved it that both
these branches can coexist. After all the theatre
performances have not died out with a development
of the film technique or the radio transmission have
not died out with coming up a television. Maybe these
branches will join together somehow in the future but
nothing indicates it yet.
Now return to the question “How long will be the
planetarium working?” My answer is: “It will be
working so long till you like it will.” Because a
planetarium means something else than a top
technical equipment, although I admit that with a
better technical equipment the work is easier. A
planetarium especially means a question of the shows.
I think that it is possible to prepare an excellent show
with a planetarium device and only one slide
projector or to make a show full of digital effects
which is a patchwork in the end.
The question “How long...” has also another
dimension. For how long will be the planetarium
device in operation from technical point of view? The
Power Point presentation is dealing with maintenance
and a possibility of upgrading these planetarium
devices.
The main points of the presentation are:
1) a replacement of lamps
2) upgrading possibilities
3) effectiveness evaluation of
upgrading aspect
4) demonstration of some solutions
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1) An interior of “The Small planetarium” (ZKP-1) in
Brno planetarium (upgraded in 2003)

2) A newEuroplanetarium Genk control system
prepared for installation (installation in summer
2004)

3) A detail of a fully automated planetarium device
ZKP-1 in Prague planetarium (a part of an
astronomical exhibition)

4) A detail of highly damaged slip rings of ZGP
Model32 diurnal motion (the device is used in the
entrance hall of Prague planetarium, a general repair
of these slip rings will start next year)

_____________________________________________________________________________
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The astronomy of big and small – and the case for planetarium pluralism
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium. Museum of the Rockies. 600 West kagy Blvd. Bozeman, MT 59717, USA
E-mail: manning@montana.edu

______________________________________________________________________________
Astronomy is a study of the big and small, practiced by the big and small in big and small ways in the planetarium
community. The presenter will illustrate the virtues of these varied approaches to the subject by describing his
involvement in projects on both ends of the spectrum, from the simple storytelling approach of Lynn Moroney's
"SkyTellers" project, to his work in adapting and developing a planetarium program with complex three-dimensional
visualizations on the "astronomy of big" using a digital planetarium projector. In the process, he will suggest that
not only is there a niche for both the large and small in our community, but that we need each other in order for the
planetarium community to thrive.
Astronomy has often been called the Study
of Everything--encompassing, as it does, the universe.
It is certainly the study of things ranging from the
Very Big--the ponderous galaxy wheeling through
space--to the very small--the diminutive hematite
concretion on Mars that shouts "water!" or the
microscopic bacterium that finds a clement home on
Planet Earth, and may once have on the Red Planet as
well.
Astronomy is also practiced in large and
small ways, from the scientific thinker who frets over
how he or she can unify cosmic forces into one grand
operating scheme, to the amateur astronomer helping
an initiate to find the North Star by using the Pointers
of the Big Dipper.
And it is practiced in large and small
facilities, from mountaintop temples of scientific
observation, to small inflatable bags that use coffee
can-shaped projectors to create stars in their dark
interiors.
Thus it is that the Astronomy of Big and
Small is accomplished in big and small ways by big
and small facilities--all of which have value and are
necessary in the astronomy "ecosystem" if this
environment for contemplating and understanding the
cosmos is to remain healthy and productive. And this
makes a rather good definition of our own profession.
One of the great virtues of our profession is
that we're not all the same and we don't do everything
the same way; that there is room—and in fact a need-for approaches both simple and grand in facilities
both petite and extra large to meet goals both simple
and complex.
After all, the most important
characteristic of what we do is not how expensive,
how cheap, how technological, or how basic it is, but
how effective it is. And as we've all learned during
our time in the trenches, different things work for

different people in different circumstances, and we
must vary our approach.
To illustrate the virtues of such varied
approaches, I'd like to offer two examples in which
I'm currently involved. The first is the Skytellers
project, a joint venture of our storytelling colleague
Lynn Moroney from Oklahoma, and the Lunar and
Planetary Institute in Houston, Texas. The project
funded by the National Science Foundation creates an
imaginative link between the storytelling traditions of
old and the scientific traditions of today, both of
which try to tell the story of the World and the
universe in ways that people can imagine and
understand.
The project is creating a series of recordings
introducing basic astronomical subjects (ten in
number) through paired Native American and science
stories about the subjects. Designed primarily for use
in the classroom or small planetarium, each subject is
introduced by an Indian story with no external visual
setting recommended beyond a night sky backdrop or
a simple panoramic scene, to allow the listener's
imagination to provide the visualizations in the
listener's own mind. This is followed by the science
story, told in a style that links it to the Indian story
preceding, and employing no more than a few images
each to advance concepts without intruding too much
upon the mental exercise.
I'm assisting with the science stories, and
while I'm therefore not an unbiased observer, I've
been quite gratified at how effectively the stories
seem to come alive in the mind and create both
cultural and scientific links to the world around us. I
think these stories, drawing upon simple storytelling
techniques that have served us well for millennia, will
be an effective tool in introducing youngsters and
oldsters alike to the universe as a cultural as well as
scientific enterprise.
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The story sets are expected to be completed
by year's end and ready for distribution in 2005; you
can access the web site of the Lunar and Planetary
Institute (http://www.lpi.usra.edu) to keep track of the
project.
In contrast, I'm also in the process of
developing a planetarium program rather on the other
end of the scale. Funded by my state's space grant
consortium, with the active participation of
cosmologists at my university, the program will focus
on the Astronomy of Big—demonstrating not only
the size and scale of the universe, but discussing the
big cosmological questions of the day and how
technology is making it possible to arrive at answers.
Our plan is to acquire and adapt the 20minute planetarium program "Big" produced by the
National Space Centre in Leicester, England, narrated
by Sir Richard Attenborough, which answers the
question "How big is the universe?" by taking
viewers on an immersive journey through the known
cosmos. We will adapt this immersive journey for
our Digistar II facility, and will append to it a fifteenminute segment that goes beyond mere size to ask the
big questions in cosmology today--and how we're
beginning to get answers thanks to missions such as
the Hubble Space Telescope and the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), with the help
of Dr. Neil Cornish who works on the WMAP
project, and others.
The program will use three-dimensional
digital technology to present cutting-edge science on
the biggest thing there is—the universe--and how
we're beginning to be able to tell its age, its shape,
what it's made of, what it was like, what it may be
like in the future, and how we fit in to the scheme of

the cosmos. We expect to have the combined
program, both adaptation and original elements,
completed for presentation by next summer.
Skytellers and the Astronomy of Big are two
very different sorts of projects, but each has a place in
the grand scheme of astronomy education in which
we're engaged. And I would argue that we need this
diversity of effort--and facilities, and approaches--in
order for our community to thrive.
George Reed once told me that "technology
will never replace the awe engendered by a view of
the night sky," and that we should take advantage of
our unique strengths in simulating it. Bill Gutsch, on
the other hand, once told me: "Now we're getting the
technology that can make the universe as exciting as
it really is," and that we should use it.
Are these two opinions at odds? Not when
you consider what Lynn Moroney once told me:
"Our planetariums are not the universe; they're an
invitation to the universe. We simply offer different
levels of invitation."
We need those different levels of invitation.
If we were all the same, and did all the same things,
imagine how boring our conferences would be--and
how little we would learn. And how we would be the
poorer in our efforts to teach and enlighten a public
that learns in different ways. By supporting a diverse
planetarium culture, we strengthen our profession and
give ourselves opportunities to inform our efforts
with new ideas and approaches.
So, in this Universe of Big and Small, let's
celebrate our differences, big and small, for diversity
is our strength.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Discover the italian domes
Loris Ramponi
Associazione Amici dei Planetari c/o Centro Studi e Ricerche Serafino Zani, via Bosca 24, 25066 Lumezzane, Italy
E-mail: info@serafinozani.it

_____________________________________________________________________________
What is happening in Italy in the field of Planetaria? Since the 1990 IPS Conference in Borlange the situation of
Italian domes has been described regularly during biennial Society meetings. After fifteen years there are more than
100 working star projectors in this part of Europe today. This review will combine news and perspectives about the
main original existing structures and an update panorama of the latest domes built in our country. The paper will
also be devoted to some unique Italian initiatives of international interest: the "Day of Planetaria" (next held on
March 20, 2005), the October 2004 Italian Meeting which will be held in Rome and meetings, contests and staff
exchanges for foreign colleagues interested in visiting our country.
This new review of existing Italian planetaria
points out a peculiarity in the field of planetaria in our
country. During the IPS Conference in Borlange a
paper called “Activities of Italian Planetaria” was
presented and we described the situation of the 55
existing planetaria in 1990. After fifteen years the
number of planetaria has doubled, but some of the
problems that were given during the Conference in
Sweden still remain the same today. Modern science
centers, with adjoining planetaria, did not exist in
1990. And today we can still see that the most
frequently used planetaria are small models that
operate mainly for schools.
In this paper three questions will be addressed:
What has improved the diffusion of planetaria in
Italy? Why are there so few big Italian planetaria?
Why are there only ten big and medium planetaria
that are manufactured by non-Italian firms?
The increase that has take place in the number of
planetaria in Italy can be directly linked to the work
of the Italian Planetaria Friends Association (AAP).
The AAP has promoted an interest in astronomy
through its yearly meetings, courses, publications,
papers, the “Day of Planetaria” and maintenance of
an up-to-date census of Italian planetaria. (This
census has been compiled since the foundation year
of AAP, in 1986, and the results are now available on
the website (www.planetaritaliani.it). In the last
twenty years AAP has been engaged in the diffusion
of information concerning existing planetaria, the list
of manufacturers for new projects and initiatives in
other countries and at the international level. All
activities in the field of planetaria at the national level
are promoted by AAP.
The replies to the other two questions can be
given together. It is easiest to think that the high cost
of a big planetarium is what limited new realizations,
but we think that in Italy it is also important to

consider the following facts as answers to these
questions.
1.

2.
3.

Among the existing planetaria, 54 are built
in Italy, 34 are the small Goto Ex-3 model
and another 20 are also produced abroad
(among the last 10 are itinerants - inflatable
domes).
Past availability of a cheap manual
planetarium for nautical schools made that a
popular choice.
Recent production of competitive models,
made by Italian craftsman, served to reduced
the market to foreign manufacturers in the
field of big and high cost projects.

The second part of this essay is devoted to a brief
description of the activities of Italian planetaria, in
particular to new projects and new initiatives going
on.
NEW PLANETARIA
Currently the City of Science in Naples is the
only center that includes a big dome. However, in
Rome two projects are in progress and other cities are
planning to build planetaria connected with a
permanent astronomical exhibition. In 1990 only a
few cities had big or medium planetaria (*) that
organized lectures addressed both to schools and to
the general public, while today many of the existing
domes are open both to schools and the public. In
recent years the number of buildings specifically
planned and devoted for planetaria has increased,
while in 1990 only three cities had a highly visible
planetarium.
Concerning the diffusion of new planetaria,
the South of Italy is by now the most active area, but
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still they do not have more planetaria than the rest of
the country. There are, as matter of fact, 49 planetaria
in the North, 31 in the Center and 32 in the South of
Italy.
DAY OF PLANETARIA
A "Day of Planetaria" has been held
simultaneously in different countries yearly since
1995. This day presents an important opportunity for
involving the international community in a
collaboration that aims to promote knowledge of
planetaria to the public. The next "Day of Planetaria"
will be held on March 20, 2005. Go to
http://www.bresciascienza.it/cityline/cult/frame_index.htm

for information about how to join us in this
experience.
SUNDIAL CONTEST: SHADOWS OF TIME
There are hundreds of sundials in that can be
found in our country. These instruments for the
measure of the time, from the point of view of their
function, belong decidedly to the past. Nevertheless,
hundreds of people in Italy are passionate about and
dedicated to the ancient art of making sundials.
Astronomical elements as well as geometric,
historical and artistic aspects render the solar clock an
instrument of particular didactic interest. For this
reason, teachers of sciences and geography are invited
to involve their students in the location of the solar
clocks present in their communities.
A biennial competition " the shadows of the time
" is dedicated to the construction of sundials. The
competition is opened to all constructors, from the
novice to the professional, and students as well as the
adults.
AMERICAN, FRENCH AND SPANISH “WEEKS
IN ITALY” CONTEST
Each year Serafino Zani Astronomical
Observatory (Lumezzane/Brescia), in collaboration
with the IPS Mobile Planetarium Committee and with
the support of Learning Technologies, Inc., hosts an
American Planetarium Operator who presents lessons
in English with the itinerant planetarium Starlab to
high school students of English. Transportation from

the United States is provided, along with bed and
meals from Monday to Sunday (lunch and dinner
Saturday and Sunday, on your own).
Beginning last year a similar yearly experience
also involved a French planetarium operator (last
year’s winner was Richard Hamou, Marseille
Astronomical Observatory) and on the occasion of
this year’s IPS Conference, in Valencia, we will also
discuss the opportunity of a similar experience for a
Spanish planetarium operator.
NATIONAL MEETING
The next meeting of the Italian Planetaria Friends
Association will be held in October of 2004 in Rome,
Italy. We invite you to attend and learn more about
interesting activities and projects in Italy. For
registration information contact: Centro Studi e
Ricerche Serafino Zani, via Bosca 24, 25066
Lumezzane (Brescia), tel. 030/872164, fax
030/872545, info@serafinozani.it
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it can be seen that Italy is an
active country that is involved in many interesting
endeavors. It is also a viable target for big new
planetarium projects in the future. For many years we
have continued to remind others that Italy is a country
that can be offered as an interesting market. Several
cities are organizing projects that include plans to
build modern structures devoted to the diffusion of
science that can include a planetarium. Digital
planetaria also are beginning to appear in our country.
The city of Turin will take the first step in this field,
the planetarium there is close to a professional
astronomical observatory. In the future the digital
projector can be used to interest Italian operators in
non-traditional sky domes.
(*) In Italy we suggest to change the traditional
division from small to big planetaria in the followings
dome diameter list: small (from 3 to 5 meters; there
are 70 of these in Italy); medium (from 6 to 7 meters;
total in Italy is 28); big (from 8 meters, total in Italy is
13).

_____________________________________________________________________________
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The new planetarium of Rome
Gianluca Ranzini* & Vicenzo Vomero**
* Planetario di Milano. Corso Venecia 57. 20121 Milano. Italy
** Director of the Scientific Museums, Sovraintendenza Comunale di Roma, Italy. E-mail: g.ranzini@iol.it

______________________________________________________________________________
Twenty years after the closing of the historical location inside the Diocletian’s baths, the Scientific Museums of
Rome’s network system opened this year a new Planetarium. This facility is hosted inside the Museum of Roman
Civilization and ideally represents the final destination of a journey that, starting from the vestiges of the ancient
past, will bring you to the wonders of a faraway future throughout both humanistic and scientific cultures. The
Planetarium has a 14 meters Denis’ dome and 101 seats. The old Zeiss II – now in exposition – was replaced by a
SN95 star projector by RSA Cosmos, supported by a single channel digital In Space System™ that allows to project
movies and animations. Twelve slideprojectors are used for panoramas and all-sky projections. It is expected to give
both automated and live shows. The Planetarium is also part of a facility including both a Documentation Centre
and an Astronomical Museum.
This project has also been possible thanks to the
collaboration and cooperation of both the direction
THE HISTORY
and of all the staff of the Museum of Roman
civilization, although the Planetarium itself is under
Year 2004 marks twenty years from the closing
the direction of the Scientific Museums of Rome’s
of the historical Planetarium of Rome, which was
network system.
located in the Minerva’s hall, within the Diocletian’s
Given that the Planetarium was going to be
baths. That Planetarium was - together with the one in
located
in a pre-existent museum, the whole project
Milan - the biggest all over Italy. It also was a very
was developed trying to minimize an invasive
well known facility, appreciated by the population of
presence, by deeply considering a possible
the town and often visited by tourists. Being opened
reversibility of the operation in order to grant the
in 1928, the Planetarium of Rome was also one of the
integrity of the holder, on the one hand, and the
first-ever Planetariums in the world. When it was
possibility of using the location for different purposes
closed to the public, Rome lost one of its few
on the other.
scientific culture resources, a lack that has been
constantly emphasized by the mass media, by the
THE PLANETARIUM
citizens and by the huge crowd of the town’s amateur
astronomers.
But now, with the opening of a new Planetarium
The Planetarium takes up 300 sqm and is covered
in the E.U.R.’s district, the city of Rome Cultural
by a dome manufactured by the French firm Denis.
Policies Councillorship finally returns to its citizens a
The star projector is a SN 95 II by RSA Cosmos (the
brand new institution, meant to be of extreme value
old Zeiss Model II is now in exposition). The dome
for the popularization and the didactic of astronomy.
has a diameter of 14 meters and is able to seat more
The Planetarium is also part of a wider facility,
than 100 people in comfortable ergonomic armchairs,
including both a Documentation Centre and an
arranged in concentric rows.
Astronomical Museum.
Appart from the star projector, the dome is also
The new Planetarium is hosted inside the
equipped with a digital system Sky Explorer
Museum of Roman Civilization and it ideally
supported by a single digital channel In Space
represents the final destination of a journey that,
System, that allows projecting images, videos and
starting from the vestiges of the ancient past, will
animations in three different directions of the dome
bring the visitors to the wonders of a faraway future
with three NEC digital video-projectors.
throughout both humanistic and scientific cultures.
Moreover, there are twelve slide-projectors used
The realization of the new Planetarium has been
for panoramas and all-sky projections and an 8
a quite difficult operation, involving not only the City
channels audio system. This extremely modern
Council of Rome but also the Regional Government
equipment-set is expected to offer both automated
of Lazio and the State University La Sapienza, with
and live shows. The shows will be aimed to both
funding coming from various institutions and
pupils form school groups but also to a more general
resources.
public, with an estimated annual attendance of around
100.000 visitors.
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THE ASTRONOMICAL MUSEUM

•

The museum’s exposition covers an area of about
400 sqm, but it is quite different from any traditional
museum or science centre. This museum wishes to be
a sort of “astronomical theatre” where the visitor’s
curiosity and want of discovery will be enhanced by
the help of images, animations and of a huge
collection of models and dioramas. The visiting tour
starts from the Earth then goes on with a “landing” on
the Moon, followed by a journey to the Solar System
planets and the interstellar space. The virtual journey
is supposed to stimulate the visitors’ interest in
crucial themes such as Time, Space and the Origin of
the Chemical Elements, which will all be developed
throughout the visit. The visitor will then be cast back
to Earth through a virtual “black hole”. Among the
installations and facilities in the Museum area there
are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

two big dioramas, representing the lunar surface
and the surface of Jupiter’s moon Europa;
a section of a star, in which visitors will be
invited to enter to see the inner structure of a star;
the in scale models of the Solar System Planets
and of the Moon;
10 multimedia workstations enabling to expand
onto the contents of the exposition with images,
videos and didactical games;
35 show cases reproducing models of satellites,
space probes and the like;
15 monitors;
a bookshop.
Website of Rome’ Planetarium:
http://www.reframe.it/planetario/

______________________________________________________________________________
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The Belgrade Planetarium – 35th Anniversary
Natasa Stanic & Aleksander Tomic
Astronomical Society “Rudjer Boskovic”. Belgrade Planetarium.
Public Observatory. Kalemegdan, Gornji grad 16, 11 000 Belgrad,. Serbia and Montenegro.
E-mail: anis@eunet.yu

______________________________________________________________________________
This is a review of the work and activities in the Planetarium of Astronomical Society “Rudjer Boskovic” founded in
1934, among first on Balkan. Particular attention has been paid to modernizations, for example the implementation
of visual and acoustic presentation. The foundation, basic programs, different statistical data, other activities and
perspectives will be presented too.

HISTORY
In 1934, Astronomy department was at
Philosophical Faculty of Belgrade University. In that
time many of students were passionately involved in
sky watching and celestial wonders. They decided to
gather people of all profiles who shared the same
interests in astronomy and space sciences – and
founded Astronomical society “Rudjer Boskovic” in
April 22, 1934.
The main promoters of the idea were Djodje
Nikolic (later he became doctor of astronomical
sciences in France) and Nenad Jankovic (solicitor).
They used to arrange appointments at faculty, in
private apartments and restaurants (especially in the
restaurant of Academy of science). Lectures in
popular astronomy and space science had been given
in Aero – club, Public university of Kolarac and in
the open air.
In early years of activities, in 1935,
astronomical magazine “Saturn” was started and
successfully published once a month till 1941.
Among the oldest members of Society, there is a
lively reconnection they dreamed about Planetarium
in Belgrade from the beginning, in 1938.
Public observatory was founded in 1964, and
for the first time society possessed its own rooms in
the Dizdar’s tower. The tower was built in period
1404 – 1427 (well known Serbian ruller , Stefan
Lazarevic built it) and situates in a Kalemegdan
fortress (built up by different civilizations – Celts,
Romans, Huns, Slovenes and others in different
period of time), the most popular archeological site in
Belgrade.
Planetarium dream was realized in 1966.
Producer Carl Zeiss presented projector ZKP1 at
Belgrade’s technical fair, on May 21 of that year.

Professor Branislav Sevarlic and Pero Djurkovic,
astronomer demonstrated possibilities of planetarium
and its importance for culture, education and
popularization of science to Josip Broz Tito
(president of former Yugoslavia). It was really
successful – Tito decided to buy planetarium to
Astronomical Society.
The building of public bathroom, in lower
part of the fortress (where two big rivers, Danube and
Sava, merge) was adapted and given to Astronomical
society. The dome of 8 meters was constructed for the
projector with 80 sitting places.
Planetarium in Belgrade has following coordinates:
Longitude:
+ 440 49’ 35’’
Latitude:
+ 200 27’ 01’’
High above see level:
109 m
STATISTICAL DATA – GIVEN LECTURES AND
VISIT PER YEAR IN LAST 35 YEARS
The first planetarium show was given on
March 16, 1969, and opening ceremony was on
February 27, 1970. Public, open show was given on
March 3, 1970. In that time (till 2000 when Novi Sad
got the same model of projector) the Belgrade
Planetarium was the only one in the whole country of
Yugoslavia (22 millions population).
From decade to decade, particularly in the
Table 3, we can notice decreasing number of lectures
and visitors. It doesn’t mean that activity Belgrade
Planetarium was badly organized or no popular. In
that time, you should bear in your mind, all political
disturbances led to decay of former Yugoslavia, and
from year to year, country went smaller and smaller.
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Year

Lectures (NL)

Visitors (NV)

1970
1971

585
330
453
331
449
408
418
289
642
492
248

12 618
9 025
12 051
8 288
13 061
12 233
12 281
10 940
21 380
16 887
7 654

*

1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80

Table 1: The Number of lectures and visitors in the first
decade of activity. In this decade we had the maximum of
given lectures (642) and 21 380 visitors in the same year, in
1977.

Year

Lectures (N L)

Visitors (N V)

1980/81
1981/82
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

113
146
125
255
299
274
292
186
157
260
264

7 947
15 139
18 297
16 193
16 512
16 219
17 426
11 404
11 092
16 851
15 003

Table 2: The Number of lectures and visitors in the second
decade of activity. Here we have miscorrelated numbers of
visitors and numbers of given lectures, especially in the
years of 1982 and 1984.

Year

Lectures (N L)

Visitors (N V)

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

202
165
114
146
113
156
156
133
94
136

12 288
9 067
6 755
8 235
6 355
6 640
7 819
7 017
5 390
6 333

Table 3: The Number of lectures and visitors in the third
decade of activity

Interest for astronomy, sky watching and
new scientific exploration of space also started to
decrease, as a consequence of social crisis.

Concerning these crises both economic and political,
we are happy that Planetarium has never stopped
running shows and perform other basic programs
(except in period of 74 days in 1999, during the
bombardment, what was obviously reflected on
number of lectures and visitors, see the Table 3).

Year

Lectures ()

Poseta

2001
2002
2003

183
197
207

8 790
9 496
8 984

THE PRESENT TIME
Activity in planetarium of Astronomical
Society “Rudjer Boskovic” now can be divided in
four main fields of work:
1.

Basic programs in Planetarium and Public
observatory
2. Manifestation (free of charge)
3. Cooperation
4. Astronomy magazine “Vasiona” (The
Universe)
These activities have involved members of the
Society,
students,
scholars,
artists,
media
(broadcasting and TV stations), daily newspapers as
well as professional astronomers. Society members
decreased from 1500 in 1991 (during former
Yugoslavia that consisted of six republics) to 700 in
2003, in Serbia and Montenegro (area of activity
diminished with a country - almost four times).
In the last year, 2003, we have 45 000 visitors in all
fields of activities mentioned above. Particularly,
Public observatory has 21 010 visitors on telescopic
sightseeing during the day and astronomical
observation of celestial bodies (every Friday and
Saturday evening). The number of visitors on
Planetarium show was 8 984.
The rest of visitors, namely 15 006 visitors, attended
our manifestations in astronomy, culture and art that
are free of charge for everybody (not only members).
1.

Basic programs in Planetarium and Public
observatory

Standard Planetarium show “Starry Night” is
45 minute live-show with two parts of the story. First
Solar System and the Earth place in it as well as
Sun’s place in the Milky Way, have been presented
on LCD projector with short animation of Earth
revolution and rotation. After that, celestial sphere
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and constellations, with a special attention on
apparent motion of the sky, sky scenery during
different seasons of the year have been introduced (on
ZKP1 Carl Zeiss projector).
This kind of show has been running by
scheduled educational program for kinder gardens,
primary schools, high schools and universities, and
once a week (Saturday afternoon) for citizens (entry
is 1 €).
Astronomy course for the beginners run
twice a year and consists of 26 lectures – from the
night sky viewed by the naked eye to the Big Bang
theory, modern cosmology and Search for
extraterrestrial life... Lectures have been given every
Friday and Saturday afternoon, for free of charge.
For the first time, visitors of the course can
buy (price is about 3 €) lecture notes (not more than
10 pages) after the lecture.
In this course, students of astronomy and
astrophysics
at
Astronomy
department
of
Mathematical Faculty have been involved as lecturers
in additional topics (tightly connected to appropriate
basic lectures).
Topics at astronomy course:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Our place in the Universe (introduction)
Celestial sphere and Earth rotation
Earth revolution
Constellations
Phases of the Moon; Sun and Moon eclipses
Planetary motions
What is time and how we measure it
Electromagnetic radiation and spectrum
Our planet - Earth (physical properties and
evolution)
The Moon
Mercury, Venus and Mars – Earthlike
planets
Giant planets – Jupiter like planets
Satellites and rings of giant planets
Asteroids and comets
Solar system evolution
Other planetary systems
Stars
The Sun
The birth of star; evolution of low mass stars
The evolution of massive stars
Structure of the Milky Way
Milky Way – dark matter and interstellar
medium
The world of galaxies
Large scale structure of the Universe
Extraterrestrial life
Evolution of Universe

2.

Manifestations

There are two kinds of manifestations in
Belgrade Planetarium – astronomical and
cultural/artistic ones.
Belgrade astronomical weekend – two days
of lectures (every year on June) in variety of topics
(physics, astronomy, history of science, space
exploration, science/art connection...). For 22 years, it
already became a traditional meeting of professional
and amateur Yugoslav astronomers from all over the
world.
Summer astronomical meeting (every year
on August) gathers those interested in some particular
astronomical topic (for example, active galactic
nuclei, space missions, Mars opposition, Transit of
Venus, etc.)
Concerning cultural/artistic happenings in
Belgrade Planetarium, we organize literary evenings,
different kind of concerts and presentation of artistic
work (especially in digital art and multimedia).
3.

Cooperation

Financial support mainly comes from
Belgrade Parliament for some of activities
(astronomical and cultural manifestations). Belgrade
Cultural Center supports us to organize literary
evenings and concerts.
This year we started cooperation with
Spanish Cultural Center and we are pleased to say
that visit to IPS Conference in Valencia 2004 was
partly supported by this institution.
University of art is involved in designing of
several books in popular science that are going to be
published to the end of 20004, in the main Publishing
house for text-books in the country.
4.

Astronomy magazine
Universe”)

“Vasiona”

(“The

Astronomical Society “Rudjer Boskovic” has been
publishing this magazine since 1954. In this
magazine, our members can find Planetarium news,
popular articles, society events, results of amateur
observations, building telescopes, astronomy courses
etc. This magazine is partly supported by Ministry of
science in Serbia.
The future
In the near future the innovation of the
website has been planned (you may look for it on the
internet in a next few months). Cooperation with IPS
organization has started in Valencia and has been
planned to grow better in a next year, in consultation
about educational and management programs. IPS
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2004 conference have also helped a lot in
determination of further activities – searching for a
most convenient way to bring a new video system to
8-m dome of Belgrade Planetarium. This will be, after

35 years, the most important step to the future work
in Astronomical Society “Rudjer Boskovic”.

Belgrade Planetarium

Public Observatory

______________________________________________________________________________
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Ten rays of hope for planetariums
Jim Sweitzer
Science Communications Consultants. 528 North Ridgeland Ave. Oak Park, IL 60302, USA.
E-mail: swisstar@aol.com

______________________________________________________________________________
Though many planetariums are facing constrained funding, systemic educational restructuring and stiff competition
from other media, there are good reasons to be hopeful about the future of these institutions. In this short talk, I will
adopt a perspective somewhat outside of our profession and propose ten reasons planetariums will experience
strong popularity and continued growth in coming decades. Among the many bright rays on the horizon are the
unending resourcefulness of planetarians, new advances in technology, stunning new science, and the increasing
international nature of space exploration.
ten advantages planetariums enjoy that are timely and
also timeless:

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Projection planetariums have endured for over
eighty years now. They’ve seen hey days during the
American Apollo space program. Projectors have
evolved from electromechanical wonders into
systems of all sizes and technical sophistication.
Often planetarians attend professional meetings and
hear of the latest horror stories of constrained budgets
or closures. On the positive side we are often dazzled
by the latest technical developments that offer new
potential, but carry heavy price tags and major
production burdens. In this short paper I will outline
positive trends and thoughts outside of the practical
challenges besetting planetariums. Possibly these rays
of hope might offer germs of ideas that could prove
useful when envisioning new planetariums or
advocating continuing support for existing domes.
Planetariums continue to be popular, drawing a
combined international attendance of some 90 Million
annually
(http://www.lochness.com/pltref/attend.html).
Yet
they face intense competition from other informal
education and media – the Internet, in particular.
Although planetariums are a very different medium
than the Internet where the numbers are an order of
magnitude higher. For example, the Mars Exploration
Rovers website served up over 900 million web pages
during the just first month of operations on Mars:
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2004/feb/HQ_040
64_portal.html).
Hope for planetariums stems from two sources.
First, because planetariums are a unique medium and
second because of the growth of the science they
present. It is essential for planetarium professionals to
be articulate about positive trends and forces -- if only
to use in advocating ongoing support and to excite
audiences. The following list is an attempt to describe

1. Wild Night Sky Preserves
The glare of civilization blinds us to the
Universe. According to a recent study of global light
pollution (http://www.lightpollution.it/worldatlas/):
“About two thirds of the World population and 99%
of the population in US (excluding Alaska and
Hawaii) and EU live in areas where the night sky is
above the threshold set for polluted status…. [and
furthermore] … more than two thirds of the US
population and more than one half of the EU
population have already lost naked eye visibility of
the Milky Way.” Though we would hope these
numbers might eventually improve, the only way
most urban and suburban people can see stars is in a
planetarium. For this reason planetariums have
become wild night sky preserves – a special habitat of
a sort where we can still see rare species of heavenly
objects.
2. Accelerating Pace of Space Science Discovery
Forty years ago, the US vs. USSR space race was
among the top news stories of the day. This human
story in space has slowed dramatically and even
seemed to have stopped recently because of the
Columbia disaster. The last decades, however, have
seen unprecedented growth in unmanned space
science. The number of new planets discovered is
increasing at a rate of about one per month
(http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/). The Hubble Space
Telescope alone has brought the average person
closer to observational astronomy than ever before.
As of May 2004, 81 NASA space science missions
are under study, being developed or operating
(http://spacescience.nasa.gov/missions/index.htm) .
The average cost of individual missions has decreased
from the days of Voyager. New major observatories
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dot remote mountaintops around the world and enjoy
unprecedented new technologies. The net result is that
the pace of scientific discoveries in space science and
astrophysics is accelerating. The results of this
research are the raw materials for planetarium shows.
There are no limits in sight.
3. Space Exploration Transcends National
Boundaries
The traditional superpowers of space exploration are
no longer. China launched its first Taikonaut in late
2003. The goals of this most populous nation now
rival those of the United States and Europe. Both
China and Japan have announced ambitious robotic
space exploration goals. Since most space science has
few practical or defense benefits, the results and
discoveries tend to be widely shared and enjoyed. Our
relationship to space exploration cosmos is universal.
All humans share the same frontier.
4. Symbols of a Hopeful Future
Space has long been equated with a positive vision of
the future and human destiny. Often municipalities
that finance and establish new planetariums do so
because of this identification. Many children want to
grow up to be astronauts. This simple role for
planetariums is a most welcome one in a world that
seems to be dominated lately by news of human
conflict.
5. Promise of New Technologies
For decades there were few new innovative
technologies introduced in the planetarium business.
In just the past decade alone, cheaper and more
powerful commodity computers have revolutionized
what we can model. Digital technologies enable us to
create and display realms we could only struggle to
imagine before. The challenges of capitalizing on this
capability are great, but so will be the rewards.
Computers are as significant to planetariums as the
electric light was in the 1920s.
6. Invoking the Technical Sublime
The technical sublime may not be a notion familiar to
all, but planetariums can be used to evoke this
experience because planetarium projection systems
represent technological capabilities too challenging
for most people to grasp. The experience of going to a
planetarium can be technically sublime in the same
way as viewing vast geological landscapes or
astonishing architectural wonders. Part of the appeal
of films like those of George Lucas is that he creates
rich technically sublime landscapes and spacecraft. A
planetarium is not nearly as sophisticated as
Hollywood special effects, but to a child it can be.
And when the data or images being shown are real

science data, planetariums achieve a verisimilitude
few films can deliver. We live in a technological age;
we need technological experiences to understand our
roles; planetariums fit that need.
7. Opportunities for Emotional Learning
Not all learning is the cognitive type we know so well
from the classroom. One of the primary strengths of
planetariums is that they are not classroom and they
can create powerful experiences. No one needs to tell
a planetarian that people often have strong emotional
reactions to their planetarium shows. New
understandings of how the emotions modulate
memory (see, for example, The Emotional Brain, by
Joseph LeDoux) and learning therefore underscore
the need for planetariums. Not only should we
recognize this fact, we need to continue to address it
and encourage programs that enable deep and
meaningful experiences under our domes.
8. Addressing Boundary Questions
Astronomy and astrophysics necessarily deal with
ultimates –in time, distance, and origins. How many
of us routinely wind up addressing questions such as:
What happened before the Big Bang? What happens
to you if you fall into a black hole? What is the
Universe expanding into? Are we alone? These are
questions nearly everyone asks. Since these questions
are at the limits of our knowledge, and often even of
science to answer, they are called boundary
questions. They are posed because they are central to
our human need to try and make sense of our
existence in a vast, ancient and immense universe.
Almost coincident with the rise of planetariums in the
20th Century has been the development of this
romantic relationship to outer space. Long before the
understanding of the galactic universe of
unfathomable depths, most people learned of a finite,
though large, clock-like world of classical harmony
centered on the earth. The comforting classical
worldview is with us no longer. Among all the
sciences, we most enjoy the privilege or addressing
boundary questions in planetariums. And unlike other
science experiences, we can help people understand
their relationship to the wider universe.
9. Unending Tradition of Modeling the Universe
Planetariums will endure as long as we seek to
understand the Universe through scientific models. In
many ways, planetariums are simply technological
models to immerse audiences in what scientists
understand as mathematical models. When the
Copernican Theory was new, Orrery’s came to be the
favorite way for the intellectually curious to
apprehend their world order. To a certain extent the
planetarium first came into being with the
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seventeenth century Orrery. Since revisions to our
scientific model of the universe are likely to be
unending, so too will be the descendents of today’s
planetariums.
Some future innovations that our descendants will
call a planetarium might look quite different than
what we know today. Nevertheless, there will always
be technical models of the Universe.
10. Innovative Practitioners
But beyond all the big science , advancing in
technology, and deep human meaningfulness,
planetariums will thrive primarily because of all the

imaginative and passionate planetarians in the world.
The rich array of presentations and displays at a
meeting such as this one is only the tip of the iceberg.
As long as knowledgeable people love to show
curious others what’s out there beyond the hills,
planetariums will thrive.
These ten reasons for optimism are, of course,
idiosyncratic. But, if even a couple are useful by
helping inspire support or understanding of the big
picture planetariums fit into, then they were worth
relating.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Professional development for planetarians (Panel Discussion)
Chair: Jim Sweitzer 1
Panelists: Lars Broman 2 , Alan Gould 3 , Shoichi Itoh 4 , Anita Sohus 5 , Ryan Wyatt 6
1

Science Communications Consultants, 528 North Ridgeland Ave., Oak Park, IL 60302, USA.
E-mail: swisstar@aol.com

2

Dalarna University, SE 791 99, Falun, Sweden. E-mail: lbr@du.se

3

University of California. Lawrence Hall of Science. Berkeley, CA 94709, USA. E-mail: agould@berkeley.edu

4

Suginami Planetarium, 3-3-13 Shimizu, Suginami-ku, 167-0033 Tokyo, Japan.
E-mail: itoh@science.suginami-ku.ed.jp
5

NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA
E-mail: Anita.M.Sohus@jpl.nasa.gov
6

American Museum of Natural History, 79th Street and Central Park West, New York, NY 10024, USA
E-mail: wyatt@amnh.org

_____________________________________________________________________________
If one believes that the most important aspect of a planetarium is its staff, then continued progress and improved
programming depend on excellent professional development. In recent years, planetarians have faced new
challenges from educational systems, technological advances, and extraordinary new science. Learn from a panel of
experts about recent professional development programs, focusing on science content, conducted for planetarians.
And also be prepared to discuss our future needs for development in professional practices on such topics as
delivering live programs and utilizing digital presentation tools.
INTRODUCTION BY JIM SWEITZER
An extraterrestrial being attending an earthly
planetarium conference might be led to believe that
the most important concerns are advanced projection
technologies, exotic new buildings and stunning new
programs. But, in reality, all terrestrial planetarians
know that they themselves are the crucial ingredient
of their planetarium. Conferences are good
opportunities
for
professional
development.
Planetarium pedagogical approaches and basic
planetarium techniques are communicated well in
short meeting sessions. Yet if planetariums are to
continue to improve and work well as educational
institutions, then more systematic professional
development (PD) is probably called for, especially in
the areas of deepening content knowledge and
sophisticated high-end production skills. The purpose
of this panel discussion is to review some intriguing
recent PD activities that go well beyond what one
would encounter in a planetarium conference. I hope
in this way that we will all be able to address areas of
future PD need.
Similar communities of science educators are
facing calls for PD too. In the United States, the most
prominent and somewhat controversial call for PD is
in the area of teacher qualification. The No Child Left
Behind program (www.ed.gov/nclb/landing.jhtml)

mandates that science teachers must be highly
qualified in the next few years. This has led states to
systematize their teacher training programs. NASA’s
Office of Space Science itself commissioned a high
level review of its education and outreach ecosystem.
Chaired by Paul Knappenberger of the Adler
Planetarium, one of its key recommendations was the
need to “strengthen and expand professional
development efforts for EPO professionals, educators
and scientists.” Specifically, this report came to
findings that could well apply to the planetarium
educational community: “In addition, professional
development is needed for members of the education
community,
especially classroom teachers and
developers of curricular materials. A method of
sustained help for educators must be found, not just a
single workshop or conversation.”
In this session our panelists will focus on two
general areas of PD need: contemporary science
content and program presentation techniques (both
technical and as a live educator). Up-to-date comfort
with content knowledge is important for planetarians
as educators. Subject area competence is one of the
key findings in the highly influential book, How
People Learn, which summarizes decades of findings
on science education. Since astronomical discovery is
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often front-page news or prominent on the Internet,
planetarians are frequently called upon to comment
for both their visitors and the media. Constant
progress in extraordinary new astronomical
discoveries will demand that all planetarians keep
well informed. Anita Sohus of NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Lab and Shoichi Itoh of the Suginami
Planetarium will tell us about a few exciting new
content-based PD programs from last year.
Program presentation demands are the second
area where systematic professional development is
required. The demands to be effective communicators
have never been greater. Participatory programs
continue to be the most effective ways to work with
most groups. We have learned much about how to do
these well largely through the leadership of Alan
Gould and his colleagues at the Lawrence Hall of
Science. On the technical end of the spectrum, the
tools many now use to do presentations have never
been more sophisticated. These tools require a new
level of sophistication, both technically, but also in
production techniques. Ryan Wyatt of the American
Museum of Natural History in New York will guide

us through thinking about the PD needs of a
planetarian who operates at the cutting edge.
Special Note: This updated version of this paper also
contains an increasingly important dimension of
professional development – university level training.
We were extremely fortunate to have Lars Broman
step in to the panel at the past minute and deliver a
talk on his Masters Program in Science
Communications in Sweden. This is not a form of
professional development limited to Sweden,
however. In the course of the subsequent discussions
we learned of similar programs in France as well as
Italy.
The bottom line is that planetarians need to be in
control of their programs in order to create and
operate planetariums that continue to serve their
audiences well. To stay in control they need to be
upgraded in ways we may not have required in the
past. We hope that today’s presentations will lead to a
wider dialogue about the role of professional
development for planetarians.

Master's Program in Science Communication for a Planetarium Career
PAPER BY LARS BROMAN
BACKGROUND
The first course at Dalarna University in
Science Center Education started in 1995. This was a
7.5 ECTS credit under-graduate course, equivalent to
5 weeks full-time study. Already this course included
elements of planetarium knowledge: During a weeklong study tour through southern Sweden and
Denmark, 3 planetariums were visited. During one
full day, the students learned how to handle a Starlab
mobile planetarium.
During the following years three more 7.5 credit
courses were developed, concentrating respectively
on designing and building an interactive exhibition,
on producing a planetarium show, and to study
children visiting a science center or planetarium. The
planetarium course included all steps in producing a
taped show, including scriptwriting, making slides,
recording narration and background sounds, adding
special effects, and presenting a complete show.
While most students in these courses were teachers or
teachers-to-be, wanting to understand better how cooperation
between
school
and
science
center/planetarium can be utilized, a handful of them
eventually got to work in such institutions, even as
directors.
In 2001, the 4 courses were combined into one,
called Communicating science. This one-semester

full-time course was included as an optional course in
the teacher training program, but could also be
studied separately. Due to the fast development of
computers, we had now switched from slides + audio
cassette as medium to CD with pictures and sound,
and a computer plus video projector and a sound
system as hardware. We had arrived to this technique
after having tried VHS with moderate success for
some years. The first CD show was Per Broman's A
journey in space, which was shown at Teknoland's
Stella Nova Planetarium during the summers 2000
and 2001.
MASTER'S PROGRAM IN SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

Then in 2002 we began developing a 50week full-time Master's Program in Science
Communication. The aim of this program is to train
students with different backgrounds for work in a
science center, a planetarium, or in a museum. The
first group of 25 students was admitted in September
2003; 12 of them have studied full-time and plan to
present and defend their master thesis last week in
August 2004.
The program consists of six 5-week courses:
Popular science, Informal learning, Introduction to
museology, Popular science writing, Applied
museology, and Research methodology) followed by
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three months of internship/field work. The field work
is typically a research and/or evaluation project
including visitor studies (front-end, formative, or
summative). The student has then two more months
during which she writes and defends a master thesis.
Planetarium training is part of several of the
courses: Popular science includes lectures and an
exam on Armand Delsemme, Our cosmic origins, an
excellent book on both the development of the
universe and the development of life. Informal
learning includes a study tour to science centers and
planetariums. Introduction to museology includes
working with a Starlab mobile planetarium. Popular
science writing includes writing a manuscript for a
planetarium show and Applied museology the
production of the show; Per Broman has written
compendiums for these course parts (in Swedish;
English versions are being written). In Research
methodology, the students learn how to do visitor
studies at museums, science centers and planetariums.
Science communication at Dalarna University
has agreements with some 20 science centers,
planetariums and museums around the world. The
planetariums are H.R. MacMillan Space Centre,
Vancouver BC, Canada; Orion Planetarium, Jels,
Denmark; Museum am Schölerberg, Natur und
Umwelt, Planetarium, Osnabrück, Germany; and
Planetarium, South Tyneside College, South Shields,
UK. Several of the science centers also have a
planetarium.
In October 2003, the International Planetarium
Society Council met in Jena. During the meeting, I
submitted a request for grants from the Armand Spitz
Fund for Planetarium Education supporting two
master students' internship and field work at a
planetarium for three months, April-June 2004.
Eligible for receiving a grant are students attending a
50-week
Master's
Program
in
Science
Communication at Dalarna University. The Council
decided as follows:
•
•

The students will submit a report to Council
describing their experiences and the significance
of their project.
The report will be published in the Planetarian
and posted on the IPS Website.

•

Two scholarships of $500 (USD) will be awarded
for one year and will then be evaluated for a
possible second year renewal.

Three students have applied for a scholarship;
Claudette Martin doing her field work at H R
MacMillan Space Centre in Vancouver, BC, Canada,
and Hamid Asgari and Kayvan Seyed Nejadin doing
a joint field work at Falun Science Center, Falun,
Sweden; this center includes the Stella Nova
Planetarium. Both projects seem promising, so I
have decided that one scholarship will be awarded
Martin and that one scholarship will be shared by
Asgari and Seyed Nejadin. Martin's project is titled
Examining visitor attitudes and motivations at a
space science centre, and the joint project Important
parameters in designing and presenting exhibits and
planetarium shows in science centers: A visitorbased framework. The theses will, when completed,
be available at www.ScienceCommunication.se.
THE FUTURE
A committee of the University's Board for
Research and Education has evaluated the Master's
education and recommends that it shall continue
during coming years. Over 30 students have been
admitted to the program that starts in August 2004;
most of them from abroad.
We are gradually strengthening our scientific
background and plan to be active in the recently
created Nordic Network of Researchers in Science
Communication NNORSC, open primarily for
researchers from the Nordic and the Baltic countries
and from Schleswig-Holstein in northernmost
Germany. A Danish professor will spend some
sabbatical months here next spring. We have just
started looking for an adjunct professor (a part-time
non-tenured position) and hope to have one in place
by 1 January 2005.
Finally, it now seems very probable that Science
Communication will move from the Falun Campus
to the Borlänge Campus in the neighbor town by 1
July 2004.
More
information
is
www.ScienceCommunication.se.

available

at

Effective Educational Programs
PAPER BY ALAN GOULD
At Lawrence Hall of Science (LHS), we do
educational programs as public programs as well, so
our distinction between education and public
programs is fuzzier than at many planetariums. All of
our programs are live and involve audience

participation, so I will focus on that style of show as
my area of expertise. My experience in planetarium
professional development fall in three realms:
A) Internal training of new planetarium staff at LHS
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B) Training teachers to do STARLAB planetarium
shows
C) Planetarium conference presentations and
workshops
A) We train undergraduate students from the
University of California, Berkeley to present
planetarium shows. Lately we have found best
success in recruiting physics and astronomy majors
who also have interest in honing presentation skills.
We always give them an orientation session on how
the planetarium works. The orientation lasts about
one to two hours and includes introduction to the
mechanics of how all the features of the star projector
operate, as well as operation of slide projector
controls and the computer/videoprojector system.
These elements are used in nearly all of our shows.
We leave details of operation of specific special
effects projectors to later sessions that are unique to
shows that use the given special effect. The process
they go through in training for any show includes
several key steps:
1. Read over a script for the show.
2. Watch an experienced presenter lead a live
show. [Sometimes this is first step.]
3. Practice doing the show in "dry runs" with
no audience. This is to become familiar with
operation of equipment--what knobs and
switches to reach for when. [We have no
automation system.] This step could include
presenting the program to groups of friends as
well.
4. Present the show to a staff person who acts
as audience, giving responses and asking
questions.
5. Present the show to the public with an
experienced staff person observing.
6. Have a debriefing session with the staff
person to discuss how the show went and how
to improve it. We also have periodic staff
meetings at which we discuss presentation
techniques and how to improve shows.

B) We commonly have a minimum 3-hour workshop
to train teachers to do STARLAB planetarium shows.
This includes basically how to set up the STARLAB,
operate it to present a basic "Constellations Tonight"
planetarium show (Volume 5 in our Planetarium
Activities for Student Success-PASS series), and then
pack up the STARLAB. We also go over many "do's"
and "don'ts" about care and feeding of STARLABs.
We have also done more extensive workshops in
which teachers learn not only one planetarium show,
but also additional shows from our PASS series
(http://www.lawrencehallofscience.org/pass/)
and
related classroom activities as well from our LHS
Great Explorations in Math and Science (GEMS)
project (http://www.lhsgems.org/). Our longest
training sessions were the Participatory-Oriented
Planetariums for Schools (POPS) summer institutes
that were intensive 3-week long sessions in the
summers of 1989-1992 for groups of 25 teachers and
planetarium professionals. Those institutes derived
from an initial institute--Participatory Oriented
Planetariums
(POP)--aimed
at
planetarium
professionals only in 1980.
I must mention that New York Hall of Science has
done STARLAB training sessions for New York area
teachers who then get to use one of their 13
STARLAB planetariums. The NYHS training
sessions are three to four days long.
C) Of course last but not least, the place where
planetarium professionals get significant amounts of
professional development is at conferences such as
this IPS conference as well as regional conferences
where they attend sessions and workshops to learn the
latest and greatest ways to run a planetarium. I might
mention that one of our POPS leaders, Susan
Reynolds Button, who is also chair of the IPS
Portable Planetariums Committee, has run PD
sessions for portable planetariums in the east under
the label "PIPS" (Powerful Interactive Planetarium
Systems). I guess it doesn’t even need to be a
program done under a dome.

Advanced Science Concepts
PAPER BY SHOICHI ITOH
We planetarians work for audiences in the
planetarium as the professionals who show the fun of
astronomy and space science. Science education
contributes to making the audiences’ habits of mind
more scientific or more rational. We also believe it
brings peace and fruitfulness for people’s mental and
physical health. It is important that he role of the

planetarium includes not only that of increasing
scientific understanding but also broadening science
awareness.
To develop the planetarium as the place of
science study where kids and people can learn about
the fun of science, planetarium educators themselves
have to always feel that science is fun and very
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exciting. Only then can they make the science both
exact and easy to understand. So, we planetarians
always need to hone our knowledge of modern
astronomy as well as the presentation methods and
new planetarium technologies.
I would like to present, as an example, the
Special Seminar, Cosmology Short Course for
Planetarium Staff entitled Origin of Structure in the
Universe, hosted by the Center for Cosmological
Physics (CfCP), at the University of Chicago from
Sept. 26 to 28 last year. It was limited to forty
planetarians and was the fruit of collaboration
between the Great Lakes Planetarium Association
(GLPA) and CfCP. Its contents included
understanding the latest rich data from the Cosmic
Microwave Background and Sloan Digital Sky
Survey. The intense program featured 22 hours of
direct instruction and 4 hours of assignments. The
schedule was tight but the course proved to be quite
satisfactory for all participants.
The program included the following lectures
from University of Chicago cosmologists:
1. Cosmology Overview – Professor Clem Pryke
2. Observations of Large Scale Structure -Professor Josh Frieman
3. Simulations of Structure Formation -Professor Andrey Kravtsov
4. Clusters and Superclusters --Professor Richard
Kron
5. Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) -Professor Wayne Hu
6. Inflation -- Professor Rockey Kolb
7. Dark Matter -- Professor Angela Olinto
8. Dark Energy -- Professor Michael Turner
The Programs and Schedules were coordinated
by Randall H. Landsberg the CfCP Director of
Education & Outreach.
The three-day intensive short course also
involved a computer laboratory in which data from
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey was analyzed, a handson experiment that recreated the historic detection of
the cosmic microwave background (CMB), and an
experiment on how the minute polarization of the
CMB can be detected. The effects of cosmic
parameters derived from the WMAP data were
shown.
We have a saying in Japanese, “Me kara Uroko
ga Ochiru.” "Me (means Eye) kara (from) Uroko
(Scale) ga Ochiru (Remove)" This expression stands
for the refreshed clear view one experiences after a
cataract operation. Such was my experience with
cosmology in this course program.
The lectures started from a systematic whole
view of cosmology, then worked into details such as

dark matter and dark energy. We also connected
these theories with observational facts from SDSS
and even theoretical calculations by supercomputer.
This was the most exciting astronomical
learning experience since I was in graduate school.
Indeed I felt happy to study astronomy like this again.
The first night I could not sleep because I was so
excited. I translated into Japanese the whole lecture
by Prof. Pryke through that long night….. Well,
maybe a little part of my sleeplessness was caused by
jetlag.
As soon as I came back to Tokyo, I started to
make a new planetarium show entitled “Cosmic
Renaissance-The New View of Our Universe.” I also
asked Japanese professors at the University of Tokyo
and the Astronomical Observatory of Japan to help to
make our show. They were willing to help us.
Perhaps it was caused by the sympathy of the
outreach activity of CfCP. We had scientist-corrected
materials for our show in December. Then I started to
write the scenario. We completed the show in March
this year.
I will introduce on the screen my script,
pictures, drawings and sound tracks of our program.
[Note added by Sweitzer: Mr. Itoh was a participant
in an exciting program that grew out of a
collaboration between the Center for Cosmological
Physics (http://cfcp.uchicago.edu/), sponsored by the
United States’ National Science Foundation, and the
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA) This
physics frontier center devotes a fraction of its
resources to educational programs. Randy Landsberg
organized this extensive program in collaboration
with officers of the GLPA. For those who were unable
to attend, there’s a URL that can connect you to the
resources
of
this
2003
workshop:
http://cfcp.uchicago.edu/education/course/2003-origin/index.html.

Evaluations of this workshop revealed the
following general reactions and comments:
•

100% of the participants felt the course
should be offered again.
• 91% felt that the course would directly affect
their planetarium shows.
• 80% felt that the content was presented in a
way that was good to excellent.
• One participant summed up the overall
reactions pretty well when he said:
“Cosmology is the most exciting science out
there right now. Nobody understands it and
it is time for all of us to try and help. Your
course provided us with the knowledge to
get going.”
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Finally, I would like to add that the premise of
this program is to teach planetarians the science and
let them figure out how to make the content
accessible to the project. The CfCP has had an
attitude of respecting the planetarians for what they
could do and have been quite willing to learn from us.

In early autumn of 2004, the same center is
planning on doing a similar workshop, but on highenergy astrophysics. Check the CfCP home page for
details and applications.

NASA Space Science Missions
PAPER BY ANITA SOHUS
NASA’s expertise is not in education or informal
education. We do, however, have wonderful content,
cool stuff, and extraordinary people.
In my
experiences, our formal and informal science
education customers want access to these resources,
and so at JPL, at least, we try to provide this access.
We have had great success with low-cost distance
learning programs, specifically the Solar System
Ambassadors Program and the Museum Alliance,
which use e-mail, the web, and the telephone
extensively. These programs, especially the Museum
Alliance (of which 39% of the partners are
planetarians) have engendered a focused, connected
community of science educators who bring the
excitement of exploration to students, educators, and
the general public.
The Solar System Ambassadors Program began
with the Galileo mission to Jupiter, and was later
expanded to include other solar system missions, and
now other NASA missions as well. The basic
elements of the program were conceived by Leslie
Lowes of JPL and Tom Estill, now of Chabot Space
and Science Center (Oakland, CA): draw on and
nurture the talent, passion, and local connections of
space enthusiasts across the country to reach many
more people than NASA staff can, more in-depth than
the nightly news. In 2000, Kay Ferrari was hired to
reinvigorate the program, which she has done
remarkably. There are now about 375 Ambassadors
in all 50 states. They give talks, do star parties and
radio shows, write newspaper columns, work with
their local cable television stations –the ingenuity,
energy, and connections of these volunteers is truly
extraordinary.
Kay schedules monthly distance
trainings by mission personnel, who talk to a
presentation distributed in advance via the
Ambassador website; lively question and answer
sessions follow the formal presentations. Transcripts
are archived on the website . In addition, Kay mails
materials to the Ambassadors for use in their events,
loans exhibits, and generally does all she can to help
the Ambassadors. Training topics in the last year
have included the Mars Exploration Rover s (prelaunch), Basics of Spaceflight, Mysteries of Saturn,

Deep Impact, MESSENGER, the Deep Space
Network, Mars Express (pre-arrival), extreme
exploration, Earth science, Venus transit, risk
communications, and ethics.
The original concept for the Mars Museum
Visualization Alliance was to be sure that museums
had guaranteed access to the images from the Mars
Exploration Rovers, even if the public internet traffic
exceeded our server limits. We succeeded in that,
and in addition, use the Ambassador training model
of regular telecons and e-mail information. When
there is breaking news, we try to pull together a quick
telecon to allow the museums and Ambassadors to
hear from –and question—a principal player in the
news.
We haven’t provided exhibits or show
productions or curricular materials. We put the
content out there, we provide access to the experts,
we try to get answers if we don’t already know the
answers, and the results have been wonderful. Rob
Semper of San Francisco’s Exploratorium told us
“You have done an amazing thing with this museum
network . It has provided just the right inside track to
let the museums do what they do best.” To me, that is
the key. We provide the content, the museums use it
in ways that best suit their capabilities and audiences.
The Exploratorium does webcasts. A volunteer at
the Mueller Planetarium at the University of
Nebraska figured out how to make 3-D images from
the raw images—and shares them with the Museum
Alliance partners. Nebraska also put togther a rock,
mineral, andsoils exhibit comparing Nebraska to
Mars. Peggy Motes in Indiana gets live shots in
different languages for fellow teachers, and puts
NASA videos on her local cable station. These are
just a few of the wonderful events the museum
alliance partners have created. And they all share
with each other and help each other because they are
committed , as we are, to sharing the experience of
exploration, and making Mars a real place.
Cassini and other missions plan to connect with
the museums in the same way, according to their own
capabilities and budgets. As an international mission,
Cassini is seeking ways to support international
education as well, within the NASA guidelines.
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Meet the Technical Challenges of the Future
PAPER BY RYAN WYATT
Professional development involves honing
old skills and acquiring new ones, and for
planetarians, the essential and essentially unique
skills are technological, presentational, and
astronomical. In the newly-emerging realm of
fulldome video, technological conundrums currently
seem to overwhelm other needs, but the balance has
already begun to shift as the medium matures.
Fulldome professional development draws
upon all three of the aforementioned skill sets:
technological because it requires learning new
software and hardware, presentational both because it
demands a new aesthetic and because it offers the
potential to capitalize on traditional "live" techniques,
but finally, too, astronomical because it opens up a 3D universe for the first time.
In an attempt to address these broad
requirements, I will present a succinct survey of the
technical tools required to cope with fulldome video,
offer a few thoughts on fulldome aesthetics, then
touch on how the hardware and software have
evolved to prototype the 21st-century planetarium,
with an emphasis on its astronomical implications.
Personal observations and experience will take
precedence over concrete examples, as I hypothesize
on how professional development could help
planetarians adapt to the evolving fulldome
environment.
With fulldome's technology star ascendant,
much discussion has revolved around video
projectors, image compression, rendering times, and a
host of other seemingly mundane but all-too
fundamental details. As technological solutions
develop to some of today's burning issues, and as
systems become increasingly user-friendly in general,
many of the mundane aspects of the field will become
increasingly transparent. They will not disappear
altogether, though, and planetarians will inevitably
need to learn a few basics if they want to utilize the

tools to their full potential.
The aesthetics and presentation challenges of
the fulldome medium have received too little
attention in the midst of technological imperatives.
From a show production standpoint, more
communication is needed about what constitutes a
successful fulldome experience and what show
developers can do to maximize the impact of their
work. Opinions will differ, of course, but sharing
ideas and experiences will help us produce more
effective content.
In the long term, fulldome video's
astronomical implications will demand the greatest
evolution in our profession. For the first time in
human history, we can visualize our place in the
universe in a coherent, unified manner that allows an
individual to experience varying scales continuously
and interactively. Planetarium domes can now teach
21st-century astronomy, but that means that
planetarians must learn 21st-century astronomy! We
cannot hide underneath Earth's night sky: however
much we must treasure and preserve the humancentered astronomical experience, we must also
recognize that we live in a universe incomparably
vaster than that of the ancients. However we choose
to preserve our heritage, we have a newer model of
the Universe that deserves promulgation.
The planetarium medium evolves. Whether
fulldome video eventually constitutes a cladistic
dead-end or a flourishing new evolutionary niche, our
profession appears to have speciated. Rather than
referencing dinosaurs in this analogy, I would prefer
to emphasize the more contemporary concept of
biodiversity: differing technology does not mean that
only the most pixellated will survive, but rather that
specialization and variety can thrive. And more like
Lamarck than Darwin, we can develop skills to
survive and prosper in our changing field.

REFERENCE
Bransford, J.D., Brown, A.L., and Cocking, R. R., eds., How People Learn, National Academy Press, Washington,
DC, Fifth Printing 2002.
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Space songs
Jon U. Bell
Hallstrom Planetarium, Indian River Community College, 3209 Virginia Avenue, Fort Pierce, Florida 34981, USA
E-mail: jbell@ircc.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
Songs are an effective, entertaining way to convey ideas and information. While there are a few popular astronomy
songs (Twinkle, Twinkle, or Why Does the Sun Shine?, for example), there have not been nearly enough tunes about
outer space that lend themselves to actually teaching astronomy concepts. A lot of songs you might think talk about
astronomy really only use astronomical objects and concepts to talk about other things, usually love (Fly Me to the
Moon, Catch a Falling Star, Stardust, etc.) While it's nice to know that people regard the stuff of astronomy as
romantic, the songs don't really say anything useful about the structure and contents of the Universe. This workshop
is an attempt to correct the problem by introducing participants to the elements and methods used in constructing
astronomical concept songs. The rest of this paper sets down some recent song lyrics I have written. For a complete
“Astronomer’s Songbook,” (yes, there really is such a thing,) go to the Hallstrom Planetarium’s page on the IRCC
website at http://www.ircc.cc.fl.us/atircc/commout/planetarium/planet.html and click on the Songbook link.

BALLAD OF THE HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL DIAGRAM
Jon U. Bell, 1995 (To the tune of "The Stars and Stripes Forever," John P. Sousa)
G
The stars shine in red, white and blue,
D
And in brown and in orange and yellow;
The white and the blue stars are hot,
G
C
D
And the brown, red and orange are not.
G
The yellow stars you may have guessed,
C
G D
Aren't as hot or as cold as the rest;
C
G
The yellow stars shine out the best!
They're not too hot, they're not too cold
D G
They're in the middle.
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SPACE IS THE PLACE
Jon Bell, 1999 (to the tune “Toreador” from Carmen by Georges Bizet)
G
Space is the place that I would like to be,
C
G Em
D
Out among the stars in our galaxy.
Am
Em
You’ve no idea how much I’d like to be
Bm F#7
B7
Out in the nebulae!
C
Out there I can be free,
G
You must agree,
D
G
Space is the place for me!
I count the stars as they go whizzing by Some as they’re born, some as they die,
And when they’re born they shine out beautifully Formed from the nebulae!
And when they die, they might Light up the night, It’s really quite a sight!

NIGHT AND DAY
By Jon Bell, April 2003; January 10, 2004
(sung to the tune, “Night and Day,” by Cole Porter, from The Gay Divorce, 1932)
Night and day, there’s rotation,
As we turn into earth’s shadow,
Then back toward the sun.
The shadow’s what we call night,
In daytime we see the sunlight,
Night and day!
Day and night, Why is it so,
That our planet keeps on spinning where-ever we go?
As we travel ‘round the sun,
Completing a revolution: Still we rotate on,
Night and day.
Night and day, as the world turns below
Up above all the stars and the sun and the moon ‘cross the skies go
And its spinning won’t be through
When the skies go from midnight to azure blue, Day and night,
Night and day!
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GHOST LINES IN THE SKY
By Jon U. Bell, September 2002 (to the tune “(Ghost) Riders in the Sky” by Stan Jones)

An old sky watcher looked above one dark and starry night.
Upon a ridge he rested as he gazed upon the sight.
When all at once the sky was filled with multitudes of lines,
A grid across the heavens, constellations and their signs.
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
A circle shone about him where the sky came to the ground,
The azimuth a lasso filled with compass marks around!
A line from South to Overhead, then down to North did go
The sky was neatly cut in half - by meridianal glow.
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
The framework of the sky was lit with coordinates a-glow
From celestial equator to the North and Southern poles.
Declination, parallels, degrees of latitude,
Right Ascension, twenty-four, the hours of longitude.
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
He saw the ancient patterns that were etched upon the sphere,
The constellations come to life, his heart was struck with fear!
A mighty bull named Taurus charged upon him full of fire,
Its red eye fixed upon him, Aldebaran dire!
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
Aldebaran the Follower came hard upon his heels
The bull ran down and cornered him, its hot breath he could feel,
But just in time Orion lightly stepped down from the sky
And with a laugh he seized the horns of Taurus and let fly.
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
Orion, ancient hunter, shot the bull up to the height,
He set him on the fourth hour in the dark and endless night.
Then with a shout and whistle, called his dogs to come to heel,
And stood upon the fifth hour of that great celestial wheel!
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
So if you ever find yourself one night out on the range,
Be sure to look above yourself and gaze on something strange:
That great eternal roundup of the Hunter and the Steer
Is on display most evenings in the winter of the year!
Right Ascension! Declination! Ghost lines in the sky.
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MOON CRATER
By Jon U. Bell, October 2002 – February 2003
(sung to “Moon River,” by Johnny Mercer and Henry Mancini)
Moon crater, wider than a mile,
On such a world hostile today,
Oh pit maker, you stone breaker,
The rock that has formed you
Was blown into clay!
Ejecta blankets you throughout,
It seems without a doubt to me
That under your rim’s
Central peak,
Breccia’s what we seek
A shock zone you did wreak Impactor debris.

TUMBLING ASTEROIDS
By Jon U. Bell, October 2002 – February 2003
(to the tune “Tumbling Tumbleweeds” by Bob Nolan)
Chorus: See them tumbling round
Rolling, not making a sound
Out beyond Mars they’ll be found
Drifting along with the tumbling asteroids!
I’m a roaming spaceman, trav’ling out in space
Asteroids around me keep harmonic pace
Nights come as quickly as the days
When you spin ‘neath the sun’s rays
Chorus
Rocks I have passed are behind
Rocks up ahead I will find
Resonantly they’re aligned
Drifting along with the tumbling asteroids
I know when Jove is nigh, that this rock is going to fly!
I'll keep rolling along
Deep in my heart is a song
Out beyond Mars I belong
Drifting along with the tumbling asteroids
Chorus
Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to
the imagination, and charm and gaiety to life and to everything....
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WELCOME TO MY DOME
By Jon U. Bell, March 27, 2003 (to the tune “Welcome to My World” by Ray Winkler & John Hathcock, and sung
by Dean Martin, Eddy Arnold, Andy Williams, and, of course, Elvis)
Welcome to my dome,
Won’t you come on in?
Make yourself at home,
The show will soon begin.
Step into the dark,
Leave the Earth behind,
Welcome to my world
Built with you in mind.

GOOD MORNING TYCHO BRAHE!
By Jon U. Bell, September 27 – December 28, 2003
(to the tune, “Ta Ra Ra Boom-De-Ay” by Henry J. Sayers, 1891)
C
Good morning Tycho Brahe!
How is your nose today?
G
Did it fall off last night?
C
I’ll bet it’s quite a sight!

2. Your moose got drunk last night
He drank up all in sight!
And then he climbed the stairs
He fell, then said his prayers.

3. Why did you fence that guy?
Did he remove (cut out) your eye?
No, he just got your nose
Math made you lots of foes!

4. On that small island Hveen
You built your castle main
Uraniborg’s brand new From there you’ve quite a view!

5. Who’d you insult today?
You’re cranky Tycho Brahe
You drove your peasants mad
When you left they were glad!

6. Good evening Tycho Brahe!
It has been quite a day
What will you see tonight?
Will it be out of sight?

7. For novas be on guard,
And if you squint real hard You’ll find one in the sky A star about to die!

8. How is your new helper,
Jo-hannes Kep-el-ler?
While you keep track of stars,
Why don’t you give him Mars?

9. And has your jester Jep
Made fun of Kepler yet?
That guy is not much fun
He thinks earth rounds the sun.

10. Good-night now, Tycho Brahe,
Just one more thing to say Before you start to doze,
Oh yes, take off your nose!

_____________________________________________________________________________
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ChimPANzee - a new panorama and allsky rendering Software
Alexander Colsmann
Planetarium im Vonderau-Museum, Jesuitenplatz 2, 36037 Fulda, Germany
ChimPANzee, Liedeweg 58, 36093 Künzell, Germany
E-mail: alexander.colsmann@chimpanzee.de

______________________________________________________________________________
ChimPANzee has been developed by a group of planetarians from daily experiences with planetarium projection
systems. A lot of innovative algorithms have been implemented to simplify rendering allskies for any projector
configuration. An advanced graphical user interface allows the user to compose allskies from different images, to
virtually walk through the dome and to preview every step of the process instantly. New ways to create perfectly
matching softedge masks have been investigated. Intelligent mask routing allows mask rendering directly from image
alpha channels. Meanwhile ChimPANzee is commercially available in English and German. It turned out to be the
leading software in Germany for this purpose. A new release of this software package will be available in summer
2004. While many planetarians concentrate on video show productions this software is a valuable tool for all slide
users.For further information refer to http:// www.chimpanzee.de.
Although the world is going digital and
many planetarians consider buying video systems,
there is still a huge number of planetarians who either
do want to proceed with slide projection systems or
just do not have the money to switch to video
systems. For those who are going to use slide
projection systems in the future for whatever reason,
it is helpful to know which ressources are available.
Many commercial companies do not care for slides
anymore.
This is the origin of ChimPANzee.
ChimPANzee has been developed by young
planetarians from Fulda, Germany, based on
experiences from many years of work with our
panorama system. We have used the most modern
techniques and have invented a lot of new and useful
algorithms to simplify allsky and panorama
rendering.
Together with all common functions as known
from other software on the market, we implemented a
lot of new functions that were not available before:
To our very best knowledge no perfect algorithms for
rendering allsky softedges had been available before.
Black bars, dark zenith spots or bright "stars" can be
observed in many planetaria. Our new algorithms
solve all these problems. All softedges are rendered
exactly without any mathematical simplification. To
simplify mask creation and editing, support for alpha
channels has been added. Hard edge masks can be
rendered from alpha channels and routed directly to
seperated output images to receive additional
hardedge masks to cut off any grey background.

Alternatively grey background can be avoided by
creating "quick and dirty" threshold masks.
Rendered masks can also be stored in alpha channels
for easy editing afterwards. As an alternative to
commonly used allsky masking ChimPANzee
supports "keyhole masks" – the zenith is part of only
one slide.
Slides that are projected into the dome at an angle
vary in brightness due to different projection
distances within one slide. This brightness difference
can be corrected.
Special alignment marks at slide edges allow aligned
slide mounting. Usually non aligned slide mounting is
crucial.
It is possible to create Panoramas from cloned single
images to receive results quickly.
After composing an allsky from different originals
one can either render slides directly or save the entire
dome content as one image e.g. to hand over to
colleagues.
Being asked by colleagues we decided to make
our software available to other planetaria.
Subsequently we investigated a graphical user
interface that provides the user with previews of
every step of the process to make it easier for other
planetarians to handle this wide range of possibilities.
This includes previews on projector positioning, slide
masking and alignment grids as well as previews on
the rendering results. The user can take a virtual tour
through the dome.
All images are controllable in brightness,
contrast, transparency etc.
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Projectors can be positioned anywhere in the
dome. Fisheye lenses are supported. There is a
printing function for projector layouts. The printed
layout can be handed over to graphic artists to
illustrate new allskies with respect to the projector
configuration. For distortions that result from a bad
aligned film recorder ChimPANzee has a function to
correct these.
Every step of the rendering process is recorded to
log-files to enable the user to check up the entire
process later on.
We decided to split the rendering functions into a
beginner and an advanced mode to make it easier to
get started with the software.
A function for batch processing is included to
handle larger amounts of dome originals.
To run the software one can use any
commercially available modern computer. All major
file formats are supported (PSD, BMP, PCX, TGA,

TIFF, PNG). The software package is available in
English and in German. Of course an extensive
manual is included.
We will make the third version of
ChimPANzee available to the community this
summer. Further information are available at
www.chimpanzee.de or enquiries can be sent to
info@chimpanzee.de.
For all those who need help with projector
alignments on site, we offer to travel to your
planetarium and give you advices on site. However,
our email hotline is available to every registered user
for free.

.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Rhythm of the Night (Ritmo Nocturno)
Francisco Diego & Gill Russell
CosmicSky Productions. 16 Sunray Avenue, London SE24 9PY, UK. E-mail: fd@star.ucl.ac.uk

______________________________________________________________________________
The planetarium experience is presented as a much needed sensorial and emotional human interaction with the
natural environment. The shows focus on merging the beauty of nature in its widest sense with the language of
science, art, poetry and philosophy and in particular, communicate the wonders of the Universe and it’s relevance to
our lives. A parallel is drawn between producing shows and creating art in the careful use of images, natural sounds
and silence. The idea rests on distilling the experience, allowing the audience to connect to the intuitive, emotional
and spiritual thereby leading to a deeper, more profound sense of understanding and appreciation of our
environment and our place within it. The fundamental concepts will be illustrated during the talk with short audio
visual clips (described in this paper with text in bold italics) and there will be a vendor session in l’Hemisfèric.
INTRODUCTION
We humans have been very fortunate: our
natural environment could not be more challenging.
Our evolution is being modulated by the widest and
richest variety of events that could possibly exist. We
can only imagine the deep effect that the environment
had in the prehistoric human mind. The dawn of the
thinking process, of the awareness of being, the early
development of human feelings and emotions were
surely triggered by the beauty of countless sunsets
and sunrises, the violence of thunderstorms and
volcanic eruptions, the mystery of ephemeral
rainbows or total solar eclipses and the challenge of
the patterns and motions of clear nights. We can only
imagine how differently the human mind would have
evolved without this close interaction, without the
universal challenge that stimulated our curiosity and
imagination, so we could develop superstition,
religion, philosophy, art and science.
However, most modern societies seem to
have somehow lost a connection with this interaction
and appear more and more dominated by an explosion
of technology and global commercial interests that
establish a process in which entire human
communities are alienated from nature. Curiosity and
imagination find themselves constrained to early
childhood, only to be disabled on the way to
adulthood.
In a physical way, the natural environment is no
longer here, where most of us live. But even when we
travel to find it, our ‘plasticised’ minds, saturated by
fast moving sensory stimulations, may not be able to
establish the kind of connection which would excite
deep feelings and emotions and trigger curiosity and
wonder.

It is in this modern culture that the
planetarium has a fundamental role in it’s ability, as
well an educational tool on a rational level, to evoke
otherwise inaccessible natural environments and
create the right atmosphere to achieve these more
subtle connections
In our society there are excellent resources and
good provision of exciting and stimulating
educational activities for children, There are many
fantastic planetarium shows aimed at family
audiences, who along with schoolchildren form the
majority of visitors. Many planetariums and science
centres close their doors at 5pm. Adults and
teenagers, (certainly in the UK) are not catered for to
anything like the same extent as younger people, not
only in terms of restricted opening times, but also in
content of the shows.
COSMICSKY
Shows aimed at adults can stimulate curiosity by
promoting thinking, connecting to the emotions and
raising fundamental questions about origins and
destiny, about ages and eternity, about the size of the
Universe and the limits to knowledge. Meaningful
questions for which we have not found proper
answers yet. And it is both rational thought and a
deeper more intuitive wonder, which synthesise a
creative state of mind to allow these questions to be
asked in the first place.
One of our earlier examples is the opening
scene of ‘The Cosmic Message’, a show that we
conceived to enhance the relevance of astronomical
discovery along history:
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‘The stars have just appeared over a ghostly
panorama of ancient ruins and we contemplate
them immersed in the sounds of the night, while a
soft voice tells us about the feelings of ancient
cultures….’

ARTISTS WORKING WITH THE SKY
It is interesting while discussing all this, to look
at artists who work with the environment and take
inspiration from the way they create experiences for
the viewer. For example, James Turrell, who works
with light and the open sky.
He builds what he calls ‘Skyspaces’ which are
deceptively simple buildings or rooms with a
carefully mitered hole cut in the ceiling exposing
the sky.

At dawn and dusk it is even more spectacular
when subtle low level yellowish lighting
illuminates the white interior walls causing a shift
of tone and colour and creating contrast with the
‘piece of sky’ above.
He is doing something very clever and
extraordinarily simple to allow us to ‘see’ the sky by
focusing our eyes on it to the exclusion of everything
else.
“It’s as though I’ve always seen this way, yet never
before” somebody wrote in the comment book,
followed by a simple “thank you for making me look
at the sky”.
Roden Crater
The Roden Crater is an extinct volcano in
Arizona that Turrell is working on currently. Without
drastically altering the natural site,
Turrell’s vision is to create a number of
chambers within the volcano where visitors will ‘feel
the presence of gathered starlight’. To this end he has
engineered a set of dimly lit corridors and rooms that
have a perfect view of the crater’s rim, therefore
limiting the horizon and providing a bowl like view
of the sky.

These spaces generally don’t look like much from
the outside but the view of the sky through the hole
is astonishing, appearing solid but at the same time
floating and very intense in colour.

Turrell explains:
‘I wanted a bowl shape at the top so that the top
actually shapes the sky and gives a dome shape
form…I lived there straight for 18 months and I liked
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it very much because I liked the colour and I liked
that it was on the western edge of the painted desert…
in this stage set of geologic time, I wanted to build
these spaces that engage celestial events, kind of
making music with a series of light.’
He says ‘Rather than being a journal of my
seeing, it is about your seeing… I would just like to
take you and put you in front of this mountain in a
way you couldn’t miss it. It’s all that I can hope for
and that way there is a possibility that the same kind
of delight of seeing that happens to me, could happen
to you.’
Some of us as planetarians are trying in a
different way to achieve the same thing : to
communicate the wonder and awe that we feel about
our environment. Perhaps we can learn something
from Turrell’s approach? At the very least, the idea of
distilling an experience by stripping bare of non
essentials, providing a focus and the creation of mood
and atmosphere, as a way of connecting with
emotions.
We have observed that the use of poetry and
aubtle music in our shows created a calming effect
and an open state of mind. For example, watching the
sun set while listening to a poem with music, often
changed the mood of the audience, from slightly
excitable and restless, to thoughtful, receptive and
focused. Even (as in the case of young children),
when the content of the poem was not fully rationally
understood, the overall feeling of the poem penetrated
more deeply.
The following example is part of a sunset
sequence we have used in various shows with
accompanying poem by our colleague Brian Hill:

And darkness lies in wait for light to match it.
Having fallen…
Having set…
The sun.
It is tempting with today’s technology to
have ‘’all -singing all- dancing’’ productions with a
high gee whiz factor. However the senses can be
dulled by overstimulation. For example, audio is
extremely evocative. It is even more powerful when
used with little visual stimulation, or in complete
darkness. In the same way, the use of complex visuals
can be very effective with the absence of sound.
We try to allow our audience time for
contemplation, thereby giving enough space and
freedom for the imagination to develop. For example,
in ‘Rhythm of the Night’ (a meditative show we
created in which audio is of central importance), the
soundtrack takes us to a deserted beach in the middle
of the night:
‘As we listen to the waves gently breaking on the
sand under silver moonlight, we become an intimate
part of the night, of the rhythm of Nature….’
(most of this show was part of CosmicSky vendor
session at IPS2004)

And the sun
Having risen into darkness
Outshines the stars
And moves to its place in the heavens.
Above homes and houses.
Over the high-rises and the towers,
Over trees and mountains,
Above the stately earth and the sombre seas,
The day grows long
And breakfasts become lunchtimes become tea times
And the slow slipping sun
Drops toward the same sea or ground
A thousand miles removed.
It falls behind forest and hill,
Falls behind buildings and dwellings
Into the other place below the land
Where the stars have gone

We use story telling and dramatisation to
bring the human perspective, as the audience identify
themselves with the characters in the story and
immerse themselves in those environments. The first
story in our show ‘A Celestial Journey', takes the
audience to see the northern skies through the eyes of
an Inuit hunter… the planetarium becomes the inside
of an igloo…
‘It is dark in my igloo. It is dark because it is
Tauvikjuaq, the depth of winter. Here in Igloolik we
have not seen the sun for 12 weeks. And yet we must
eat. I am Herasimchuk, hunter of the Iglulingmiut
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and I am preparing to go out in the snowy wastes to
fish. Today I will go to the high freshwater lakes
and set baited lines in the ice. I bow my head and
crawl through the long passage of my igloo to the
outside.

the UK. This pilot facility will be ready in 2005 and
will be touring a variety of venues in the UK. After
that, the concept will be available for international
distribution.
CONCLUSION

Rising up I see the stars above me. The night is crisp
and clear. Every star a point of light and every one
like a flake of snow in the heavens. I do believe that
there is a black dome of sky with holes in it through
which the light of heaven shines. Tonight, at least,
the clear stars will guide me…….’
AUDIENCE FEEDBACK
Evaluations have shown that in general
people do seem to connect with our approach in the
way intended.
For example, in ‘A Celestial Journey’ (Glasgow
Science Centre Planetarium, 2003), towards the end
of the show, there is a story involving a storm, where
the dramatic use of audio in complete darkness
combined with poetry lets the audience experience a
real sense of the power of nature (the storm is part of
our vendor session at IPS 2004).
Over twenty percent of people in our survey
commented that they liked the storm best, and many
comments were complimentary about the shows
ability to create mood and atmosphere and connect
with the emotional. In addition, although the show
was aimed at over 12’s, it connected surprisingly well
with a younger audience.

We aim to enthuse and inspire our audience
and encourage them to explore and discover. We
want them to feel a sense of belonging to nature and a
sense of their place within the cosmic scales of space
and time.
The task is to keep alive the stimulation of
curiosity and imagination and the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake, knowledge as part of the
cultural fabric of society. Not just rational knowledge,
but knowledge which embraces the whole human
being and nurtures the soul.
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THE FUTURE
Our main project now is the creation of the
CosmicSpace, a semi-portable immersive theatre with
a full-dome projection. using the latest technology
from SkySkan, Inc. Our funding body is the National
Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts in
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Can you play basketball in space?
Aale Roland Jacobsen & Ole J. Knudsen
The Steno Museum Planetarium. University Campus, C.F. Moellers Alle build. 100, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
E-mail: stenoarj@au.dk

____________________________________________________________________________
Inspired by NASA’s Activity Kit “Toys in Space” a live program was conducted during World Space Week 2003 at
The Steno Museum Planetarium (in collaboration with Orion Planetarium and Tycho Brahe Planetarium)
Many well known toys act familiar because of a dominating force downward caused by gravity. But what if this force
is eliminated like in weightless conditions? How does a paper airplane fly in weightless conditions? Is there
magnetism in space? This live program would involve the audience in an active discussion about e.g. gravity,
magnetism and the force in a slinky, leading to a qualified guess on how toys would behave in microgravity. Six toys
were selected and after a hands-on demonstration in the planetarium we saw the same toys demonstrated by NASA
astronauts in the Space Shuttle, so we could see if we had come to the right conclusions!

____________________________________________________________________________
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Astronomical flags—Gateway to earth and sky
Dale W. Smith
BGSU Planetarium, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio
43403,USA. E-mail: dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
Many flags fly astronomical symbols. The rising Sun, the setting Sun, Sun disks and images, and the crescent Moon
are all common. The Big Dipper appears on Alaska's flag and several Southern Hemisphere flags show the
Southern Cross. Flags of Canadian arctic cities feature a variety of suns and aurorae. Brazil's flag is a sky map of
southern constellations! These flags inspired our recent planetarium show Star-Spangled Banners. This is an
interdisciplinary show that combines geographical, historical, and skywatching themes.
INTRODUCTION
A surprising number of flags around the world
display astronomical symbols, including the Sun, the
crescent Moon, and constellations. Last year I wrote
a planetarium show Star-Spangled Banners that
shows these flags and the places that fly them. In this
paper, I will describe the show and the flags.
The show is relevant to many themes that
connect astronomy and everyday life, including sky
cycles, travel, and geography.
The show is tightly organized into sections by
astronomical symbol, and within each section it is
loosely organized by geographical location.
CONSTELLATIONS
The show begins with an extended section on the
flag of Alaska. This flag features the Big Dipper and
the North Star in gold on a blue background. As part
of Ursa Major, the Big Dipper depicts the most
prominent circumpolar constellation in Alaska's sky
and symbolizes bears, a common animal in Alaska
that in turn represents strength. The North Star
symbolizes Alaska's northerly location and its hopes
for the future.
Alaska's flag is unique among US state flags in
depicting a constellation, but dozens of flags around
the world, including the US flag, contain stars. I
suspect that use of stars on flags finds its ultimate root
in the starry sky, but in most cases the stars are
symbolic, rather than standing for a specific star in
the sky or showing a particular constellation.
Egyptian tombs often contain fields of symbolic stars
arranged in regular rows on a blue background. So
does the US national flag.
After being purchased from Russian, the Alaska
Territory used the US flag until 1917, when it

sponsored a contest among schoolchildren to design a
territorial flag. This flag was later adopted as the
state flag when Alaska was admitted to the Union as
the 49th state.
The script recounts this history and then turns
south to Australia, whose flag flies the Southern
Cross, the one other constellation besides the Big
Dipper that appears alone on a national flag. The
show places the Southern Cross in a celestial and
historical, aboriginal context—first showing it turning
above the sacred site of Uluru (Ayers Rock), then
telling the aboriginal myth of its creation, next
visiting the community of Southern Cross, and finally
recounting the contest to design a national flag when
Australia became independent in 1901.
Three
subdivisions of Australia also feature the Cross on
their flags: Victoria state, the Northern Territory, and
Christmas Island.
The show then visits three other nations whose
flags feature the Southern Cross: New Zealand
(whose Cross contains only four stars to distinguish it
from Australia's five-star Cross), Papua New Guinea,
and Samoa.
EQUATORIAL GEOGRAPHY
Two Pacific island flags feature bands for the
equator. Nauru, just south of the Equator, has a
horizontal band with a star just below it. The
Marshall Islands, just north of the Equator, has a
diagonal stripe with a star just above it.
THE SUN
Images of the Sun appear on dozens of flags.
These images come in a variety of forms, including
the Inca sun, symbolic Sun images, rising Suns, and
setting Suns.
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The Inca Sun and zodiac

Rising Sun

More than five centuries ago, the Inca Empire
dominated northwestern South America. The Inca
were careful skywatchers; they recorded the Sun's
motion in the sky and the migration of its rising and
setting azimuths along the horizon. They lived within
the Tropics and thus saw the Sun pass through the
zenith twice a year. Today, three South American
national flags feature an Inca Sun.
Chief among these is Ecuador, named for its
location that straddles the equator. The national coat
of arms appears on the flag. This coat of arms sports
scenes both terrestrial and celestial: above images of
the nation's chief river and tallest volcano, an Inca sun
image sits astride a zodiac band imprinted with four
zodiacal signs (Aries, Taurus, Gemini, and Cancer)
for the four months in which Ecuador fought its war
of independence in 1845. The program tells this story
and shows the relevant parts of the Sun's ecliptic
motion and a zenith passage, then briefly shows the
flags of Uruguay and Argentina, which also fly an
Inca sun.

Five national flags feature a rising Sun, some
as a full disk, some as a half disk. This section of the
show begins with an extensive section on Greenland,
which is an autonomous overseas territory of
Denmark and flies its own flag. The show describes
Greenland's history, rocky landscape, ice-choked
coast, inland ice sheet, and spirited native people.
Then it turns to the extreme seasonal variation in the
Sun's daily motion, from the unending daylight of
summer to the unremitting dark of winter. This sets
the stage for the description of the Greenlandic flag: a
red and white background surrounding a split redwhite disk of the rising Sun, a sign of hope for the
future. White is an obvious color for ice, and red is a
less-obvious color for the sea.
Brief sections follow on four other rising-Sun
flags—Japan, familiar as the Land of the Rising Sun;
Kiribati (pronounced Kiribaas) astride both the
Equator and Date Line in the mid-Pacific; Antigua
and Barbuda in the Caribbean; and Malawi in Africa.
Setting Sun

Sun images
Full-disk images of the Sun appear at least on
sixteen other national, US state, or ethnic flags.
Many of these are desert territories where the Sun is a
dominant part of the natural world and in most cases
the Sun is a symbol of freedom. A full list of these
Sun-image flags is given in the Appendix in the order
they appear in the show, which steps through them at
the rate of about one sentence per flag. The list here
is in topical order.
The US states include New Mexico, whose flag
flies a Pueblo sun; the neighboring desert state of
Arizona; the once-frontier state of Michigan; and the
Excelsior state of New York.
Ethnic flags featuring the Sun include flags of the
Australian aborigines, the Sami (Lapps) in northern
Scandinavia, and the Kurds in the Middle East.
Desert territories not mentioned above include
Niger and Namibia in Africa and Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan in central Asia. In the Kyrgyz flag, the
Sun surrounds a ger (yurt), the moveable home of
desert nomads.
Other nations include Macedonia, Bangladesh,
the Philippines, and Taiwan, whose Sun sports twelve
rays for the twelve hours around a clock.
Finally, the flag of the Russian republic of Sakha
in central Siberia flies a white solar disk on the
background of polar blue.

Several Canadian flags feature a setting Sun.
Best known of these is the flag of British Columbia,
westernmost of the Canada's provinces. Then the
show turns north to the communities of the Canadian
arctic where life is dominated by seasonal extremes—
the long days of summer in a wet landscape filled
with wildlife and the short, bitterly cold days of
winter in a landscape choked by snow and ice. Seven
arctic communities have designed civic flags that
show a setting Sun behind a landscape usually
showing forest, lakes, and moose; the flag of Norman
Wells show an oil well and a bear, and the flag of
Sachs Harbour shows two whales playing off-shore.
UNIQUE ARCTIC FLAGS
The show then moves on to four unique flags of
the Canadian arctic.
First among these is
Tuktoyaktuk, whose flag shows a midnight Sun, its
reflection on the ice, and a native beating a drum in
the midnight light. Next is Enterprise, whose flag
shows two ptarmigans in winter white beside a log
and an aurora-filled sky. Then comes Ft. Good Hope
(Radilih Koe), on whose wonderful flag a starry sky
graced with Moon and aurora floats above a drawing
of the village and its seascape. Finally, the territorial
flag of Nunavut in the eastern arctic shows two
navigational markers, an inukshuk on land and the
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North Star in the sky (inukshuks are traditional
human-shaped stone piles built as guides on a bleak
landscape).
THE MOON
Full Moon
Only one flag flies a full Moon—Palau in the
western Pacific—and it is given brief mention in the
show
Crescent Moon: Islamic
It's well known the months in the Islamic
calendar begin with a sighting of the crescent Moon
and that this crescent Moon appears on the flags of
several Islamic nations. The show begins this section
with a recounting of the Moon's phases and an
explanation of the synodic month from (waxing)
crescent to (waxing) crescent, then asserts the ancient
roots of this sign of the crescent, and finally displays
the dozen national flags that feature the Islamic
crescent.
Crescent Moon: non-Islamic
Three national flags show a crescent Moon that is
not Islamic. The show first turns to Uzbekistan,
whose flag's crescent Moon symbolizes the new
republic. Twelve stars beside the Moon are for the
twelve constellations of the zodiac, in turn a sign of
the historic 15th-century observatory built at
Samarkand by Ulugh Beg.
Mongolia and Nepal each fly the Sun as well as a
crescent Moon on their flags as the sign of a wish for
longevity.
BRAZIL
The flag of Brazil is unique in that it contains a
sky map for a particular time and place. Brazil
overthrew its last emperor on November 15, 1889.
The new government hired an astronomer to design
the new flag, and he created a map of selected
constellations in the sky over Rio de Janeiro at 8:30
a.m., the hour of independence.
The flag contains 26 stars, one for each state of
Brazil. Unlike the US flag where the stars are
symbolic and the number of stars simply equals the
number of states, on Brazil's flag the stars are specific
stars from the sky and there is a one-to-one
correspondence between stars and states, with a

specific star assigned to each state. Bigger or more
populous states are assigned brighter stars and smaller
or less populous states are assigned fainter stars.
Moreover, adjacent states are assigned stars from the
same constellation—for example, the stars of the
Southern Cross are assigned to neighboring states,
and since these are bright stars, the states include
those that contain Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, the
two largest cities in Brazil.
All stars are shown on the flag with the nearly
the same size, though the sizes are scaled somewhat
in proportion to magnitude. Some bright stars and
constellations are omitted, while some fainter
constellations are included, probably to facilitate
matching stars and states as described above. The
positions of the stars on the flag roughly mirror their
positions on the sky.
The stars and constellations on the flag
include Spica, Procyon, Sirius and four other stars of
Canis Major, Canopus, two stars of Hydra, five stars
of the Southern Cross, three stars of Triangulum
Australe, Antares and seven other stars of Scorpius,
and
Octantis (the faint south polar star and
standing for the Distrito Federal, Brazil's national
capital district). A band with the words "Ordem e
Progresso" crosses the sky; this band is sometimes
mistaken for the ecliptic or equator, but in fact has no
astronomical meaning. The stars are white on a blue
background that is surrounded by a yellow diamond
surrounded in turn by a green background.
The official government description can be found
at http://www.brasil.gov.br/simbolos/simbolo1.htm.
The site is in Portuguese, but the relevant
astronomical parts can be read by speakers of
English. A full English-language description can be
found at http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/br.html.
It would be difficult in an automated show to
teach the astronomy of this flag in a way that the
audience will remember all the correspondences.
Rather, I try to demonstrate the type of
correspondence. So the Brazil section begins with a
brief recounting of how the flag was created. A night
sky section follows in which most of the relevant
stars and constellations are pointed out. Then a series
of overlays (on the flag) shows where these stars and
constellations appear on the flag. Then a second
series of overlays (on a map) shows the assignment of
stars to states. Then a third series of overlays (on a
map) shows the assignment of constellations to
adjacent states.
Finally, the show ends with the humorous flag of
North Pole, Alaska that embeds the Alaska flag and
includes other elements such as Santa Claus, a
traditional barber pole, the starry sky, and more.
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APPENDIX A
List of flags included in show
ASTRONOMICAL OBJECTS
ON NATIONAL, REGIONAL, & CITY FLAGS
compiled by Dale W. Smith
for use in the planetarium show "Star-Spangled Banners"
at Bowling Green State University
Big Dipper and North Star
** Alaska (design won contest)

Setting Sun (all cities NWT)
* British Columbia (over Pacific)
* [as a group]
Ft. Providence (over landscape and moose)
Coleville Lake (over local lake scene and moose)
Kakisa (over ethnic landscape and moose)
Tulita (Ft. Norman) (over stylized river landscape)
Fort McPherson (with landscape and moose)
Sachs Harbour (over seascape w/belugas & island)
Norman Wells (large, behind oil well and bear)
Midnight Sun
* Tuktoyaktuk (on Arctic coast) (on coastal icefield, native
with drum)

Southern Cross
** Australia (5 stars)
* New Zealand (4 stars)
Papua New Guinea (5 stars)
Samoa (5 stars)
Equator and star
Nauru (star shows Nauru and its location)
Marshall Islands (star shows islands and their location)
Sun image & disk
** Ecuador (Inca sun plus signs of Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
& Cancer on ecliptic)
Uruguay (Inca sun)
Pernambuco (Brazilian state) (1817 flag had Inca sun plus
rainbow)
Argentina (Inca sun)
New Mexico (Pueblo sun)
Niger
Namibia (for hot climate and for freedom)
Australian aborigines
Bangladesh
Philippines (8 rays=first eight provinces to rebel)
Taiwan (12 rays=12 hours of day)
Sami
Kurds
Kyrgyzstan
Kazakhstan
Macedonia
Arizona
Michigan
New York
* Sakha (in Siberia) (sun=eternal life, blue=polar cold)
Rising Sun
** Greenland (Sun over polar ice)
* Japan (over Pacific)
Kiribati (frigate bird, Sun, ocean)
Antigua & Barbuda (black heritage, Sun=new era, sea,
sand)
Malawi (Sun=new dawn, red for blood)

Aurora
Enterprise (+two ptarmigans by log)
Ft. Good Hope (Radilih Koe) (+stars+moon above town on
Mackenzie River shore)
North Star
*Nunavut (+inukshuk)
Full Moon
Palau (for national unity)
Crescent Moon (Islamic crescent)
Algeria (1 star)
Azerbaijan (points=8 races) (1 star)
Brunei (0 stars)
Comoros (4 stars)
Malaysia (points=14 states) (1 star)
Maldives (0 stars)
Mauritania (1 star)
Pakistan (enlightenment) (1 star)
Singapore (5 stars)
Tunisia (1 star)
Turkmenistan (carpet stripe) (5 stars)
Turkey (1 star)
Crescent Moon (non-Islamic)
* Uzbekistan (12 stars) (12 stars=12 months)
Crescent Moon with Sun (non-Islamic)
* Mongolia
* Nepal (crescent for royal family, star for Rana family)
Southern sky
** Brazil (sky over Rio de Janeiro, Nov. 15, 1889, 20:30,
26 stars—one per state)
Santa Claus
North Pole, Alaska (Big Dipper, North Star, aurora, &
Santa)
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REFERENCES
**
*
no *

major emphasis in show
some emphasis in show
brief mention in show

Flags of the World website <www.crwflags.com/fotw >
Flags of the World, by Eve Devereux
Flags, by Kent Alexander
The World Encyclopedia of Flags, by Alfred Znamierowski
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How to use the Solar System Simulator (Workshop)
Toshiyuki Takahei 1 , Alan Gould 2 , James Sweitzer 3 , Shawn Laatsch 4
1

Riken, Computational Astrophysics Laboratory, 2-1, Hirosawa, Wako, Saitama 351-0198, Japan
E-mail: takahei@riken.go.jp

2

University of California, Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley, CA 94709. USA. E-mail: agould@berkeley.edu

3

Space Science Center, DePaul Univ., Suite 4400, 990 West Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, IL 60614. USA
E-mail: jsweitze@depaul.edu
4

Gheens Science Center & Rauch Planetarium Greenville, NC 27835, USA.
E-mail: 102424.1032@compuserve.com

_____________________________________________________________________________
Very intuitive and interactive visualization software "Solar System Simulator (Sssim)" has been published. It
represents our solar system, starry sky and astronomical phenomena in real-time 3D space. It can handle images,
movies and the simulations seamless, so it's also useful as a presentation tool of astronomy for the planetariums.
Sssim is a cross-platform software, and provided for you as free software. Its information is at
http://www.sssim.com/. This workshop will cover setting up Sssim in your dome or classroom, a guided tour how to
use Sssim, customize it as you like, making your original interactive contents and publishing it on-line. We will also
have a time for brain storming, and we will make a user community to share its contents and know-how. This is an
open workshop, so feel free to join us any time.
ABOUT SOLAR SYSTEM SIMULATOR
Solar System Simulator (Sssim) is interactive
simulation software which visualizes our solar system
in 3D space. It shows you many astronomical
phenomena from any viewpoints, at any time. There
are some versions of Sssim until now. If you want an
easy-to-use tool for the class room, you should try
"Educational Edition" of Sssim (SssimEdu). If you
want to use Sssim in detail, or you want to have a
presentation or an interactive show with Sssim, you
should try "Studio Version" of Sssim (SssimStudio).
You can download both of them from the official web
site: http://www.sssim.com/. And these are all free of
charge!! In this workshop we discuss mainly about
SssiStudio, but the basic usage of Sssim is same
among all of the versions.
SETUP
When you download SssimStudio software,
you must check its hardware and software
requirements - such as Windows Media Player 9.
Sssim puts 3D graphics rendering functions to full
use, it may require a powerful PC. SssimStudio was
designed to be used in dual displays environment (one
for operation, one for projection), so we recommend
having a graphics hardware environment with two
display outputs.
As our demonstration in this
workshop, a laptop computer which has another

display output capability is useful. SssimStudio itself
doesn't need any special install process.
Just
download and put it where you like. For smooth
operations, it's very useful to use an analog joystick as
shown in this workshop. By using a joystick with
many buttons which assigned functions of Sssim, you
can operate most basic navigation only with this
joystick. A trackball mouse and a touch-panel
display may be also useful.
MANUAL OPERATIONS
We demonstrate manual operations of
SssimStudio. With mouse and keyboard operations,
you can change viewpoints, time settings,
representation styles and so on.
Once you've
mastered these manual operations, you can have an
interactive presentation replying questions and
demand of your audience.
USING A CONTENTS BROWSER
You can access all functions of Sssim
manually, but at the time of actual presentations and
shows, it may be difficult to do such kind of complex
operations.
For such cases, you can execute
sequential operations and settings by simply clicking
preset buttons in 'Contents Browser'. The Contents
Browser is a special web browser which is embed in
the interface of SssimStudio.
'Contents Pages'
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displayed in it contains hyper-links to settings and
sequential operation of Sssim. Because the Contents
Pages are written in usual html format, it's very
powerful in expression and easy to re-design. In
addition, by clicking images and movies hyper-linked
in the Contents Pages you can show these materials in
the projection screen. With this function you can
manage all the materials such as simulation
sequences, images and movies in single software
SssimStudio.

CUSTOMIZE-3: EDITING KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

MAKING A SCENARIO

The Contents Page is made of a usual html
file, so you can make your original Contents Page
without difficulty. By embedding scenario and many
materials, you can make your GUI interface for easy
operations, interactive contents using Sssim 3D
simulation, and so on.

SssimStudio can record its state and
sequential operations. It's called a 'Scenario', and the
saved scenario is called 'Scenario file'. In this
workshop we demonstrate how to record and edit the
scenario. After you've understood that, you can
assign your operation to keyboard short-cuts, or make
a preset button to do what you want in the Contents
Page. Understanding scenario is important to know
Sssim in detail.
CUSTOMIZE-1: ADDING YOUR HOME AS AN
OBSERVATION POINT
Let's add your home and museum to
SssimStudio as an observation point to land. Input its
longitude and latitude by GUI interface. It's very
easy! If you can prepare a panorama photo, you can
use it as an original landscape there.

Make a simple scenario file, and assign it to
a keyboard short-cut. It's useful to prepare short-cuts
for the scene you want to show, and for resetting
SssimStudio in preparation for a rainy day.
CUSTOMIZE-4:
MAKING
CONTENTS PAGE

AN

ORIGINAL

CUSTOMIZE-5: PUBLISH AND SHARE YOUR
ORIGINAL CONTENTS PAGE
After you make your original Contents Page,
let's publish it to the internet. It's absolutely same as
usual web site construction. Because the Contents
Browser is a kind of web browser, if you know URL
address, you can access and embed other user's
Contents Page inside your SssimStudio interface.
With this mechanism you can share your contents
such as scripts of your show, the latest topic of
astronomical phenomena, and so on.
DISCUSSIONS

CUSTOMIZE-2: DISPLAY SETTINGS
Let's fit the display settings of SssimStudio
to your environment. In a dark dome its colors must
be darker. In a large presentation room, its font size
must be a little larger.

Let's discuss about the Sssim and its future.
With this software, what you want to do? What do
you want for it more? By sharing the contents and
know-how, we want to make a rich user's community
of the Sssim.
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Planetary mnemonics
Dieter Vornholz
Olbers-Planetarium Bremen, Werderstrasse 73, D-28199 Bremen, Germany. E-mail: planetarium@hs-bremen.de

_____________________________________________________________________________
My very educated mother just showed us nine planets
Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto
Up to now we have collected mnemonics concerning the sequence of the nine planets in Danish, French, German,
Japanese and Polish. We would like to complete this collection for all languages. Mnemonics are very useful to
arrange an irregular scheme. This is important for education and information. Children like to invent new
mnemonics. On the other hand they are great to be presented in a show, especially for foreign visitors to learn the
sequence of the planets in their own language.

English
Mercury Venus
My
very
or
My
very

Danish
Merkur
Min
My

Venus
ven
friend

Earth
Mars
educated mother

Jupiter
just

Saturn
showed

Uranus
us

Neptune Pluto
nine
planets.

earthy

man

just

showed

us

natures

plan.

Jorden
jager
hunts

Mars
med
with

Jupiter
Jørgens
Jørgens

Saturn
skyder
gun

Uranus
uden
without

Neptun
nogen
any

Pluto
probelmer
problems

In France they include as well the asteroids between Mars and Jupiter
Mercure Venus
Terre
Mars
Astroïde Jupiter
Saturne Uranus

Neptune Pluto

Mon

voisin
Sedna?

très

malin

a

justement

situé

une

nouvelle planète:

jetté

sur

une

nouvelle planète!

joue

sur

un

nouveau piano.

My very malicious neighbour just has discovered a new planet:
or
Mon
vieux,
tu
m'
as
My old (boy), you threw me on a new planet!
or
Ma
vieille
tante
marie
My old aunt Mary plays on a new piano.
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German
Merkur Venus
Mein
Vater
My
father

Erde
Mars
erklärt
mir
explains (to) me

Jupiter
jeden
every

Saturn
Uranus
Samstag unsere
Saturday our

Neptun
neun
nine

Pluto
Planeten.
planets.

We change this phrase in September 2226 when Pluto will be closer to the sun than Neptune:
Mein
My

Vater
father

or
Man
Don’t

vergesse einen
forget
a

Japanese
Mercury Venus

erklärt
mir
explains (to) me

Earth

jeden
every

Samstag unsere
Saturday our

Planeten Neu.
planets new.

Menschen
human

in
in

seinem
his

Unglück
nie
misfortune never

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

– Punkt.
– dot.

Neptune Pluto

As far as I understand, the symbols are the beginning of the planets’ names. In Japanese they put a second ‘t’
between ‘do’ and ‘ten’ and contract these syllables. ‘Ou’ is of course not the name for Sedna – it means ’King’.

Polish
Merkury Wenus

Ziemia

Mars

Jowisz

Moją
wolę
znaj
Matole
jak
Fool, know my intention, but if I stay stubborn I won't allow it

Saturn

Uran

Neptun

Pluton

się

uprę

nie

pozwolę

You will find lots of mnemonics on the internet, especially in English:
http://www.totse.com/en/technology/space_astronomy_nasa/ssfaq-07.html
http://users.frii.com/geomanda/mnemonics/astronomy.html
http://www.google.de/search?q=cache:Jj1jx4r0zwJ:www.scitech.org.au/download/space/acty_solarsystem_model.pdf+mnemonics+planet&hl=de
http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/science/orderingplanets.htm
http://www.xs4all.nl/~jcdverha/scijokes/11_4.html
Last comment:
If you should create new mnemonics don’t get confused about which M comes first:
never put a Mars bar near the sun.
(It will melt!)
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Celestial motions
Susan Reynolds Button
Quark to Clusters. 8793 Horsehoe Lane, Chittenango, NY 13037. USA. E-mail: sbutton@ocmboces.org

_____________________________________________________________________________
During this workshop the planetarium will be used as a laboratory and participants will experience a lesson that can
be used with 14 year-old students and older. The lesson involves locating and recording apparent celestial motion of
four easily identifiable stars at “home” latitude and at selected other latitudes. With the information collected
students can then calculate the average hourly apparent motion and as well as the latitude of the observer.
Discussion will include how knowledge of apparent celestial motion is reflected and passed on in the sky stories of
various cultures.
WORKSHOP PART I
Lesson Title: Celestial Motions
Target Age: 14 and above
Author: Susan Reynolds Button
E-mail: sbutton@ocmboces.org
Address: Quarks to Clusters, 8793 Horseshoe Lane,
Chittenango, NY 13037 USA
Phone: 1- 315 - 687- 5371
Concepts:
• Due to Earth’s rotation, celestial objects
appear to move 15 degrees per hour through
the day and night in a dependable pattern.
• The Big Dipper can be used to find the North
Star (Polaris).
• Polaris can be used in the Northern
Hemisphere to find the direction of North
and the Latitude of the observer.
• The position of a celestial object can be
noted by giving it an azimuth and an altitude
measurement.
• Positions of stars appear to be different at
different latitudes.
Objectives/ Evaluation Tool:
1. Students will be able to determine directions
in the Northern Hemisphere night sky by
locating the Big Dipper and the North Star.
2. Students will be able to estimate the
horizontal (azimuth) and vertical (altitude)
angles for objects in the sky during a sixhour sequential period.
3. Students will be able to explain the nightly
apparent motion of the circumpolar
constellations in the North and seasonal
constellations in the South. (and the changes
at different latitudes)
4. Students will be able to calculate the
average hourly apparent motion (15 degrees

5.

per hour) of celestial objects and be able to
state that this apparent motion is caused by
Earth’s rotation.
Students will be able to describe the
relationship between the observer’s latitude
and the measured altitude of Polaris.

6.
Vocabulary:
rotation, apparent motion, horizontal angle,
azimuth, vertical angle, altitude, Polaris,
circumpolar
Materials Needed:
planetarium, data sheets, writing boards,
lights for reading, pencils
Lesson Outline and Tips for Success:
1. Locate four easily identifiable stars.
2. Measure the horizontal and vertical angle for
each star 3 times, two hours apart for each
measurement.
(After
some
practice
observing and recording, students can try to
predict where the stars will be in two hours.)
3. Calculate the average hourly motion due to
the rotation of the earth.
4. Observe nightly motion of the starfield:
southern sky, northern sky and Polaris.
5. Calculate latitude after estimating or
measuring the altitude of the North Star.
6. If time permits observe apparent celestial
motion at different latitudes and note
differences.
7. Extension: Have students research and
examine relationships between apparent
celestial motion at different latitudes and
“sky stories” that the various cultures tell at
these different latitudes.
TIPS: If you are using a portable planetarium,
the data sheets can be handed out and discussed
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twins, bears), compromise (twins, Perseus),
repeating cycles (circumpolar bears), opposites
(twins), gods interfere with lives of humans
(Orion-three stars, Cassiopeia), political unit
(king, queen, princess), signs of the season
(Aquarius, square of Pegasus)

before entering the planetarium. For safety’s
sake, all the rest of the materials should be
handed out inside the planetarium. Note:
Student Worksheet: See the template on last
page of this paper.
H.A. = Horizontal Angle; V.A. = Vertical
Angle

2.

If we examine Native American Indian stories we
can notice that the political system represented in
the constellations is different. Community living
units are much smaller and as a result there are
many tribes and each tribe may have a different
story for the same group of stars. We have fewer
records of the stories. We can have students look
for familiar themes (ideas) or shapes (people,
objects, animals): family unit and repeating
cycles (first woman, first man), direction/latitude
indicator (Home Fire), contrast (Place of
Decision), signs of seasons (rabbit tracks,
butterflies and lizard), bears, male chief-3 stars,
rabbit, and dog.

3.

When examining Chinese stories we note that the
political system is different from the Native
American people and more like the
Greco/Roman culture. As a result there are more
universal stories across China. The sky is used
more as an almanac by this culture. You can
again have students look for familiar themes
(ideas) or shapes (people, objects, animals):
family unit/ political unit (Emperor, Empress,
Crown Prince, Prime Minister), Repeating cycles
(Basket of wisdom), male warrior-3 stars (Tsen),
dog (wild jackal), square (four towers)

4.

By examining African/Egyptian stories we notice
that the political system is different again and
community living units much smaller again in the
African culture. As a result there are many units
and each unit may have a different story for the
same group of stars. We have fewer records of
the stories. The Egyptian culture, on the other
hand, was based more on a city state government.
Have students look for familiar themes (ideas) or
shapes (people, objects, animals): family unit/
political unit (Osiris-male figure with three star
belt, Isis-his wife), opposites (male/female
beasts), repeating cycle (wheat=north star,
turnips and ancestors' eyes circle), dog (jackal)

5.

If we review what we discovered we can see that
there here are many similarities across cultures.
Each star pattern though can represent many
different things. The Big Dipper can be: a
saucepan (French), a plough (British), an upside
down elephant or giraffe (African), a skunk or

WORKSHOP PART II
We can show how knowledge of apparent celestial
motion is reflected and passed on in the sky stories of
various cultures. Note: All of the cultures mentioned
here could be found at basically the same latitude and
could see the same stars. We used the winter sky for
this part of the lesson because it has the most
similarities among cultures and in this season there
are more bright stars and distinctive patterns. Before
this discussion, students should already have a basic
grounding in Greco/Roman mythology.
The ancients used information in the sky because they
noticed a relationship between what they saw and
what was happening on Earth:
a.

b.

c.

1.

Direction-the North Star and the Sun
rise and set positions allowed people to
find the four cardinal directions. These
directions were many times related to
the cycle of life on Earth- East
represented birth, South represented
childhood, West represented adulthood
and North represented the time of old
age.
Time-by noting positions of basic
patterns at different hours people
learned to mark the passage of time on
Earth in predictable increments.
Shapes-some of the same shapes seem
significant to most cultures in their story
telling. Each culture used storytelling to
define certain stars or patterns in the
sky. These stories were used to pass
along knowledge, signals of the
changing seasons, the history of their
civilization, and their belief system as
well as to reinforce their political
system.

Greco/ Roman Stories: If we briefly review the
Greco/Roman stories we can note themes present
in these characters and stories. Some examples
include: direction/latitude indicator (North Starsmall bear), family unit (king, queen, daughter,
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fire (Native American), a bear (Greek).
Cassiopeia can be: a queen (Greek), first woman
(Native American), five canoes or a fish
(Polynesians),
reindeer
horns
(Northern
Canadians), hands of Fatima (Saudi Arabia).
6.

So, patterns in the sky are named because they
mean something significant to the particular
culture. The shepherd, farmer or sailor watched
the sky each day and night and noticed
everything (colors, brightness, times of rising and
setting, relationships to the seasonal changes and
tasks that needed to be performed) and stories
were passed on from one generation to the next.
This was a means of passing along information
and instructions for seasonal activities as well as
cultural beliefs. Sometimes the stories included
explanations of natural events and fostered
respect for the political system and ancestors.
And, there are many similarities across the
cultures.

Students could make their own constellations and
write stories that show significant relationships
between their constellations and what is
happening on Earth, in nature and in our culture,
today. Are we still concerned with some of the
same things as the ancients? What animals live
in our part of the world? What political system
do we have?
Why connect mythology to our lessons about other
topics? There are a multitude of reasons to consider:
to establish relevance or a connection to everyday life
- past and present; to teach survival skills; to explore
and appreciate cultural differences; to evoke creative
thought and imagination; to maximize the time by
providing cross-curriculum connections or it's simply
fun and interesting.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Student Name______________________

Date_____________

Celestial Motions
Star Name:
Northern Star
Eastern Star
Southern Star
Western Star

Time:
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.

Time:
H.A.

V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.

Celestial Motions
Star Name:
Northern Star
Eastern Star
Southern Star
Western Star

Time:
R.A
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.

Time:
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.

Latitude________
Time:
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.

Latitude________
Time:
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.
R.A.
V.A.

Celestial Motions
Latitude________

Star Name:
Northern Star
Eastern Star
Southern Star
Western Star

Time:
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.

Time:
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
H.A.
V.A.
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Pass it on!
Susan Button
Quark to Clusters. 8793 Horsehoe Lane, Chittenango, NY 13037. USA. E-mail: sbutton@ocmboces.org

_____________________________________________________________________________
One mission of the International Planetarium Society (IPS) is to provide resources that represent our collective
creative imaginations and experiences. One of the IPS Education Committee’s ongoing projects is an On-line Lesson
Bank. This provides a way that planetarians can make their proven educational resources available to other
facilities. This paper will define how we all can invest a little of our time in a simple and effective way to provide a
wonderful set of materials as our contribution to this important project. Colleagues helped us in the past, now it is
time for us to “pass it on!”
The function of the IPS Portable Planetarium
Committee is: To help those interested in the use of
portable planetariums and to provide a support system
to assist portable planetarium users.
In an effort to support and expand that
function we can participate in developing a useful
resource for all planetarians. As an ongoing project,
the IPS Education Committee is attempting to build a
bank of on-line lessons. Currently the available
lessons are designed to be done in a classroom setting
followed up by a visit to a planetarium.
This bank can be expanded to include actual
planetarium lessons. Typically portable planetarium
directors do not write their lessons down. Since we
repeat them many times in a year, we have them
memorized and we are free to morph them with each
new situation! In this way, unless we take on an
apprentice, these lessons are not passed on to the
planetarium community and newcomers must
reinvent the wheel.
There are hundreds of small and portable
planetarium educators. If each of us wrote a brief
outline of just one of our lessons we could provide an
enormously large set of lessons for our colleagues!
Not only would that help the beginning planetarian
but it could also inspire the experienced planetarian to
get creative. New ways of looking at standard topics
will help us all to grow.
Below you will find a blank form to get you
started and a sample lesson to illustrate how simple it
can be to fill in the blanks. Please consider taking a
small part of one day to write down a lesson and
submit it to the IPS Education Committee.
Remember, it doesn’t have to be perfect…just
helpful!
If you have any questions or suggestions about the
lessons that can already be found on the IPS website
http://www.ips-planetarium.org/resources/ipsedlessons.html

Gary Sampson (ges@execpc.com). If you have your
own lessons to add, please contact IPS on-line lesson
Webmaster Geoff Holt (gholt@madison.k12.wi.us).

PASS IT ON
Lesson Title: Day and Night
Target Age: 5-6 year olds
Author: Susan Reynolds Button
E-mail: sbutton@ocmboces.org
Address: Quarks to Clusters, 8793 Horseshoe Lane,
Chittenango, NY 13037 USA
Phone: 1- 315 - 687- 5371
Concepts: (Substitute Southern Cross for Southern
Hemisphere.)
• There are differences between the daytime
sky and the nighttime sky.
• The sun is a star.
• The sun is too bright during the daytime to
see other stars but other stars are still in the
sky.
• The North Star is always found in the
Northern part of the sky.
• You can imagine patterns, made with the
stars, in the sky.
• The Little Dipper and the Big Dipper can be
found in the sky in the North.
Objectives/ Evaluation Tool:
7. Students will be able to explain what they
saw that was different about the daytime and
nighttime skies and what was the same.
8. Students will be able to say that the sun is
the closest star and because it is so bright it
blocks out the other stars in the daytime.
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9.

Students will be able to describe the daytime
apparent motion of the sun (and the moon)
by moving their arms in an arc for rising and
setting.
10. Students will be able to state that the North
Star is found in the North and it looked like
it never moved.
11. Students will be able to name some patterns
in the sky that can be made out of the stars.
Vocabulary:
Planetarium, Rise, Set, North Star, North,
South, East, West, Sun, Moon, Stars
Materials Needed:
Planetarium; Signs (to mark the cardinal
directions and signs to mark where the sun
and moon rise and set on the horizon).

12.
13.
14.

Lesson Outline:
8. Introduce yourself and the planetarium:
exterior-you can walk around it with them
and have them gently touch it to feel the air
inside. Interior- tell them where they will go
in and what they will see (for instance, it will
have lights inside so you can see where you
are going).
9. Go over the rules. Examples: Your job is to
Look, listen and learn…notice everything!
Sit on the rug, with your legs crossed, not on
the plastic of the dome. We will sit in a
circle around the machine that will make the
stars for us. I will go in first and your teacher
last to make sure everyone gets in all right.
10. Inside: After everyone is settled in the circle,
tell the students to, “Look all around and
raise your hand if you would like to tell me
what you notice.” Go over a few things…the
door, the fan tunnel, shadows, the horizon
and the zenith. (If you have an auxiliary light
for the doorway, ask at this time if it is ok to
turn off the auxiliary light. Pick someone to
be the “Keeper of the light”…their job is to
turn the light off now and on later at the end
of the class.) Show the students your special
flashlight(s). I show them my laser shining at
the zenith, and state that it is the signal for
whenever I need quiet, and then I show them
a “safe for children” pointer light. I explain
that some people will get to use it to point
things out during the lesson.
11. Introduce the projector. (The projector is set
for 3AM.) Say, “I woke up before the alarm
went off this morning because I was very
thirsty. So I got up to get a drink of water at

15.

16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

21.

3 o’clock in the morning! I looked out my
window, because I love looking at the sky,
and saw the beautiful stars (and the moon if
it is there). I would like to show you what I
saw. You have my permission to talk softly
for one minute about what you notice.
Remember, when you see my laser light
shine at the zenith that means, “Get quiet
now please.” Show them some nighttime
with “light pollution”…not completely dark.
Never make it completely dark without
asking for students’ permission.
Have volunteers point to some things that
they noticed (stars, moon, etc.) with the
pointer. Talk briefly about each object.
Show them the Big Dipper and how to find
the North Star. Count the number of stars in
the Dipper(s).
Explain that you went back to bed and as
you were sleeping the world turned. Have
the students pick something to watch as the
world turns. Engage diurnal motion and stop
at sunrise. Have the students tell you what
they noticed.
Ask students what they do at home when the
sun just comes up in the morning. Tell them
we call that time “sunrise.” Mark the horizon
where the sun is rising.
Let the sun go to the Noon position while
one student tracks it with a pointer. While
this is happening explain information about
the sun: it is a star; it is the closest star and
so looks bigger and brighter. Discuss what
happened to all the other stars when the sun
came up. (Discuss and track the moon too if
it is in the sky. Mark where the moon rises
or sets, if it does.)
Talk about what Noon means (and what
activities occur at Noon) and let the sun go
to 2PM and discuss what happened to the
sun’s path after Noon. (It is not rising
anymore it is setting or is going down.)
Have students make and mark predictions
for where the sun will touch the horizon,
“sunset.”
Discuss what happens at home when the sun
sets. (Eat dinner, go to bed)
Tour the sky again to find the Big Dipper
and the North Star. (Surprise the Big Dipper
is in a different place but it still points to the
North Star, which is still in the North!) Tell a
story.
Outline the constellations in your story (i.e.
Big Bear, Little Bear. If you have a Starlab
you can put the Greco/Roman cylinder on
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22.

23.
24.

25.

the projector and discuss where the bears
are.
Conclusion: have students pick one picture
or one star etc. and track it through the night
until morning. It can be pointed out that
everything appears to move but the North
Star.
As the sun rises, have students stand up
(rise). Turn off the projector and ask students
to review what they learned.
Have students move their arms to show the
path of the sun/moon/stars rising and setting.
Say it and do it…”The sun rises in the East
and sets in the West.” Restate that the North
Star stayed in one place.
Thank them for coming; ask if they had a
good time; explain how to exit in an orderly
way. (Students walk slowly around and
follow their teacher out the door.)

TIPS for Success: It is good to have an
Auxiliary light in the doorway so that young
children do not become afraid to enter the
planetarium.

Techniques of distracting to positive
behavior, praising good behavior and enthusiasm
work well to keep Primary level students under
control. Some possible statements to use: “I like
the way that boy/girl is sitting.” “I am looking for
someone who is listening and noticing everything
to use my pointer.”
At the beginning of the lesson, if the
students are too noisy and excited, to get students
on track you can say and do the following:
“Hands on your head, Hands on your shoulders,
Hands on your hips, hands on your lips…no
talking, look all around and notice everything.”
Then quickly point to a student and say,”
Can you tell me what you notice?” or you can
say to the class, “Raise one hand if you would
like to tell me what you noticed and I will pick
someone.” Encourage students to state the
obvious.
Timing is everything, take advantage of
“pregnant pauses” to jump in with the next part
of the lesson.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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PASS IT ON
Lesson Title: __________________________Target Age: _____________________
Author: _______________________________E-mail: _________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________ FAX: ___________________________
Concepts: ____________________________________________________________

Objectives/ Evaluation Tools:
______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Vocabulary: __________________________________________________________
Materials Needed: ______________________________________________________

Lesson Outline:
1. _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
5. _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
6. _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
TIPS for Success:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Master's program in Science Communication for a planetarium career
Lars Broman
Science Communication, Dalarna University, SE 781 88 Borlange, Sweden. E-mail: lbr@du.se

_____________________________________________________________________________
Science communication is a new subject at Dalarna University, Falun, Sweden. Courses are given at both
undergraduate and master level, specializing in informal learning and science communication at science centers,
planetariums and with interactive methods at museums. Undergraduate courses have been given and gradually
developed since 1995 and the first master's program started in 2003. The one-year program consists of six 5-week
courses followed by three months of internship/field work. The field work is typically a research and/or evaluation
project including visitor studies. The student has then two more months during which she writes and defends a
master thesis. Twelve first year students spend their internship at ten science centers and planetariums in Canada,
Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad and Tobago, and UK. More information is available at
http://www.ScienceCommunication.se.
BACKGROUND
The first course at Dalarna University in
Science Center Education started in 1995. This was a
7.5 ECTS credit under-graduate course, equivalent to
5 weeks full-time study. Already this course included
elements of planetarium knowledge: During a weeklong study tour through southern Sweden and
Denmark, 3 planetariums were visited. During one
full day, the students learned how to handle a Starlab
mobile planetarium.
During the following years three more 7.5 credit
courses were developed, concentrating respectively
on designing and building an interactive exhibition,
on producing a planetarium show, and to study
children visiting a science center or planetarium. The
planetarium course included all steps in producing a
taped show, including scriptwriting, making slides,
recording narration and background sounds, adding
special effects, and presenting a complete show.
While most students in these courses were teachers or
teachers-to-be, wanting to understand better how cooperation
between
school
and
science
center/planetarium can be utilized, a handful of them
eventually got to work in such institutions, even as
directors.
In 2001, the 4 courses were combined into one,
called Communicating science. This one-semester
full-time course was included as an optional course in
the teacher training program, but could also be
studied separately. Due to the fast development of
computers, we had now switched from slides + audio
cassette as medium to CD with pictures and sound,
and a computer plus video projector and a sound
system as hardware. We had arrived to this technique
after having tried VHS with moderate success for
some years. The first CD show was Per Broman's A

journey in space, which was shown at Teknoland's
Stella Nova Planetarium during the summers 2000
and 2001.
MASTER'S PROGRAM IN SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION
Then in 2002 we began developing a 50week full-time Master's Program in Science
Communication. The aim of this program is to train
students with different backgrounds for work in a
science center, a planetarium, or in a museum. The
first group of 25 students was admitted in September
2003; 12 of them have studied full-time and plan to
present and defend their master thesis last week in
August 2004.
The program consists of six 5-week courses:
Popular science, Informal learning, Introduction to
museology, Popular science writing, Applied
museology, and Research methodology) followed by
three months of internship/field work. The field work
is typically a research and/or evaluation project
including visitor studies (front-end, formative, or
summative). The student has then two more months
during which she writes and defends a master thesis.
Planetarium training is part of several of the
courses: Popular science includes lectures and an
exam on Armand Delsemme, Our cosmic origins, an
excellent book on both the development of the
universe and the development of life. Informal
learning includes a study tour to science centers and
planetariums. Introduction to museology includes
working with a Starlab mobile planetarium. Popular
science writing includes writing a manuscript for a
planetarium show and Applied museology the
production of the show; Per Broman has written
compendiums for these course parts (in Swedish;
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English versions are being written). In Research
methodology, the students learn how to do visitor
studies at museums, science centers and planetariums.
Science communication at Dalarna University
has agreements with some 20 science centers,
planetariums and museums around the world. The
planetariums are H.R. MacMillan Space Centre,
Vancouver BC, Canada; Orion Planetarium, Jels,
Denmark; Museum am Schölerberg, Natur und
Umwelt, Planetarium, Osnabrück, Germany; and
Planetarium, South Tyneside College, South Shields,
UK. Several of the science centers also have a
planetarium.
In October 2003, the International Planetarium
Society Council met in Jena. During the meeting, I
submitted a request for grants from the Armand Spitz
Fund for Planetarium Education supporting two
master students' internship and field work at a
planetarium for three months, April-June 2004.
Eligible for receiving a grant are students attending a
50-week
Master's
Program
in
Science
Communication at Dalarna University. The Council
decided as follows:
•
•
•

The students will submit a report to Council
describing their experiences and the significance
of their project.
The report will be published in the Planetarian
and posted on the IPS Website.
Two scholarships of $500 (USD) will be awarded
for one year and will then be evaluated for a
possible second year renewal.

Three students have applied for a scholarship;
Claudette Martin doing her field work at H R
MacMillan Space Centre in Vancouver, BC, Canada,
and Hamid Asgari and Kayvan Seyed Nejadin doing
a joint field work at Falun Science Center, Falun,

Sweden; this center includes the Stella Nova
Planetarium. Both projects seem promising, so I
have decided that one scholarship will be awarded
Martin and that one scholarship will be shared by
Asgari and Seyed Nejadin. Martin's project is titled
Examining visitor attitudes and motivations at a
space science centre, and the joint project Important
parameters in designing and presenting exhibits and
planetarium shows in science centers: A visitorbased framework. The theses will, when completed,
be available at www.ScienceCommunication.se.
THE FUTURE
A committee of the University's Board for
Research and Education has evaluated the Master's
education and recommends that it shall continue
during coming years. Over 30 students have been
admitted to the program that starts in August 2004;
most of them from abroad.
We are gradually strengthening our scientific
background and plan to be active in the recently
created Nordic Network of Researchers in Science
Communication NNORSC, open primarily for
researchers from the Nordic and the Baltic countries
and from Schleswig-Holstein in northernmost
Germany. A Danish professor will spend some
sabbatical months here next spring. We have just
started looking for an adjunct professor (a part-time
non-tenured position) and hope to have one in place
by 1 January 2005.
Finally, it now seems very probable that Science
Communication will move from the Falun Campus
to the Borlänge Campus in the neighbor town by 1
July 2004. More information is available at
http://www.ScienceCommunication.se.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Kepler Mission Update and Plans for New Show on Planet Finding
Alan Gould
University of California. Lawrence Hall of Science. Berkeley, CA 94709-5200. USA. E.mail: agould@berkeley.edu

______________________________________________________________________________
Is Earth, with it's rich diversity of life forms, rare among worlds in our universe, or is it just one of uncounted other
life-bearing planets that orbit distant stars? The NASA Kepler mission will help answer this question with a
spacecraft collecting real evidence for Earth-sized planets circling distant stars. Even more than that, Kepler will
give us the means to survey the characteristics of many planetary systems and find out if there are many that are like
ours, with close in small rocky planets and outer zones populated by giant planets, or if our particular solar system
is rare or even unique.
As of today, we know of over 100 extrasolar
planets but they are giants, Jupiter-class planets that
masses hundreds of times greater than the mass of
Earth. And the data to date is skewed to short period
planets that are much easier to find, planets that orbit
their parent stars in hours or days, rather than the
months or years the planets in our system take to orbit
the Sun. So the planet systems discovered to date are
mostly very different than ours.

blocking light from the star and causing a decrease in
brightness directly proportional to the size of the
planet. Transit of a Jupiter-sized planet causes about a
1% drop in brightness of a Sun-like star. Only one
planet has been detected by the transit method by
observation from Earth's surface: a Jupiter-sized
planet orbiting star HD209458. This type of detection
is well within the realm of capability of an amateur
astronomer, and indeed in 1998, amateur astronomers
made transit measurements of HD209458.

Fig. 1: The Kepler spacecraft.
The Kepler Mission seeks small planets like
Earth, orbiting stars similar to the Sun. Kepler is a
photometer, an astronomical light meter, that will
measure the light output of many stars
simultaneously. It will not take photographs or
spectra, but will measure the brightness of stars with
great precision. Kepler will allow us to discover
planets by detecting their transits across their parent
stars. In a transit, the planet goes in front of the star

Fig. 2: Jupiter-sized planet transiting Sun-like star.
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Fig. 3: Earth-sized planet transiting Sun-like star.
In contrast to Jupiter-sized planets, a terrestrialsized planet would dim the star's light by only
1/10,000th (.01%), comparable to detecting a gnat
flying across the beam of a car's headlight. The
human eye could not detect such a subtle change. In
fact, the only way to detect it is by getting outside the
Earth's atmosphere and using highly sensitive chargecoupled devices (CCD's), the electronic eyes of the
Kepler satellite.
In June of 2007, Kepler will be launched into a
heliocentric, Earth-trailing orbit and fix its sights on a
piece of the Milky Way in the constellation Cygnus.
There, Kepler will view continuously more than 100
square degrees (about 500 times the area of the full
moon, or about the area of two hands held at arm's
length) and monitor the brightness of about 100,000
stars in our galaxy for at least four years.
By measuring the duration and depth of brightness
drop in transit light curves, the Kepler science team
can determine the size of the planet and its orbital
period. While that may sound like pretty basic
information, in reality, these two simple planetary
characteristics are crucial factors in determining
whether or not a planet might be suitable for life.
Planets that are too large are gas giants and planets
that are too small have insufficient gravity to hold
onto an atmosphere. If life must have liquid water, we
can rule out planets that are too far from their stars
(with long orbital periods) since water there is frozen;
and we can rule out planets that are too close in to
their stars (with short orbital periods) since water
there is frozen; and we can rule out planets that are
too close in to their stars (with short orbital periods)
since water there will be all vaporized. So, while the

concept of Kepler is quite simple, the amount of
scientific return could be quite remarkable
Why stare at the same group of stars for four
years? First, we don't know which stars will have
transiting planets, and those must be discovered.
Second, when a single dip in brightness occurs, that
does not necessarily imply a transit has been detected.
Many other types of stellar phenomena can cause dips
in brightness: eclipsing variable stars, cataclysmic
variables, and transient stellar disturbances. Also,
other planets may be present, confounding the light
curve. Real presence of a planet must be confirmed
by observing subsequent transits. If an alien
astronomer on a planet circling a distant star observes
a transit of the Earth across the Sun, and one Earthyear later a second transit is observed, they would be
in a position to make a prediction: there will be
another transit one year after the second transit. If,
after waiting for a third Earth-year to pass, the alien
astronomer is rewarded by a third transit of the same
period, duration, and brightness change, the Earth is
discovered and confirmed.
Discovery of Earth-sized planets in the life
zones of stars is certainly the most exciting prospect.
But for science, Kepler goes way beyond and
provides us with sufficient data understand
characteristics of other solar systems, observing
100,000 stars conducting a sort of census of stars and
planet systems.

Fig. 4: The Kepler field of view.
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Even if Kepler finds few or no small, terrestrial-sized
planets, this too is a successful outcome, perhaps even
more significant that the discovery of many
terrestrial-sized planets.

For more information on Kepler, please visit the
Kepler website http://kepler.nasa.gov
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kepler specifications:
Schmidt-type telescopewith 1.4 m primary and
0.95 m aperture
wide photometer with 42 CCD array
field of view (FOV): 100 sq. degree
photometric precision: 20 parts per million (ppm)
target stars: 100,000 main sequence stars from 9th
to 15th magnitude in Cygnus
mission duration: four years
frequency of data downloads: 4 measurements
per hour.
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Fig. 5: Light curve.
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relation to the possibilities for life on those planets.
We invite questions and discussion about what type
of program would be most useful to you in your
planetarium and what sort of content would be best
for your audiences.
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El Planetario: un recurso didáctico para la enseñanza de Astronomía
Juan Bernardino Marques Barrio
Planetario da Universidade Federal de Goiás –Brasil, Av. Contorno s/n -Parque Mutirama- Centro, 74055-140
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_____________________________________________________________________________
The researches about learning in planetariums have been happening most times under an informal perspective.
We are convinced that the planetarium, for carrying out the basics functions of an educational resource, is ideal
for the formal education. The contribution we offer, intends to help the conscience capture, by the importance
that we professionals who work in this area have. To organize the educational practice of Astronomy in any
education level or even in informality, must represents a transformation in the ordinary way of learning and
teaching this knowledge. For that, the planetariums known and understood not only as a projection dome but also
as a whole complex, can be better used for the formal education of Astronomy because of its possibilities, both in
teaching and in facilitating the learning process.
Las investigaciones sobre el aprendizaje en los Planetarios, se vienen llevando casi siempre bajo el enfoque de la
informalidad. Estamos convencidos de que el Planetario, al cumplir con las funciones básicas de un recurso
didáctico, es ideal para la enseñanza formal. La aportación que ofrecemos, pretende ayudar la toma de conciencia,
por la importancia que tenemos los profesionales que trabajamos en esta área. Organizar prácticas de enseñanza de
Astronomía en cualquiera de los niveles educativos o en la informalidad, ha de significar una transformación de los
modos habituales de aprender y de enseñar este conocimiento. Para este fin, los Planetarios entendidos no solo
como una cúpula de proyección sino todo el complejo, pueden ser mucho mejor aprovechados para la enseñanza
formal de la Astronomía por sus posibilidades, tanto en el proceso de enseñanza como para facilitar el aprendizaje.
“Como profesor, aprendí que todas las prácticas llevaban implícitas teorías y que la
elaboración teórica consistía en la organización de esas “teorías tácitas”, sometiéndolas a
críticas en un discurso profesional libre y abierto. Aprendí también que el discurso profesional
de gran calidad depende de la disposición de todos los interesados a tolerar diversos puntos de
vista y prácticas”.
John Elliot

INTRODUCCIÓN
Cuando se reflexiona críticamente sobre el
proceso de enseñanza y de aprendizaje1 de la
Astronomía en cualquier nivel educativo, es posible
identificar un amplísimo y muy deficiente campo de
investigación didáctica, que necesita de una gran
atención de la comunidad de docentes. En este
sentido, como educador/profesor de Astronomía,
preocupado en reflexionar sobre nuestra propia
práctica docente, no podría dejar de estar de acuerdo
con la percepción que nos presenta Elliot en la cita
inicial, sobre el proceso educativo.
En el marco de estas ideas, experimentamos una
serie de situaciones de conflicto entre aquello que
debe ser nuestra práctica educativa y la realidad que
encontramos. Por eso, la propia concepción de la
1

A lo largo de este trabajo de investigación no usaremos la
expresión enseñanza-aprendizaje, aunque están
íntimamente conectados, ya que consideraremos los dos
procesos por separado.

investigación como un proceso abierto y flexible,
propicia de una parte la falta de un estilo totalmente
definido, y por otro lado la no existencia de un único
método capaz de hacer más comprensible la materia
objeto de estudio. Además, como se trata de
observaciones contextualizadas en los mundos del
observador y de los observados, reforzándose la idea
de que el principal instrumento es el propio
investigador, lo que intentamos hacer con este trabajo
es contribuir a que los profesores de Astronomía
reflexionen sobre sus acciones docentes.
Aunque las teorías educativas determinan en
gran medida el discurso sobre la educación, la
habitual dicotomía entre estas y la práctica desvirtúa
el carácter educativo. Si por un lado la práctica
pedagógica, en general alejada de los modelos
teóricos, suele ser una reproducción de hábitos
existentes y respuestas que los docentes dan
espontáneamente a las demandas y necesidades
internas y externas, por otro, los modelos teóricos,
también en general alejados de la práctica docente,
suelen estar elaborados desde una perspectiva teórica
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con
premisas
muy
diferentes
sobre
la
conceptualización de la educación. Esta dicotomía
teoría vs práctica, se hace especialmente significativa
en la enseñanza y en el aprendizaje de la Astronomía.
En este sentido, nuestra preocupación se dirige a
profundizar en el conocimiento de los supuestos
teóricos como primer paso para mejorar la calidad de
la enseñanza y así tomar conciencia de aquello que se
hace, y de si se tiene o no alguna razón válida para
hacer eso y no otra cosa. Por eso, los profesionales
que trabajamos con la enseñanza de la Astronomía, y
que además disponemos de un medio tan facilitador
del proceso como es el Planetario, tenemos también
que ser capaces de explicar las razones de nuestros
actos, que deben ser el fruto de la reflexión sobre la
acción y del uso de los modelos teóricos, con
lenguajes mas allá del sentido común.
La realización de este trabajo tiene su inicio en la
constatación de la necesidad de una mayor discusión
y reflexión sobre el proceso de enseñanza y de
aprendizaje de la Astronomía. Y, en este sentido, la
aportación que ofrecemos pretende servir de ayuda a
ese ejercicio de toma de conciencia, en especial para
los Astrofísicos, con respecto a la importancia y a la
obligación que tenemos los profesionales que
trabajamos en esta área de facilitar, a través de la
educación, la formación de individuos con capacidad
de pensar y actuar de forma racional y libre. Para eso,
organizar las prácticas de enseñanza de la Astronomía
en cualquiera de los niveles educativos o en la
informalidad, ha de significar una transformación de
los modos habituales de aprender y de enseñar este
conocimiento. Para este fin, estamos convencidos de
que el Planetario es una herramienta particularmente
adecuada.
LA ASTRONOMIA EN EL PLANETARIO
Nuestra visión del Universo no es solo bella e
interesante, es también muy importante, ya que al no
existir lugar privilegiado para nosotros ni
circunstancias protectoras especiales, el conocer
nuestro lugar en el Universo nos lleva a respetar cada
vez más nuestro planeta. Así, los Planetarios resultan
ser lugares donde se pueden encontrar significados
prácticos para este Universo, al tiempo que pueden
jugar un papel importante en la formación
astronómica de las personas.
El primer Planetario auténtico basado
probablemente en las esferas concéntricas de Eudoxio
se construyó alrededor de 250 a.C. por Arquímedes y
aunque no se conservó, por lo que se conoce de él,
parece ser que representaba los movimientos de los
planetas, del Sol y de la Luna en sus recorridos
irregulares, bien como, eclipses del Sol y de la Luna.
Según relatos, sobre el año 60 de nuestra era, se

encontraba en el comedor del emperador Nerón, una
máquina que se movía dentro de una cúpula
“incesantemente día y noche como el universo
mismo”.
Durante la edad media, los árabes poseían sus
planetarios y globos celestes, de los cuales el más
bello quizás sea el que se conserva en Dresde.
También son los árabes los que presentan por primera
vez, alrededor del siglo VIII, una reproducción del
cielo en el interior de una cúpula fija. Se encuentra en
el interior de una cúpula en la residencia
Qusayr´Amra, al sur de Damasco, y las
constelaciones, en vez de estar fijadas en su aspecto
natural, se representan invertidas como en las esferas,
mediante los círculos celestes correspondientes.
Aunque presenta notables deformaciones, el conjunto
constituye un admirable trabajo.
El sistema copernicano fomentó el desarrollo de
los Planetarios, y se empieza a pensar en hacer los
Planetarios mecánicos de tal forma que pudiesen
reproducir el movimiento de los planetas alrededor
del Sol. Entre 1644 y 1646 el mecánico Andreas
Busch, siguiendo indicaciones del matemático
Olearius, construye el globo terrestre y celeste de
Gottorp, a petición del duque Federico III de
Holsacia. Hecho en cobre con un diámetro de 4m y
3,2 toneladas, en su interior, donde colgaba un banco
en el que podían sentarse 10 personas, están
colocadas las estrellas fijas y las constelaciones y en
el exterior la superficie terrestre, reproduciendo los
movimientos de los astros. Además, las dos
representaciones, celeste y terrestre, están hechas con
relación a los dos hemisferios.
En 1682, Huygens inventó el reloj de péndulo y
lo utilizó en la construcción de un Planetario que aún
hoy se conserva. También, a principios del siglo
XVIII, George Grahan, el inventor del péndulo de
compensación, construye en Inglaterra un Planetario
para el príncipe Eugenio donde reproduce varios de
los fenómenos astronómicos: el cambio de día y de
noche, las estaciones, las fases de la luna, eclipses y
el recorrido general de los planetas.
A finales del siglo XIX, Rittenhouse fabrica en
Chicago un Planetario con una precisión admirable al
considerar el movimiento elíptico de los planetas, y
casi simultáneamente, después de siete años de
trabajo, Eise Eisinga construye en la ciudad holandesa
de Franeker, un Planetario mecánico donde los seis
planetas y sus lunas entonces conocidas, giraban en
tiempos reales alrededor de una gran bola de oro
brillante, suspendidos en una gran habitación de techo
plano.
En 1912, desarrollando la esfera de Gottorp,
Atwood diseña y construye el Globo de Chicago, que
se instala en la Academia de Ciencias de aquella
ciudad. Con un diámetro de 4,57m, en su interior
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contaba con 692 agujeros de diferentes tamaños que
representaban las estrellas hasta la 5ª magnitud; una
lámpara representando al Sol que se movía en la
eclíptica; una serie de discos luminosos representaban
las fases de la luna; y unas aberturas dispuestas en la
zona de la eclíptica, que representaban las posiciones
de los planetas a lo largo del año. Todo el
movimiento era producido por un motor eléctrico.
El Planetario de Eisinga se considera como el
antecesor inmediato del Planetario en el que por
primera vez el cielo estelar brilló artificialmente en
una cúpula. En este Planetario se invirtió la esfera
hueca girada mecánicamente, como sugería Atwood,
trasladando el mecanismo total de movimiento a un
conjunto de proyectores en el centro de la cúpula. El
primer proyector de Planetario fue inventado por
Walter Bauersfeld en 1923 y su construcción ocurrió
en la fábrica de la firma Zeiss localizada en la ciudad
de Jena. En agosto de este año se probó el aparato en
el Museo de Munich. Así, brilló por primera vez el
cielo estrellado artificial dentro de una cúpula. Fue el
gran marco de los modernos Planetarios de
proyección y sirvió de modelo para aquellos que se
construyen posteriormente.
Aunque la mayoría de los Planetarios modernos
están concebidos más para el entretenimiento que
para la enseñanza y el aprendizaje, el objetivo
principal de un Planetario debe ser el de educar en las
diferentes áreas de conocimiento, en principio
astronómico, sin ignorar el entretenimiento, ya que el
aprendizaje y el deseo de aprender más se acentúan
cuando se disfruta con las experiencias. Los
profesionales que trabajamos en los Planetarios
buscamos siempre comunicar el gusto por la
Astronomía, los hechos y conceptos astronómicos y la
relación de este conocimiento con un amplio rango de
disciplinas. Para cumplir con esta tarea se debe ser
riguroso, preciso y claro al tratar el conocimiento
astronómico en los programas y presentaciones. Un
segundo objetivo, creo que debe ser el de oponerse,
sistemáticamente, a las pseudociencias. Una cuestión
diferente es la mitología cultural que surge en los
pueblos como forma de explicar los fenómenos
naturales: Las leyendas formarán siempre una parte
importante y bella de la cultura de los pueblos que
debe ser respetada y preservada.
El Planetario tradicional, equipado para
proyectar el cielo estrellado, los movimientos
planetarios, etc., fue y sigue siendo un instrumento
perfecto para la enseñanza de la Astronomía. A su
vez,
los
modernos
Planetarios,
totalmente
automatizados y capaces de grandes “espectáculos”,
producen impresionantes efectos, sin embargo,
didácticamente
pierden
mucho.
Lo
ideal,
evidentemente, es poder compatibilizar los dos
sistemas.

Para lograr que el Planetario adquiera un valor
educativo es fundamental que después de determinar
a qué tipo de público está dirigido cada programa,
exista una relación vinculando los objetivos escolares
con los del Planetario. Además, la fuerte
interdisciplinaridad de la Astronomía con otras áreas
de conocimiento, otorga una importancia fundamental
a esta fuerte relación que la enseñanza en el
Planetario adquiere con diversas materias. De esta
forma se convierte en un interesante recurso para la
consecución de gran número de objetivos educativos.
Por otro lado, las dificultades de aprendizaje que
encuentran las personas en general y el alumno de
Astronomía en particular, vienen determinadas por la
forma en que organizan su conocimiento a partir de
sus propias teorías implícitas sobre el mundo que le
rodea. Casi siempre estas teorías implícitas se
diferencian de las científicas en una serie de
supuestos o de principios subyacentes de origen
epistemológico, ontológico y conceptual. Por eso,
aprender Astronomía supone en principio, un cambio
en estos tres aspectos, y para eso son fundamentales
las estrategias que se puedan adoptar en el proceso
educativo.
Aunque no muchas, las investigaciones sobre el
aprendizaje en los museos en general se vienen
llevando a cabo a lo largo del siglo XX, pero casi
siempre bajo el enfoque de la enseñanza informal. En
este sentido y con relación a los tres grandes objetivos
en la educación en ciencias, como son los contenidos
conceptuales, los procedimentales y los actitudinales,
Wellington (1990) concluye que, “los Centros de
Ciencias contribuyen significativamente en los
dominios procedimental y actitudinal y nada en el
conceptual”.
Además, en los Planetarios se puede operar en
los tres campos del aprendizaje: en el pensamiento,
proceso cognoscitivo; en el psicomotor cuando
ofrecemos experiencias cada vez más interactivas que
involucran la acción física; y en el afectivo, de los
sentimientos, cuando animamos el movimiento del
cielo e intentamos cultivar un sentido de aventura por
el conocimiento de la ciencia.
Fruto de nuestra inserción desde 1981 en la
actividad docente en la Universidad Católica de
Goiás, y en el Planetario de la Universidad Federal de
Goiás, a partir de 1991, nos planteamos la
investigación. Fijando las metas en atender los
contenidos
conceptuales,
procedimentales
y
actitudinales, dicha actividad nos permitió la
detección de problemas en la enseñanza y en el
aprendizaje de la Astronomía, forzándonos a una
toma de conciencia sobre problemas que antes no
advertíamos y nos condujo a potenciales caminos para
analizarlos y corregirlos. Evidentemente, el advertir la
magnitud de la temática encarada nos planteó
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innumerables preguntas. Muchas de ellas han sido
objeto de nuestra atención y por consiguiente, el
problema que surge como consecuencia de la propia
práctica docente a lo largo de estos años de docencia.
En este sentido, los Planetarios entendidos por
nosotros no solo como una cúpula de proyección sino
también todo el complejo que la envuelve, pueden ser
mucho mejor aprovechados para la enseñanza formal
de la Astronomía.
METODOLOGÍA
Evidentemente, cualquier investigación debe
tener un referente metodológico, puesto que una de las
dimensiones del proceso se refiere a la manera de
realizar la investigación, y más precisamente a los
supuestos y principios que la rigen. Aunque existe un
consenso general de que ninguna metodología por sí
sola aportará respuestas a todas las preguntas que
puedan plantearse en el contexto educativo, y además
que este pluralismo metodológico es de una
importancia vital para la investigación, la naturaleza
específica del problema y las preguntas relacionadas
con él condicionan la elección de una determinada
metodología. En este sentido, la selección de la
perspectiva metodológica adecuada al problema
planteado es importante.
A la hora de decidir la metodología que se puede
emplear en una investigación educativa nos
encontramos con las tres grandes perspectivas
metodológicas: 1)- El modelo Positivista (empíricoanalítico); 2)- El modelo humanista-interpretativo y
3)- El modelo sociocrítico.
En
las
tres
perspectivas el propósito último es el de alcanzar un
conocimiento que pueda ser usado en la acción
educativa, sin embargo, en cuanto las dos primeras
poseen aspectos metodológicos y epistemológicos
propios, bien definidos, la tercera los toma de las
anteriores conforme sus conveniencias. Así pues, esta
última se distingue de las otras dos perspectivas por el
propósito para el que se diseña la investigación y no
en el tema o la metodología aplicada.
Con un enfoque basado en el modelo
sociocrítico, la investigación orientada a la práctica
educativa se define en términos de su función
instrumental, y no por los tópicos que estudia,
diseñándose, realizándose y comunicándose con la
intención de ofrecer información que posibilite la
toma de decisiones y sea capaz de mejorar la práctica
escolar (Keeves, 1988; Nisbet, 1988). Para Nisbet
(1988) esta perspectiva tiene su origen en la
denominada policy-oriented research, que aparece a
mediados de los años sesenta, como contraposición a
la investigación fundamental orientada a ampliar el
cuerpo de conocimiento existente.

Dentro de esta perspectiva, en la que se agrupan
diversas modalidades de investigación, destaca la
llamada Investigación-Acción. Orientada a promover
e implantar cambios, a potenciar la autorreflexión del
docente, mejorar su propia formación y la de los
estudiantes, y orientar la elaboración del currículo, la
investigación-acción al ser conducida por los propios
educadores, facilita el estudio y la reflexión sobre su
propia práctica.
Como el problema que nos planteamos en
nuestra investigación se orienta a generar
conocimiento práctico, en la enseñanza de la
Astronomía, y que tiene además como punto de
partida la reflexión, la experiencia y la práctica
educativa sobre nuestra realidad particular, nos
identificamos con esta perspectiva metodológica de
investigación-acción, orientada a la práctica
educativa. Estamos convencidos de que los problemas
educativos solo podrán resolverse adecuadamente si la
teoría y la práctica se desarrollan unidas. Acción e
investigación a la vez.
No queremos acción sin investigación,
ni investigación sin acción.
Con estas palabras Lewin combina la
investigación, proceso de producción de nuevos
conocimientos, con la acción, modificación
intencional de la realidad, y destaca que los avances
teóricos y los cambios se pueden lograr
simultáneamente.
Se
integran
la
acción
transformadora y la tarea investigadora de tal modo
que si en la investigación-acción la producción de
conocimiento guía la práctica y esta a su vez se
revierte sobre aquella, la acción se incluye como parte
integrante de la investigación.
Elliot (1981), define la investigación-acción
como “un estudio de una situación social con el fin de
mejorar la calidad de la acción dentro de la misma” y
la caracteriza como una reflexión sobre la práctica
docente. Para Ebbut (1983) la investigación-acción es
“un estudio sistemático orientado a mejorar la
práctica educativa por grupos de sujetos implicados a
través de sus propias acciones prácticas, y de
reflexión sobre los efectos de tales acciones”.
Finalmente, para Kemmis (1984), la investigaciónacción es “una forma de indagación introspectiva de
todos los participantes en el proceso educativo, con
objeto de mejorar la racionalidad y la justicia de sus
prácticas educativas, de comprensión de esas
prácticas y de las situaciones en que estas prácticas
tienen lugar”.
O sea, el proceso de Investigación-Acción del
Profesor, aunque con muchas reticencias por parte del
profesorado a leer y aceptar las teorías y por parte de
los teóricos que opinan que los docentes no están
preparados para la investigación, puede ayudar mucho
a que los dos aspectos (teoría y práctica) se vinculen,
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haciendo que se teorice sobre la práctica y se pongan
en práctica las teorías. La Investigación-Acción no es
una investigación de laboratorio, aunque podríamos
afirmar que el profesor tiene el mejor laboratorio
educativo que existe: el aula real. Por eso, este tipo de
investigación se involucra de lleno en el contexto con
el fin de analizar, estudiar y provocar la mejora de la
realidad objeto de estudio.
Nuestra preocupación está orientada a la práctica
educativa experimentada a partir de la vivencia
académica en la enseñanza de la Astronomía, tanto en
la Universidad Católica de Goiás-UCG-, desde 1981,
como en la Universidad Federal de Goiás-UFG-,
desde el 1991. Por eso, a partir del hecho de que la
investigación surge y se enmarca en nuestra propia
práctica docente, donde investigador y profesor son la
misma persona, y considerando que lo que se busca es
la mejora de la enseñanza y consecuentemente del
aprendizaje de la Astronomía, la propuesta
metodológica adoptada por nosotros en la
investigación se encaja dentro de esta perspectiva de
Investigación-Acción del Profesor.
El proceso cíclico de la Investigación-Acción, es
reelaborado por nosotros con otra terminología:
Planificación, Acción, Observación y Reflexión. Esta
“espiral autoreflexiva vincula la reconstrucción del
pasado con la construcción del futuro concreto e
inmediato a través de la acción. Y vincula el discurso
de los que intervienen en la acción con su práctica del
contexto” (Carr y Kemmis, 1988). En nuestro caso el
proceso de la investigación cumplió con cuatro ciclos
completos de planificación, acción, observación y
reflexión, entre los años de 1994 y 1999.
LOS PARTICIPANTES EN LA INVESTIGACIÓN
Al igual que Kemmis y MacTaggart (1988), que
afirman que la Investigación-Acción sólo existe
cuando se realiza en grupo, nosotros también estamos
convencidos de que el trabajo en grupo suele ser una
experiencia enriquecedora que exige y conlleva un
aprendizaje constante. Por eso, de la misma forma
que Hopkins(1989) afirma que “... una descripción
exacta de los pasos y ciclos del proceso de la
Investigación-Acción puede atrapar a los profesores
en un marco del que van a depender y que por
consiguiente inhibirá la acción independiente”,
también creemos que para que la acción didáctica del
profesor sea realmente significativa, no puede estar
normalizada por el control ni por la limitación de la
muestra.
Con este pensamiento, con relación a los
participantes de la investigación, nos encontramos con
dos aspectos a tener en cuenta: primero, que como no
había posibilidad de que algún observador interno o
externo, con conocimiento en la materia, participase

de la investigación, el profesor también es a la vez el
único investigador. En este sentido, al igual que Elliot
suele afirmar en todos sus escritos, nosotros también
creemos que no existe nadie mejor que el propio
profesor actuando como investigador, protagonista
principal de su propia investigación, para obtener
posibles respuestas para los problemas prácticos tal y
como ocurren en su propio contexto. Entendemos que
esta es precisamente una de las riquezas de la
Investigación-Acción.
En segundo lugar, como los alumnos procedían
de los ocho cursos de formación de profesores de la
Universidad Católica de Goiás, y con la imposibilidad
de poder acompañarles más de cerca durante varios
semestres consecutivos, decidimos trabajar con todos
los alumnos matriculados, sin ninguna exclusión,
durante los cuatro ciclos de la investigación.
Inicialmente la “Actividad Interdisciplinar” se ofreció
para un grupo de 40 alumnos por semestre. Sin
embargo, con motivo de la gran demanda de plazas a
partir de 1996 se ofrecieron dos grupos de 40
alumnos. En total participaron en la investigación 681
alumnos, así distribuidos: 120 en el primer ciclo (2º
semestre 1994→1995); 147 en el segundo (año 1996);
172 en el tercero (año 1997) y 242 alumnos en el
cuarto ciclo (1998→1º semestre de 1999).
LA VALIDACIÓN DE LOS RESULTADOS
Como nos aproximamos al conocimiento de la
realidad con métodos e instrumentos diversos
(observación, entrevistas, cuestionarios, etc.) que
tienen un gran valor de complementariedad, optamos
pues por un modelo de análisis, exclusivamente, de
tipo cualitativo. Por eso, buscamos la objetividad del
análisis
en
el
significado
intersubjetivo,
contemplando la realidad de modo holístico, total y
en las divergencias, buscando las diferencias que nos
posibilitan comprender la realidad como un todo
unificado.
Trabajamos con alumnos con procedencia y
formación diversa llegando en el último ciclo a
ofrecer todas las clases del curso en el Planetario.
Buscando una comparación entre el conocimiento
antes y después de la formación, se inicia el curso con
un pretest, que salvo la última cuestión, también es el
postest. Este cuestionario contiene 16 preguntas de
contenidos generales y una última de opinión,
conforme sigue en el cuadro 1. Además se aplica otro
cuestionario en el fin del curso referente a los valores
que manifiestan los alumnos después de recibir la
información de los contenidos.
Con relación al cuestionario sobre actitudes,
realizado por la técnica del diferencial semántico, los
resultados de las respuestas, en valores porcentuales,
se resumen en el cuadro 2.
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MAF 4001 – Atividade Interdisciplinar – Astronomia
Prof. Juan Bernardino Marques Barrio
Este questionário sobre os conhecimentos prévios dos estudantes, acerca de alguns conteúdos de astronomia faz parte de
uma pesquisa e não será considerado para avaliação. Sua participação será muito valiosa. Obrigado.
Aluno: ___________________________________________________
Curso:___________________
Matrícula: ___________________
1. Qual é o seu signo do zodíaco? Explique porquê é este o seu signo.
2. É a mesma coisa “astrologia” do que “astronomia”? Explique.
3. Quem foram, e o que fizeram, Eratóstenes, Ptolomeu e Copérnico?
4. O que você sabe sobre a Biblioteca de Alexandria?
5. Porque o céu e azul durante o dia e avermelhado nos amanheceres e anoiteceres? Será igual na Lua e nos outros
planetas do sistema solar?
6. Quantos movimentos que você conhece realiza a Terra? Cite-os.
7. Quais são as causas das estações do ano?
8. O que são as “estrelas cadentes”?
9. Como se explicam as fases da Lua e os diferentes tipos de eclipse?
10. O que são os equinócios e os solstícios? Quando e porque acontecem.
11. Você conhece o fenômeno do “Sol de meia noite”? Explique-o.
12. Ao olharmos para o céu à noite o que vemos? E se olharmos várias vezes, ao longo de uma noite, observaremos
alguma variação? Explique.
13. Como você explica a diferença de brilho que observamos ao olhar para diferentes estrelas?
14. O que é o sistema solar? Quais seus componentes? Como se organizam?
15. O que são as constelações? Cite todas que conhece.
16. O que é a Via Láctea?
17. O que você espera desta Atividade Interdisciplinar de Astronomia?
En el postest se sustituye la ultima pregunta por la siguiente:
17. O que você achou, de acordo com suas espectativas iniciais, desta Atividade Interdisciplinar de Astronomia?

Cuadro 1- Cuestionario de pretest-postest
- Atividade Interdisciplinar – MAF 4001 – Astronomia Prof. Juan Bernardino Marques Barrio
Ao terminar esta Atividade Interdisciplinar sobre Astronomia estamos interessados em conhecer sua avaliação sobre a
mesma, por isso sua opinião será de muito valor. Conforme o que você pensa, preencha a tabela a seguir marcando uma X
numa das colunas. A atividade foi:
Cansativa
4%
10%
20%
66%
Interessante
Confusa
4%
4%
16%
34%
46%
Clara
De conteúdo acessível
36%
40%
18%
2%
4%
Inacessível
Gostei dela
64%
28%
4%
2%
2%
Nada
Complexa
22%
10%
44%
14%
10%
Simples
Aprendi
20%
44%
34%
2%
Nada
Repetitiva
2%
4%
16%
32%
46%
Variada
Matemática simples
38%
22%
14%
10%
16%
Difícil
Bem ilustrada
70%
24%
2%
4%
Mal
Longa
6%
14%
34%
16%
30%
Curta
Agora tenho mais interesse pela
Menos
Astronomia
64%
14%
16%
6%
Aumentou meu interesse e
preocupação pela atmosfera terrestre
64%
20%
12%
4%
Diminuiu
Vejo menos relação entre astronomia e
Mais
o homem
8%
22%
70%

Cuadro 2- Cuestionario sobre actitudest
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El análisis de las lecturas de los cuestionarios
pretest-postest y el de valores, además de la constante
observación a partir de las discusiones, diálogos y
entrevistas con los alumnos, de manera general en
todos los ciclos de la investigación que duraron cinco
años, nos permiten concluir que:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Existe un significativo porcentaje de respuestas
en blanco en el pretest que disminuye casi en su
totalidad en el postest.
En el postest disminuyen las respuestas carentes
de sentido y el lenguaje de los alumnos es mucho
más rico en contenido.
Se observa en los postest, en comparación con
los pretest, que hay una significativa asimilación
de los conceptos astronómicos, siendo muchos
los alumnos que son capaces de explicar con
detalles algunos de los fenómenos por los que se
pregunta.
Al finalizar el curso, los alumnos son capaces de
situar mucho mejor al hombre en el contexto del
Universo.
Los alumnos se muestran capaces de observar, y
reconocer con cierta precisión, fenómenos de los
que no tenían siquiera conocimiento.
Los alumnos pasan a dar mucha más atención a
los fenómenos astronómicos que se pueden
observar cotidianamente.
Aumenta de forma intensa en los alumnos su
interés por áreas interdisciplinares: cuestiones
medioambientales, la Literatura, la Historia, y
otras.
Se constata que, a pesar del uso del Planetario,
los alumnos mantienen una gran dificultad en la
visión espacial.
Se advierte que en un solo curso académico y en
una sola materia no es fácil interiorizar todas las
informaciones, siendo necesario una continuidad.
Se observa que la metodología utilizada, y el
recurso del Planetario, ha resultado motivadora y
estimulante para nuestros alumnos, en un área en
general árida para muchos de ellos.
Se comprueba que el Planetario ha sido un buen
soporte desde el cual se fomentó la cooperación
entre los alumnos, ayudándoles a explicitar sus
argumentos, compartirlos y clarificarlos.
En la respuesta de opinión del postest los
alumnos manifiestan, casi unánimemente, la
importante influencia del Planetario en el proceso
de asimilación del conocimiento.

CONSIDERACIONES FINALES
Entendemos que la actividad desempeñada por
el profesor equivale a la promoción sistemática del

aprendizaje mediante diversos medios, y las
estrategias para este fin son la planificación de la
enseñanza basándose en principios definidos a juicio
del profesor. Considerando que el conocimiento ha de
ser un recurso y un sistema abierto, y no una
imposición por parte de aquellos que lo poseen, es
necesario desarrollar nuevos estilos de enseñanza que
posibiliten “enseñar” y cumplir con los objetivos que
se proponen.
El estudio que presentamos nació de la gran
necesidad existente de que el conocimiento
astronómico llegue a las personas de forma eficaz, ya
que los conocimientos que les llegan de forma
coloquial/informal, casi siempre vienen impregnados
de misticismo y religiosidad. Por otro lado, aunque
existe un inmenso volumen de material bibliográfico
para la divulgación de la Astronomía, la mayoría con
excelente enfoque científico, este no acaba de
alcanzar a las personas. La enseñanza de la
Astronomía, con rarísimas excepciones, no se afianza
como asignatura ni se divulga en el mundo de forma
sistemática en ningún nivel educativo. Estos aspectos
apuntan, a nuestro ver, a la necesidad de profundizar
en las cuestiones didáctico-pedagógicas que secundan
los procesos de enseñanza y de aprendizaje de la
Astronomía.
Por eso, el objetivo más importante que nos
propusimos en este trabajo fue siempre el de buscar y
encontrar estrategias para la enseñanza de la
Astronomía que optimicen su aprendizaje.
Recordando a Paulo Freire, estamos convencidos de
que el Planetario es un medio en el cual se puede
impartir lo que él llamó de una Educación
Problematizadora, donde se puede despertar en el
alumno, la curiosidad, o el espíritu de investigación
capaces de ofrecerle herramientas que le permitan
salir a descubrir el mundo. Así, el desafío que se nos
planteó fue el de cómo usar el recurso del Planetario
de forma eficaz para ayudar a que se resuelvan
algunos de los muchos problemas que se perfilan en
la enseñanza y en el aprendizaje de la Astronomía.
Como la función que el medio desempeña en la
estrategia didáctica depende de la potencialidad y de
su papel dentro de la estrategia, antes de usar el
medio se deben conocer las posibilidades y el
potencial didáctico del mismo. En este sentido, las
características del Planetario, tanto técnicas como
didácticas, y sus posibilidades funcionales de
integrarlo en el planteamiento didáctico general y en
la estrategia de enseñanza. Además, el Planetario
cumple con las tres funciones básicas de un medio
didáctico, descritas por Gimeno Sacristán y Pérez
Gómez (1992):
1.

Portador de contenidos: la función básica de un
medio debe ser de apoyo para la presentación del
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contenido, la de facilitar la enseñanza y
favorecer el aprendizaje. El Planetario es un
excelente condensador de la información acerca
de
los
conocimientos
astronómicos,
desempeñando una función de apoyo muy eficaz.
Su gran ventaja, además del carácter incitador y
auxiliador del proceso didáctico, es la
posibilidad de volver hacia atrás o avanzar,
siempre que sea preciso;
2. Motivadora: el Planetario permite ofrecer el
contenido astronómico de una forma real y más
atractiva, convirtiéndose en un ambiente
favorable a la enseñanza y al aprendizaje de la
Astronomía;
3. Estructurante: esta función da al Planetario una
dimensión de orientador y de guía metodológico
en el proceso de enseñanza y de aprendizaje, en
orden a provocar determinadas experiencias de
aprendizaje. En el Planetario, el proceso de
abstracción que sigue el pensamiento del
alumno, le permite conectar con la acción y con
sus representaciones, superadas a través de las
representaciones de la realidad.
Por otro lado, como consecuencia de nuestra
propia experiencia, estamos convencidos de que, en
un plano mayor, en el Planetario se posibilita la:
• Multi, inter y transdisciplinariedad: es posible
trabajar cada vez más hacia la integración de las
ciencias para preparar mejor a los estudiantes
para las experiencias del mundo real. En este
sentido, la ventaja del Planetario es que puede
hacer que la enseñanza de la Astronomía sirva
como un campo fértil de coordinación para
aglutinar diferentes disciplinas, relacionándola
con las otras áreas del conocimiento. Sin ninguna
dificultad podemos percibir la estrecha relación
de la Astronomía con otras áreas del
conocimiento.
•
Multiculturalidad: todas las culturas poseen
historias astronómicas del cielo, y el Planetario
puede y debe divulgar estas culturas, forjando
lazos más íntimos y abriendo nuevos caminos de
diálogo con la sociedad.
• Diversificación: todas las actividades de los
planetarios se pueden orientar para atender,
mantener y ampliar las demandas locales.
• Tecnología: como no se puede competir con los
miles de millones de presupuesto de las películas,
ni debemos intentarlo, podemos emplear nuevas
tecnologías para reforzar y mejorar la calidad de
nuestras producciones y principalmente de los
procesos de enseñanza.
A partir del desarrollo de los cuatro ciclos del
proceso de Investigación-Acción, y del análisis de los
cuestionarios que se aplicaron, hemos podido
comprobar que el Planetario promueve una mejora en

el rendimiento académico, facilitando el aprendizaje
de este conocimiento al posibilitar una visión espacial
y temporal de los fenómenos astronómicos mucho
más directa.
El Planetario es un recurso didáctico en el que:
• Se puede concienciar a los alumnos, de forma
que la Astronomía pueda llegar a ser un vínculo
de intereses para involucrarlos en la
investigación científica y tecnológica.
• Los efectos especiales proporcionan una
experiencia única al presenciar un programa de
Planetario y facilita el aprendizaje por la forma
impactante en que se pueden presentar los
programas.
• En el Planetario se estimulan ampliamente los
sentidos y se crea la perspectiva vista desde la
Tierra, al contrario de lo que ocurre en las clases
tradicionales, en que se atiende a una enseñanza
verbal y lógica, y donde normalmente los
modelos que se presentan tienen una perspectiva
desde fuera de la Tierra.
• En el Planetario se pueden usar simultáneamente
varias formas sensitivas, para facilitar el
aprendizaje, y lo que se percibe con varios
sentidos simultáneamente se recuerda mejor,
desarrollando así en los alumnos la capacidad de
observación.
• Favorece la creatividad para formular hipótesis, y
confeccionar dibujos y gráficas, estimulando al
alumno a conocer más de los temas que se tratan
en el programa presentado.
En lo que concierne a los contenidos específicos
de la Astronomía, en el Planetario podemos:
•
Recorrer la Historia de la Humanidad
analizándose la visión del cielo de cada pueblo y
su punto de vista cultural, religioso y práctico de
las constelaciones; a través de sus explicaciones
cosmológicas; o a partir de la explicación de los
movimientos aparentes y reales del Sol y de la
Luna para la medición del tiempo y la
elaboración de sus calendarios.
•
Tratar el avance de la ciencia y la técnica:
usando el telescopio y los modernos medios de
investigación, calculando distancias, el tamaño y
la forma de la Tierra, clasificando las estrellas,
confeccionando
mapas
y
sistemas
de
coordenadas.
•
Pasar de la visión cosmológica antigua al
conocimiento actual del sistema solar, pasando
por la revolución Copernicana, las leyes del
movimiento planetario de Keppler, los
descubrimientos de Galileo o la ley de la
Gravitación Universal de Newton.
•
Entender estas leyes a partir de la
reproducción de los movimientos del Sol, de la
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Luna y de los planetas, con sus fases y los
eclipses.
•
Comparar las estrellas, tomando al Sol como
modelo, observar sistemas más grandes como las
galaxias y la organización, estructura y origen
del Universo, según las principales corrientes
cosmológicas.
•
Entender los sistemas de coordenadas
geográficos y todos los fenómenos astronómicos
observados en la Tierra.
En muchos casos, hemos comprobado cómo los
alumnos se ven forzados a revisar y rearticular sus
teorías. Desde esta perspectiva, creemos que el
aprendizaje no se limita a realizar cambios sino que
desarrolla estrategias que permiten al alumno
modificar sus esquemas de forma autónoma y
autogenerada. Sin embargo, la revisión y
rearticulación de sus teorías en este contexto no se
muestra siempre capaz de modificar o eliminar las
preconcepciones que se encuentran fuertemente
arraigadas, principalmente las de cuño religioso.
Desarrollamos una metodología y usamos un
recurso didáctico, el Planetario, como soporte de
construcción de conocimiento y de desarrollo
intelectual. Entendemos que de esta forma se
consigue romper la estructura unidireccional de la
clase tradicional, al cambiar las normas que, desde
nuestro punto de vista, suponen una formalización de
las relaciones profesor y alumno. Aún, desde estas
consideraciones, nos parece oportuno afirmar que no
existen “recetas” que se puedan aplicar en la
enseñanza formal de la Astronomía. De lo que si
estamos seguros es que en el proceso de enseñanza,
debemos ofrecer siempre contenidos significativos y
actualizados a nuestros alumnos, y que esto debe ser
hecho en un ambiente que sea rico en variables de
aprendizaje.
En este sentido, para resignificar la enseñanza de
la Astronomía en cuanto a la importancia de formar
personas, autorrealizadas, libres, con criterios capaces
de manejar información significativa, adaptándose
fácilmente a nuevas situaciones y resolviendo
creativamente problemas, el uso del Planetario puede
que sea una forma eficiente, siempre y cuando se
estructure un modelo de enseñanza adecuado.
Finalmente, con relación a los tres grandes
objetivos en la educación en ciencias, como son los
contenidos conceptuales, los procedimentales y los
actitudinales, discordando de Wellington (1990),
estamos convencidos de que bien planificado el
proceso educativo, el Planetario también es ideal para
la enseñanza de los contenidos conceptuales.
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Planetarium for Society – Experiments in Astronomy by Students
P. Iyamperumal
Tamilnadu Science and Technology Centre, B.M. Birla Planetarium, Gandhimandapam Road, Chennai – 600 025,
India, E-mail: tnstc@md5.vsnl.net.in

_____________________________________________________________________________
The society we live-in comprises persons with different professions, different beliefs, different educational
background and different age group. People in our society have misconceptions about scientific and astronomical
facts. Only the knowledgeable society can prosper. Hence, the primary aim of the planetarium is to ward off
unscientific, misconceptions from the minds of the people. This can be done in numerous ways by the planetarium
professionals.
INTRODUCTION
The primary activity is producing planetarium
shows, with mind boggling pictorials and animations,
depicting the age old misconceptions along with the
scientific reasoning. It is said a picture is worth
million words, hence planetarium shows, carefully
prepared with animations and pictures, can help
greatly in convincing the visitors about the scientific
facts behind astronomical events. The prominent way
of reaching the society is through the news media.
Well in advance of a celestial event, through the
media, planetarium professional should broadcast the
scientific details of the event with appropriate
illustrations. This will overpower spreading of
misconceptions about the events. It is noted that
primary school education is the most important factor
for the intellectual welfare of a person. Keeping this
in mind, special in-service training programmes for
the primary school teachers are to be organized. Apart
from that student participation in the observations and
experiments, with the help of school teachers, plays a
very important role in achieving a knowledge society.
TRANSIT OF VENUS – 2004
Transits of Mercury and Venus offer
opportunities for providing education to the student
community in celestial observations and experiments.
The transit of Venus across the disc of the Sun is one
of the rarest celestial events. After the invention of
the telescope, transits of Venus occurred in the years
of 1631, 1639, 1761, 1769, 1874 and 1882. On June
8, 2004 and2012 June 6, the next two transits will
take place. The entire transit of June 8, 2004 will be
visible from all the parts of India. Hence, our Centre
made elaborate programmes for the students to
involve themselves in experiments to determine (1)
the radius of Earth, (2) ratio of the radii of orbits of

Earth and Venus and finally (3) the value of the
distance to the Sun from the earth, known as
Astronomical Unit, by observing the solar parallax.
For the first two experiments, which were completed
successfully, the students were provided with simple
tools of small gnomon or vertical stick mounted on
flat base and altitude-azimuth dial made using
protractor. For the third experiment which will be
conducted during the transit of Venus, students will
use small telescopes and watches. Transits are
helpful in determining the distance of the Sun from
the Earth. Even though, using the radar technology,
presently we know the accurate distance to the Sun,
involving students to use the transit of Venus to find
it can provide a good experience in astronomical
observations, trigonometry, visualization of planetary
movements and team work. This also gives them the
knowledge about the hardships of great scientists of
the past with limited scientific instruments and
history.
VAMANA PROJECT
Tamilnadu Science and Technology Centre,
in coordination with Dr. Nirupama Raghavan, Former
Director of Nehru Planetarium, New Delhi,
S.P.A.C.E. a Delhi based Organisation and various
schools nationwide, is using this event as an
opportunity to impart quality science education to
students. School teachers and through them school
students are being trained to measure the distance to
the Sun in three steps. So, the project was named
“VAMANA Project” as in the Indian mythological
story of Vishnu, who measured triple world in three
steps.
The distances to the nearby stars and celestial
objects can be determined by measuring the angular
difference between the direction of the object, as seen
from two different positions, known as parallax. If the
distance between the observing sites and the parallax
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is known the distance to the celestial object can be
estimated. The solar parallax may be defined as the
angle subtended at the Centre of the Sun by the
earth’s radius. If this angle can be measured and the
radius of the Earth is known, we can determine the
Astronomical Unit. By using a simple geometry of
the transit, we can deduce the solar parallax, πs, as

distance between Kanyakumari, Tiruchirappalli and
New Delhi, students measured the radius of the Earth
fairly accurately. 1500 students were involved in this
programme.

πs = Re(re/rv - 1) ∆β/d

Students of the schools selected were provided with
simple altitude azimuth meter made out of a
protractor and a plumb line. They were instructed the
methods to find the altitude and azimuth of the Venus
and they recorded the time of observations. From
these values, we computed the elongation of the Sun,
each day, starting from the beginning date of
observation, which was on 20th February 2004. We
made average of the groups of data received from
different parts of the country, and plotted.
Surprisingly, the students were very much successful
in estimating the value of re/rv accurately. Figure 2
shows the data of the students grouped.

where, Re is the radius of Earth, re is the radius of the
orbit of Earth and rv is the radius of the orbit of
Venus, ∆β is the parallax shift to be measured on
transit day and d is the vertical distance between the
two observing sites. In the above expression, we find
that the basic requirements for finding the
Astronomical Unit are 1. the radius of the Earth (Re),
2. the ratio of the sizes of the orbits of the Earth and
the Venus (re/rv) and 3. the parallax shift ∆β at the
distance of d.

Measuring the ratio of the sizes of the orbits of the
Earth and the Venus (re/rv)

Finding the radius of Earth
In about 200 B.C. a Greek Philosopher,
Eratosthenes (276 – 195 B.C.) measured the
circumference of the Earth, by measuring the angles
caused by the Sun at noon on a same day at the places
of Alexandria and Syene, separated by a distance of
5000 stadia, which is about 800 kms. The angle
difference was 7.2 o
The size of this angle is proportional to the fraction of
Earth’s circumference, that lies between Syene and
Alexandria. We can express this as follows.
7.2o/ 360o = 5000 stadia / Earth’s circumference
In this method, Eratosthenes determined the
circumference of Earth to be 40,000 km. Knowing the
circumference he found the radius of Earth as 6366
km. The correct values of the circumference and
radius of the Earth measured by orbiting spacecraft
are 40,070 km and 6378 km.
For the students to have the thrill and the feel of
measuring the radius of the Earth was arranged using
Eratosthenes method. Specially designed 18 cm long
gnomons with flat bases were distributed to the
school students at Chennai, Kanpur, Kanyakumari,
Tiruchirappalli and New Delhi, plumblines were also
provided to set the gnomon vertical. Training
programmes for the school teachers were conducted
at Chennai, Tiruchirappalli and Kanyakumari, for
making the observations. Simultaneously, on the noon
of 27, 28 and 29 February 2004, students made the
observations of the shadow angles and reported. The
data were exchanged between the students. Knowing
the distance between, Chennai and Kanpur and the

Figure 1. represents the Sun (S) – Earth (E) – Venus (V)
configuration at the time of maximum elongation (θ) of the
Venus from the Sun. The elongation was steadily increasing
from the superior conjunction point (X). At the time of
maximum elongation, the line connecting Earth and Venus
will be tangential to the orbit of the Venus and from the
Venus, the Sun and Earth will be at right angle. In this
configuration, sin θ gives the ratio of the sizes of the orbits
of the Earth and the Venus (re/rv).
sin θ = re/rv
re is nothing but the Astronomical Unit.

The maximum elongation from the graph is 46.2
degrees which gives the radius of the orbit of Venus
around the sun to be 0.722 Astronomical Unit. The
accepted value for this distance is 0.723 Astronomical
units.
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Figure 2. Maximum elongation from the graph 46.5 degrees
Ratio of Radii = Sine(46.5) = 0.725; Radius of Venus Orbit = 0.725 A.U.

Measuring the parallax shift ∆β at the distance of d

CONCLUSION

Telescopes and study materials are being
arranged for distribution among the students. For the
safe observations and for describing the methods of
data collection, workshops will be conducted in the
month of May 2004. During the time of transit, the
parallactic shift will be measured by comparing the
sets of data collected between, Kanyakumari and New
Delhi, Tiruchirappalli and New Delhi and Chennai
and Kanpur. The distance between the cities will be
provided to the students.

The activity explained above is an instance
of the activities Planetariums can do for the benefit of
the society, especially for the student community.
Similar such activities, of building sundials,
measuring the shadow length at noon on equinox days
to measure the latitude and longitude of the site of
their schools, etc. can help the students in developing
inquisitive mind and motivate them in learning
astronomy. Knowing that children have various
notions, including unscientific thoughts, Tamilnadu
Science and Technology Centre, using its
planetariums at Chennai and Tiruchirappalli, is
continuously engaged in promoting activities of the
type of the one described in this paper, to make them
rational thinkers and to develop their personality.
Only, scientifically motivated future generation can
evolve a pleasant, harmonious society.

The data collected will be distributed and the
students will estimate the Astronomical Unit
themselves, using the expression, πs = Re(re/rv - 1)
∆β/d
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Planispheres of the Tartu Old Observatory and the astronomical
base of timekeeping
Jaak Jaaniste & Andres Kuperjanov
Estonian Astronomical Society. Tähetorn, Toomemägi, 51003 Tartu, Estonia. E-mail: jaak@obs.ee

_____________________________________________________________________________
We shall share our experience to support the planetarium performances for schools by interactive planispheres. Two
versions of planispheres have been designed by the Astrononomical Club of the Tartu Old Observatory: (a) a simple
and unexpensive planisphere named "Star Clock" ("tähekell" in Estonian) for the elementary school (4. - 5th grade
students) to demonstrate the diurnal movement of constellations. For the southern sky there is a calendar scale
introduced to mark the position of the Sun on the ecliptic. (b) a modified version of the classic starfinder, designed
to show the position of the Sun at the star chart (front side) and the illumination of the northern hemisphere (back
side) at the moment selected by using the calendar and clock dials.
INTRODUCTION
Somewhere in late 1960-s when the new
buildings of the Tartu observatory at Tõravere were
completed, the old University observatory became a
centre of school and amateur astronomy. During
school excursions and teacher training activities we
understood the need for the demonstration equipment
to visualize such conceptions of practical branches of
astronomy as the navigation and timekeeping.
We began with a globe and slide sets; in 1995 we
recieved an orrey and began to design our first
planisphere. Our aim was to enhance the classic
starfinder with some details of the orrey to show the
illumination of earth at the time selected by the dials
of the planisphere.
Our first classroom set consisted of 15 individual
planispheres and transparences for the teachers
overhead projector. It has been confirmed by Estonian
Ministry of Education as a teaching device for the
elementary school. The individual planispheres
became very popular among amateur astronomers and
the first issue of 1000 pcs is mostly sold out.
In 2000 the Starlab planetarium was obtained by
the Science Center AHHAA and the school
performances became massive. Since 2001 we have
given about 10 lessons per week, and the need for
printed materials has become very actual. Therefore
we have decided to work out planispheres of various
complexity and price level.
SMALL PLANISPHERES AND THE ANCIENT
TIMEKEEPING.
Our common Gregorian calendar classified
as lunisolar type, is a result of
fitting the
Mesopotamian lunar calendar with various types of

solar calendars used in most provinces of the Roman
Empire. The first one is well known from cuneiform
texts of Babylonia; our knowledge of others, as the
Sequani Calendar used in Northern Europe, bases
mostly on indirect sources as myths, rock carvings
and megalith monuments.
At high latitudes above 50˚, the easiest and most
precise method of calendar counts is to determine the
asimuth of rising (or setting) Sun. If one has marked
this direction by stone or carved figure, he can easily
find its variation for a certain period as a week or a
month.
Two sides of our small planispheres represent
the view from a certain point to two opposite
directions. The northern view, with North celestial
pole above the horizon, demonstrates the diurnal
movement of stars around Polaris the North Star. We
call it “Star clock” to emphasize that the rotation of
the circumpolar sky is quite similar to the rotation of
clock pointers.
For southern view we use a special projection
which allows us to show the whole horizon
panorama. The turnable sky chart, represented by
south polar projection, is fixed at south celestial pole
below the horizon. The Sun and Moon phases are
printed on transparent ring, turnable around the south
ecliptic pole. A calendar ring, drawn along the
ecliptic, helps us to put the image of the Sun at the
selected date. Turning the chart clockwise we find
and mark the points of sunrise or sunset at horizon for
several dates, and afterwards we compare them.
Our expierence confirm that such simple devices
help our students to fix the expierence from
planetarium performance and understand better the
methods of ancient timekeeping.
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ASTRONOMICAL TIMEKEEPING
In modern world the clock and calendar
became main attributes of timekeeping; the celestial
phenomenae seems to be quite far from everyday
actions. It seems that for our younger students
astrology is the only real link between the sky events
and timekeeping.
Our goal is to show that the concept of time and
methods of timekeeping are both based on cosmic
motions: the rotation of the Earth causes the day and
night, its revolving around the Sun – the seasons. It is
the modern schoolborn explanation; our forfathers
reached the same goal by regular observation of the
movement of celestial bodies – sun, moon and
constellations. All the wisdom has been transfered in
oral traditions.
We try to bind the two factors – illumination of
the Earth by sunlight and the position of the Sun in
the sky – with the date and time as characteristics of
the Earth motion. Both of these are sufficiently
explained in the tradtional school textbooks.
Dual-axis planisphere of the Tartu Old
Observatory is the ideal device for this purpose. Two
sides of the planisphere represent the sky (front side)
and the Earth illuminated by sunlight (the back side).
The difference with usual starfinders is based on the
rotation of calendar-ring around the North ecliptic
pole which allows us to show the position of the Sun
at the star chart in a date selected from the calendar
dial. The radial movement of Sun, with respect to the
North celestial pole, is concurrent with the motion of
the black and white mask below the map of the

Northern hemisphere (on the back side of the
planisphere) simulating the day-to-night terminator.
The planisphere consists of rectangular frame and
turnable disk in it. In the front side we see the
customary window with horizon quarters and altitude
lines indicated. Two other windows indicate the solar
(upper window) and sidereal (lower window) time.
The disk is fixed at celestial pole by rivet; turning the
disk changes the visible part of the sky in the main
window – accordingly the time selected in timeindicating windows.
In the centre of the back side we can see a map
of the Earth northern hemisphere. The map is semitransparent and a black-to-white mask below it
divides the map area into brigtht day-side and dark
night side. If we turn the disk, the terminator begins
to rotate simulating the rotation of the sun-illuminated
Earth. Two dials surround the map; the outer one is
printed on the frame and indicates the solar time, the
inner on the disk indicates the date. A black line,
perpendicular to the terminator, points to the Sun at
the time and date selected on the dials.
Two text boxes on the back are giving instructions –
how to use the device, and a short asstronomical
explanation.
Two sides of the disk can be turned one to
another, changing the date i.e. the difference of the
solar and sidereal time. Astronomically it corresponds
to the orbital movement of Earth, or the visible
motion of Sun in the sky along the ecliptic. The last
one is presented on the star chart in the front side of
the planisphere.
In addition to its ordinary function, this type of
planisphere enable us:
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•
•
•
•

to demonstrate the position of the Sun in the
sky and to distinguish the day- and nighttime constellations,
to demonstrate all together the meaning of
main time systems: sidereal time, solar time,
daylight saving time and universal time.
to demonstrate the difference of astrological
signs and the corresponding constellations.
to rise and solve various problems concerned
to the illumination of the Earth: time of
sunrise and sunset at various geographical
points, duration of day or night at different
seasons, azimuth of sunrise etc.

Astronomical timekeeping. Even the method of
modern timekeeping – atomic standard – seems to be
quite far from astronomy, the real civil time (both the
local and universal time) is always bound to Earth
rotation. The difference of universal solar time (UT)
from atomic time (TAI) is rising and makes about 37
seconds at 2004.
Finding the difference is easily demonstrated by
our planisphere. Two numbers – the sidereal time and
the right ascension of celestial bodies – are measured
by the same dial encircle the star chart on the turnable

disk. It means that the moment of culmination of a
star, measured using sidereal time, must be equal to
its right ascension. If not, the correction must be
introduced. If the difference of astronomically
measured time and the atomic time exceed 0.9
second, the leap second will be added to the UTC.
To find the solar time, we must keep in mind that
the beginning of solar day is definied by the lower
culmination of Sun. The difference between lower
and upper culmination is 180˚ or 12 h and the window
for solar time on the front case is opposite to the
sidereal time window. Therefore, to find a solar time,
we must take the right ascension of the Sun and add
12 hours.
Prove it! Set your planisphere on certain day,
turn the Sun image to South (point of upper
culmination), read the sidereal time and add 12 hours.
You recieve the number you will have added to the
sidereal time to have the solar one.
Apropos – keep the number in mind! It will be
very useful if you want to find the solar time at night,
when the Sun is not visible.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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The Civic Planetarium in Modena: a didactical centre for the
popularization of astronomy
Vittorio Mascellani
Civico Planetario F. Martino. V. Le J. Barozzi 31, 41400 Modena, Italy. E-mail: planetario.mo@tiscali.it

______________________________________________________________________________
The Civic Planetarium “F. Martino” was opened in Modena in 1990. Managed by the Center for the Didactical of
Astronomy (Ce.S.D.A.) on behalf of the city council, the planetarium (with a 10m diameter dome and a projector
Zeiss ZKP 2) has the aim to popularize the astronomy by means of didactical lessons, which take place in the dome
and public lectures both for schools students and adults. More than 10,000 visitors come every year. The Didactical
Solar Observatory was opened to the public in the month of October 2003. It’s equipped with a device called
“Celostata” (or “still sky”) consisting of a system of mirrors for the observations of the Sun in white light which
allows to project the image of the Sun disk with a diameter of 36cm. The Didactical Solar Observatory develops an
activity of observation and the study of the Sun.
Opened in 1990 it's the second Italian
Planetarium dome diameter ( 10 m. ).It's managed by
Ce.S.D.A. ( Experimental Center for the Didactical
and Popularitation of the Astronomy ) on behalf of
the City Council of Modena. It's equipped with the
following instruments: a ZKP 2 projector; a GOTO
didactcal projector with a 3 m dome for teacher's
training during didactical refresher cuurses; a model
of the Foucault pendulum ( with a cable of 10 m and
a mass of 72.8 Kg ); a " celostata " for the
observation of the Sun in white light.
The dome has 10 m of diameter. It has been worked
in aluminium to reduce te oxidation. The little holes
allow the air exchange and spared the tipycal roar of
the inner dome.
The projector is a ZKP 2 - Zeiss - Jena - Germany. It
weights 300 kg. It can project the Sun, the Moon, the
five planerts visible to the maked eye, the Milky
Way, the apparent motions of the Sun and the Planets
and the Moon's phases. The sky of the fixed stars is
realizaed by 32 projectors put on the surface of two
spheres, one for emisphere. 5.000 stars are
reproduces.
The staff of the Planetarium is composed by: maths
and physics teachers in secondary school ( 7 ); one
secretary; two technicians; one external collaborator.
The didactocal activities consist in: lessons in the
dome for pupils and students; lecture notes for the
teachers; lessons in the classroom; the didactical
refresher courses; courses for the planetarium
operator.

Fig. 1 : Planetarium of Modena: plan of the first
floor. 1: Entrance; 2: hall; 3: entrance of the
students; 4: ante-chamber dome; 5: big dome; 6:
little dome; 7: ware house - laboratory; 8: dark
room; 9: Foucault pendulum; 10: main staircase to
lecture hall; library.
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Contents: Illustration of the constellations and the
most important stars visible to the naked eye; the
apparent motion of the celestial sphere ( at the
different latitudes also ); the apparent daily and
annual motion of the Sun ( at the different latitudes
also ); the celestial coordinates; the precession; the
Moon phases; the apparent motion of the planets; the
evolution of the stars. The Foucault pendulum.
Teachers can choose only two contents between
those proposed. All the contents are treated in a way
which is adequate to the student's age.

Fig. 2: Part of the dome

SUMMARY OF THE DIDACTICAL
ITINERARIES CONTENTS
These itineraries are in conformity with the
new didactical syllabus of Italian school and they
make been approved by the Municipality Instruction
Office.
Level : Kindergarten ( childrens aged 3 - 5 )
Title: The myths and stars
Content: The most important constellations are
illustrated and explained by slides also and stars
visible to naked eye. The mythological stories are told
and explained.

Level: Primary and secondary school
Title: The Sun Laboratory
Contents:
• Galilei's Itinerary : The Sun observation by
telescopes or celostata: views of the sunspots
and faculae.
• To do to understand: illustration of easy
didactical activities to repeat in the classroom.
Show of simples didactical instruments to use in
the classroom astronomical contents activities.
THE PUBLIC AND THE STUDENTS
In fig. 3 (upper plot) you can see the trend of the
students in ten years of activity ( 1990 - 2000 ) and
you see there is an average flow of 7,000 students
every year.

Level: Primary school ( childrens aged 6 - 10 )
Title: The stars and constellations
Contents: Illustration of the constellations and the
most important stars visible to the naked eye; the
apparent motion of the celestial sphere; the apparent
motion of the Sun.; the Moon's phases; the planets
Teachers can choose only two contents between
those proposed.
Level: Secondary school ( childrens aged 11 - 13 )
Title: The Earth in the Solar System
Contents: Illustration of the constellation and the
most important stars visible to the naked eye; the
apparent motion of the celestial sphere ( also at
different latitude ); the daily and annual apparent
motion of the Sun; the Moon's phases; the apparent
motion of the planets.
Teachers can choose only two contents between
those proposed
Level: Secondary school ( students aged 14 - 18 )
Title: The Earth in the Universe
IPS 2004 Conference Proceedings
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The trand of the public (Fig. 3, lower plot) is
average 2,500 persons every year (to confront: the
population of Modena is about 170,000).
In fig. 4 you can see the inflow of people to our
courses and lessons.
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Fig. 7
PUBLIC LECTURES UNDER THE DOME

Fig. 4
In Fig. 5 you can see the trend of the classrooms
between 2001 - 2004 (month of may )

Public lectures on the following subjects:
Mythology of the constellation; The astronomy in the
Divina Commedia; The astronomy in the italian
opera; The astronomy in the classical latin literature;
The Maya's astronomy; Stonehenge; The Sun; Our
Galaxy; Beyond the Moon; Stellar evolution;
Historical supernovae; The Hubble's eye; etc.
THE CELOSTATA
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In fig. 6 you can see the trend of the students
between 2001 - 2004 (month of May):
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In fig. 7 you can see the trend of the public between
2001 - 2004 (month of May):

Last but not least, we have also a celostata (
= still sky ), an instrument for the Sun's observation in
white light. Generally the celostata is a system of the
flat mirrors ( generally two ) reflecting the Sun's rays
in a fixed direction, despite the daily rotation of the
sky. One of the mirror rotates slowly round the polar
axis, lying in the mirror plane, with a speed of a
revolution every 48 hours in direction of the daily
rotation of the stars. A Sun ray would rotate in this
case with a double speed ( because the reflection
angle is the same of the angle of incidence ), namely
it turns every 24 hours. Since the Sun already rotates
at this velocity, the rotation has made for and the ray
is reflected in a fixed direction.
Our celostata is formed by three flat mirrors
( Fig. 8 ). The fourth (the objective) has a focal
length of 37,95m. It’s a telescope formed by 4 mirrors
in zerodur with an equivalent focal length of about
40m. The diameter of the Sun’s image is 35cm. The
celostata ( close up in fig. 8 ) is made up by a flat
mirror ( 300 mm of diameter ), set in equatorial
asssembly with an electric motor in R.A. for the
motion of the Sun and in DC for the pointing daily.
The first flat mirror has a diameter of 250 mm; The
objective mirror has a diameter of 250 mm and a
focal length of 37,95 m. The second flat mirror has a
diameter of 500 mm. It project, in the inside room, a
reflected ray at 45° compared it's vertical axis.
The first flat mirror has a diameter of 250
mm; The objective mirror has a diameter of 250 mm
and a focal length of 37,95 m. The second flat mirror
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has a diameter of 500 mm. It project, in the inside
room, a reflected ray at 45° compared it's vertical
axis.

following instruments: one spectroscope for the
observation and the pfotograph of the Sun spectra;
one refractor of 80 | 1,200 mm; one solar telescope
with Hα filter.; a camera and monitor connected to
the telescope; photovoltaic celles for the photovoltaic
conversion of the soalr energy
( rough calculation of the solar constant; the measure
of the photospheric's temperature ); a X-rays counter;

Fig. 8

a sundial.
Fig.10: '03-10-26 - The sunspots NOAA 484 and 486
on the solar disk, as see by celostata

Fig. 9. Sole: Sun; Schermo: screen; Aula: classroom;
Scala: stairs; Ascensore: elevator; Primo specchio
piano: first flat mirror; Celostata : still sky; specchio
obiettivo: Objective mirror; secondo specchio piano:
second flat mirror; Tetto planetario: planetarium
roof.
By our celostata we do a methodical
observation of the photosphere: a survey of the
sunspots on the solar disk; account of the number of
the sunspots and determination their morphology;
Wolf's number calculation. We send our data to the
Italian Solar Group and we publish them in our web
site ( http://www. astronomia.com/cesda ).
By our solar telescope with Hα filter we can do the
observation of the prominences. All the observations
are opened to public and students.
The celostata complete the Didactical Solar
Observatory ( D.S.O.). It's equipped with the

ACTIVITIES
• Sun observation by celostata;
• comments about: the white ligth imagine;
• the sunspots, faculae and flares;
• the photosphere and the edge darkening;
• the photographes of the Sun.
• calculation of the synodic Sun's period
• the measurement of the angular velocity of the Sun
• the rough measure of the sunspot's diametere
All the activities are accompanied by didactical cards.
LECTURES AND HISTORICAL COMMENTS
• Reading of Galilei's passsages concerning his solar
observations.
• Sunspots observations before and after the
invention of the telescope
Tab. 1: the activities and lectures in the Didactical
Solar Observatory
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An outdoor solar workstation
Lars Petersen
Orion Planetarium,Søvej 36, Jels, DK-6630 Rødding, Denmark- E-mail: orion@au.dk

_____________________________________________________________________________
At the Orion Planetarium we are developing a simple outdoor workstation on solar physics to supplement our school
shows. This is implemented as an additional option to those school classes, that want to carry out observation etc. to
accompany the planetarium shows, and will feature topics they cannot perform at home due to lack of instruments or
know-how.
Many of the school classes, who visit the Orion
Planetarium during the school year ask for
experimental activities to supplement the school
shows, that are shown under the dome. Preferable
such activities should allow students to carry out
“real” science in a realistic way and make it possible
for students to set up instruments, observe, record the
data, and thereby force them to reflect on the results
and to draw their own conclusions. To meet these
demands we are currently implementing an outdoor
workstation on solar physics, that will be offered to
all visiting school group by prior notice for a one hour
session. The workstation will consist of the following
items:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Sunspotter (from Learning Technologies
Inc.)
10 safety filters for direct observations of the
Sun
1 sqm. solar panel
Mounting for solar panel for orientation at
different angles and inclinations
Instruments for measuring output-power of
solar panel
Equipment to demonstrate work load (bulbs,
motors etc.)
10 sets of solar educational kits with
miniature solar cells
Posters with description of SOHO and its
instruments
CD-ROM with SOHO data and images
Updated numbers on solar activity (sunspot
number + cycle length) and climate data
(temperature anomalies)

In addition the adjacent observatory can be used
with its 11 inch SC-telescope equipped with a sun
filter.
The students will work in groups or pairs to set up the
sunspotter and carry out observations of the Sun.
Images of the Sun will be recorded either by simply
sketching the Solar disc and marking the position of
sun spots (if any) or by using a digital camera. They
will of cause bring home their own observations, but
copies of the images will also go into a data bank at
the planetarium. As this grows with data taken at
frequent, but irregular, intervals it will be possible to
track changes in the solar activity over a longer
timescale and in periods of good weather conditions
also to confirm the rotation of the Sun.
Likewise student will experiment with the solar
panel to find the most efficient position of the panel
with respect to the incident rays and to see how much
power it can put out. These data will also go into a
data bank, so the students can compare their own
results with former figures found at different times of
the year and under different weather conditions.
Depending on the age group different aspects of
solar physics can be illustrated using the data and
images from the SOHO-satellite and the much
disputed possible link between solar activity and
climate changes on Earth can be discussed.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Newton’s Colors: Portable Planetarium Workshop
Philip M. Sadler
Science Education Department, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge, MA
Founder, Learning Technologies Inc., Somerville, MA USA
E-mail: psadler@cfa.harvard.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
Isaac Newton's Opticks (1721) tells of his experiences with a prism in a dark room, spreading sunlight into a rainbow
of colors. Difficult to duplicate in the classroom, his experiments are easy to replicate in the darkness of the portable
planetarium. One can compare what he saw and what we see today. By testing our predictions with first-hand
evidence, we can reconstruct the dazzling theory that turned the world of physics up-side-down. This new
understanding allowed physicists to discover new elements on earth and, for astronomers, the composition of stars
billions of miles away. We will explore measurement of wavelength, absorption lines, fluorescence, and scattering.
•

INTRODUCTION
All
students
should
develop
an
understanding of the nature of science from their
formal instruction. Yet science is often presented as a
static body of knowledge or one in which only
scientists in their laboratories can reveal nature’s
truths. The planetarium it is not technically a
laboratory. At its best, it provides a model of how the
world behaves; the projection is not the sky, so one
cannot explore nature directly in the planetarium.
However, by providing a very dark environment, one
can investigate various optical phenomena easily.
Learning science through the process of inquiry
requires that students explore phenomena for which
they have not been previously presented the
appropriate scientific theories or for which they hold
misconceptions at are at odds with accepted scientific
knowledge. Through inquiry they can explore natural
phenomena, making predictions of outcomes that they
test themselves. Initial activities might include
observing and describing objects, interacting with
phenomena, experimenting, constructing mental or
physical models, and finally testing models by
making predictions. The NRC Science Standards
(NRC, 1996) recommends that all students should
develop abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry.
These include:
• Identifying questions that can be answered
through scientific investigations.
• Using appropriate tools and techniques to gather,
analyze, and interpret data.
• Developing
descriptions,
explanations,
predictions, and models using evidence.
• Thinking critically and logically to make the
relationships between evidence and explanations.
• Recognizing and analyze alternative explanations
and predictions.

Communicating
explanations.

scientific

procedures

and

Most planetarians assume that their students
or that the general public whom they serve have a
modicum of understanding about light, prerequisites
that they can assume the audience knows when
conducting or preparing planetarium shows. We have
found that these assumptions are quite generous
concerning such knowledge. For example, most
people confuse the appearance of the effects of light
with light itself. So when stars appear on the
planetarium dome, students say that there is light
there, but that there is no “light” between the
projector and the star image. Moreover, if you turn on
bright lights in the planetarium many will say the
disappearance of the stars on the dome is caused by
the light now staying inside the projector! Also, the
majority of people are unaware of the role of
illumination in the process of vision. Most think that
illumination (e.g. sunlight in the daytime, outdoors) is
helpful in being able to see, it is not at all necessary.
They believe that eyes can adapt to even total
darkness. It is only a matter of time before one can
see objects even where there is no light source. In our
survey of 6,813 thirteen and fourteen year-old U.S.
students who had just finished a course in physical
science, 66% believed that they could see nonluminous objects (coins, paper, a cat’s eyes) in total
darkness.
NEWTON BRINGS THE RAINBOW TO EARTH
“In a very dark Chamber at a round hole about
one third of an inch broad, made in the Shut of a
Window I placed a Glass Prism, whereby the Beam of
the Sun’s Light which came in at that hole might be
refracted upwards toward the opposite wall of the
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Chamber, and there form a colour’d image of the Sun.
(Newton, 1721, pp. 21-22)”
After buying several small glass prisms at a
country fair, Newton began a series of thoughtful
experiments using a hole in his window shade to let
light pass into his darkened room. Such cut glass
shapes had been curiosities since ancient times,
producing rainbows of light when illuminated. Yet, in
Newton’s curious mind, these baubles became tools
with which to unravel the mysteries of light and color.
By letting the spectrum (Newton’s term) cast its
image over a long distance, he was able to see the
colors spread out in a purer form. Newton found that
(Antonucci & Sadler 2001):
The colors produced occurred in the same order
independent of which prism he used. Passing light of
a single color through a prism a second time did not
further separate the color, showing that the prism did
not create the colors.2
Once separated, the colors could be recombined to
produce white light and colors not originally found in
the spectrum.
The human eye cannot tell the difference between a
pure color from one portion of the spectrum and a
mixture of colors.3
Newton waited 38 years to publish his
discoveries in book form. The first edition of Optics
was released 1704 only following the death of
Newton’s highly critical and competitive nemesis,
Robert Hooke (Jardine 1999). Newton’s work with
prisms took place early in his life, when he was only
twenty-four. The long delay in publication was
comparatively short when compared to the 134 year
wait until the next major breakthrough related to
light, the science of spectroscopy. From then on,
progress was made at a quicker pace.
ACTIVITIES IN THE PLANETARIUM

What colors are in the rainbow?
Are there any colors that are not in the rainbow?
Is there a specific order of colors in a rainbow?
Preferably, using colored pencils or crayons,
participants should be asked to draw out the spread of
colors in a rainbow, before comparing what they have
created and then answering the above questions.
Although many people attempt to recreate what they
have seen in the past from memory, most people draw
a series of seven discrete colored stripes of equal
width, matching the mnemonic ROY G BIV (red,
orange, yellow green, blue, indigo, violet). This is a
case where theory, quite literally, “colors” people’s
memories. The colors in a rainbow are not limited to
these seven, nor are they equal in width, or make up
discrete bands. Yet, that is how most people imagine
them.
It is important for people to make specific
predictions for two reasons. First, they must
concentrate their lifetime of prior thought and
theories into a public commitment. People “know” a
great deal about light and color and should be able to
be quite specific about their beliefs. Making a
drawing of the spectrum is an easy way to specify
their knowledge with minimal ambiguity. In this way,
views can be compared and discussed. Secondly, as
people learn, they accommodate their beliefs to new
information and experiences. An initial drawing
serves to place an indelible marker from where their
thinking started at the beginning of the session. By
examining new beliefs and predictions with their
prior thought, they have the additional opportunity of
reflecting upon their learning, what has changed in
their thinking or remained the same. All too often
people leave rich science experiences, thinking that
they learned little, since their original ideas have
shifted and typically “overwritten” their old ideas. By
embedding their views into a concrete manifestation,
a drawing, They have an object to use as a reference
to their prior knowledge.

Exploration of Prior Knowledge
Inspection of the Spectrum
All people have seen rainbows both naturally
occurring and resulting from cut glass chandeliers.
After explaining Newton’s curiosity, it is best to
initially explore an audience’s prior knowledge with
questions about their own experiences:
Who has seen a rainbow?
2

Few are aware that the physicist ,Marcus Marci (1595-1667) of
Prague, performed this crucial experiment in 1648, eighteen years
prior to Newton (Weise 1960)
3
For example, monochromatic yellow light, and yellow-appearing
light made from monochromatic green light and monochromatic
red light.

Following a commitment, one can then display
the spectrum, never before the original drawing is
created. The spectrum can be most easily created in
the planetarium by shining light from an overhead
projector, where a 1cm slit has been formed by black
paper on the platen (glass).4 The prism can be held in
front of the large lens at the top of the projector and
rotated until a bright spectrum appears. I discovered a
4
Be sure to have dark cloth (black velvet works well) to cover up
light emanations from the sides and base of the projector,
eliminating stray light.
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much more successful method for projecting the
spectrum in March of 1988, using a specially made
diffraction grating that covered the entire lens of an
overhead projector (Sadler 1991). Using such a
grating, a much larger dispersion results, spreading
the spectrum out to be much longer than with a
prism. This display usually results in many “ooh's and
ahh's,” exclamations of delight with the purity and
beauty of the projected spectrum. After asking
participants to describe what they see, it is time for
them to redraw the spectrum, paying attention to what
they see. They should be instructed to draw the
spectrum as carefully as possible to recreate its
appearance.
Surprisingly, many will draw the spectrum as
they did before. They will create six or seven equally
wide bands of color in a particular order with no
shading between the boundaries. After all are done,
this is a good time to have them compare their
drawings and note differences between them.
Someone in the group (or you, if no one raise the
issues) should point out that there are an infinite
number of colors, all shaded together. The “bands”
(e.g. of yellow and of red) vary in wideness; they are
not the same width.
The fact that these second drawings show
features that are not present in the actual spectrum is
an important issue to discuss. Why do people persist
in drawing discrete bands of equal width? Why do
they not “see” the spectrum as it really is? This is an
example of both the persistence of preconceptions
and the “theory-laden” dependence of our
observations. We all hold and have help views about
science that we have constructed from our own
experiences (e.g. a heavy stone falls faster than a
lighter stone) that only with great effort, can change
(Guesne, 1985). These beliefs determine what it is
that one observes; people with different theories can
observe the same events or phenomena differently
(Popper 1994). Perception is an active process and
with a change in theory, people can literally “see
things differently.”
What do Gels Do?
When white light passes through red-colored
plastic, where does the “redness” come from? Nonscientists have many way of explaining the origins of
color different from the selective absorption of light
that is not red. Many think that the gel turns white
light into red light or that the gel “holds onto” the red
light within the white light. The words “red filter”
(when used) carried with it other connotations (i.e. a
sediment filter holds back sediment).

Simple experiments with such gels work well to
identify such beliefs and put them to the test. Before
handing out pieces of red gel to each of the
participants, make sure to switch off the projected
spectrum. Then, after letting people peer through the
bits of red gel, have them draw what the spectrum
will look like when viewed through the red plastic.
There will be a variety of responses. I list in Table 1
the most popular below along with the scientifically
correct response (last), that only the red portion of the
spectrum will still be visible.
Before turning the spectrum back on, have
participants share their ideas and commit to the most
likely outcome. It is wise to only continue after all
have committed to one of the many possible
outcomes and they realize that they are mutually
exclusive; only one can be correct. Sometimes those
who have had a physics course will refuse to commit,
citing comments such as “it depends on the quality of
the filter” or “one must know how the properties
depend on wavelength.” Rest assured that they are
just being non-committal to save face. Simply peering
through the red gel suggested is enough to know that
it is a very good filter; Take no sides! Let nature
speak for itself.
Upon the viewing of the spectrum, people
will gasp at the disappearance of all colors but red.
Only after the falsification of their predictions, will
they be willing to focus on a scientific explanation of
the phenomena. That the red plastic stops all but the
red-making photons from reaching their eyes. This
can be reinforced by using green gels as well.
However, blue and yellow gels work quite differently,
with blue letting through a bit of red and yellow
letting through orange and red. Interference filters
(expensive at about $100/square inch) have very
sharp cut-offs in the spectrum, isolating portions
much thinner than 1/7 of the spectrum. This shows
that there are more than 7 colors in the rainbow.
The selective absorption of light happens in
space. Inter-stellar reddening occurs when light from
distant stars passes through intervening dust. This
scatters away the blue light so that the star appears
redder from earth than it would if it were nearby.
Astronomers must correct for this absorption when
calculating the stars’ temperature based upon their
observed colors.
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Prediction
whole spectrum turns red
red combines with each color
filters out the red
only reddish colors visible
red selectively transmitted

red
red
red
black
red
red

orange
red
reddishorange
orange
orange
black
Table 1

yellow
red

green
red

blue
red

orange
yellow
yellow
black

brown
green
black
black

purple
blue
black
black

violet
red
deep
purple
violet
violet
black

Spectral Fingerprints
Spectroscopy is a powerful tool for
astronomers because the spectrum generated from a
distant object (e.g. star, galaxy, gas cloud) carries a
huge amount of information about the source. This
includes
chemical
composition,
temperature,
pressure, magnetic field strength, and speed. Students
find it difficult to imagine that the light from an
object can carry such information. One of the most
helpful ways to show that light is not always as it
seems is to use a material for which its spectrum is
quite different than predicted. Various substances
work well. I like a type of special glass used by
camera companies and called an “enhancement
filter.” When the spectrum is viewed through it or
passed through it, the filter selectively absorbs thin
bands of light, making clear what “absorption lines”
really are.
CONCLUSION
I have discussed the origins of ideas
concerning the learning about light and color and
several useful activities to be performed in the
planetarium with minimal equipment. These activities
go far in filling in the background needed to
understand much of modern-day astronomy.
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Valley of the stars (Workshop)
Loris Ramponi* & Susan Button**
*Osservatorio Astronomico. Centro studi e ricerche Serafino Zani, via Bosca 24 - C.P. 104, 1-25066 Lumezzane
(Brescia). Italy. E-mail: info@serafinozani.it
**Quark to Clusters. 8793 Horsehoe Lane, Chittenango, NY 13037. USA. E-mail: sbutton@ocmboces.org

_____________________________________________________________________________
Come join us in a workshop that demonstrates how community groups can work together to provide astronomy and
natural science experiences for adults and children. These activities encourage people to celebrate and preserve a
local treasure, "La Valle delle Stelle", and in general promote the idea of "Star Parks.” First you will learn how the
Starlab projector can take students on a journey from celestial worlds to the "universe" of the infinitely small (the
cell and life in a drop of water). Then examples will be given of student’s studies in a natural park.Finally, we will
explore organization of a 2005 European Meeting, for small and portable planetarium directors that would be
coordinated with: the October 3rd solar eclipse in Spain, the 20th Italian Meeting of Planetaria in Brescia, and the
"Week in Italy" contest for American, French and Spanish planetarium operators who can win a visit to Italy.
WORKSHOP INTRODUCTION
“Valley of the Stars” is a year-long project
that came to fruition in 2003 in the area of Brescia,
Italy. The “Valley of the Stars” project can be viewed
as an interesting example that demonstrates how
community groups can work together to provide
astronomy and natural science experiences for adults
and children.
In 1953 the first Italian public Astronomical
Observatory was founded in the Brescia area. Now
more than 50 observatories operated in Italy and four
are located in and around the city of Brescia. These
observatories are not only devoted to telescope
observations; other activities are also conducted at
these sites. Since 1986, the local astronomical
association in Brescia has maintained full time
management of public observatories and planetaria in
this region.
The project, “Valley of the Stars”, began with the
organization of a public celestial evening. A wide
variety of activities, including lectures and special
projections to prepare for actual telescope
observations, were introduced.
The second step was the realization of a
planetarium connected with the observatory. This
allowed for telescope observation of the real sky and
observations under the dome with a simulated sky
together in the same building or in the same city.
Also, in this way we could still provide a full
schedule of activities even when the sky was clouded.
The third step was the promotion of observations
though optical tools. We realized that both adults and
children have had few experiences in this field. In the
last two years we have used microscopes as an
instrument to promote general observation skills and

then we included the use of telescopes and binoculars
for sky observations. In fact we think that, for
teaching purposes, all these instruments can help
children and people in general who are interested in
the exploration of nature. They can examine a wide
range of objects from the bodies of the celestial sky to
the micro worlds that surround us in our daily lives.
The “Valley of the Stars” was born inside the
Natural Park of Brescia Hills. In this particular
valley, only five kilometers from the center of the city
(200.000 inhabitants), a “House of Nature” was
completed last year. This Alpine style structure is a
refuge built inside a woods and is open to school and
family visits. This building provides a wide room for
lessons and projections and houses 20 beds. Teachers
can select from a wide variety of lessons that include
astronomical and natural sciences activities and, in
particular, observations using microscopes.
The program in the “Valley of the Stars” was
made possible through the collaboration of several
different not-for-profit organizations: the Science
Association League of Brescia (this is a coordination
of ten associations since 1983), the local association
that manages the refuge, the Serafino Study and
Research Center and a local committee of the city.
The funds collected for the realization of the refuge
were obtained by grants from a local foundation,
while the municipality supported school lessons.
PART I: “VALLEY OF THE STARS” BOOKLET
The astronomical part of the program is the
result of two years of experience with local schools.
The results of this experience have been published in
a full color booklet. The following is a brief synopsis
of the contents of this booklet:
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Chapter l: Travel Through Stars and Planets.
The school activities of the project “Valley
of the Stars” began in 2001 during the “Week in
Italy”, yearly contest for American planetarium
operators, with a classroom projection that simulate a
space trip. This experience was described during a
workshop presented in Wichita (Proceedings of the
International Planetarium Society’s Conference,
2002). A Starlab projector was used without a dome
in a dark room. The following cylinders were used:
Starfield, Milky Way, Greek constellations and a
transparent cylinder. The transparent cylinder was
designed to project drawings of a selection of
common objects on the walls of the room. Students
discussed the uses of these objects in the conditions
of microgravity.
Chapter ll and lll: Orienteering with the Sun; Seasons
and the Calendar.
Some classic experiences connected with sun
shadows are presented in these chapters.
For
example, how to find North and South at the time of
local noon and how the lengths of shadows change in
relation to the different seasons. In a panoramic point
of the valley pictures of the sunset during the year
have been taken to demonstrate the different paths of
the sun in the sky and the different sunset points on
the horizon that we can observe from a fixed location.
Also described and pictured are some original
cardboard teaching materials, prepared by French
planetarium operator Michel Dumas, which are used
during school activities.
Topics connected with the second and the third
chapters are also presented to students with the use of
Starlab.
Chapter lV: Orienteering with the Polar Star.
Using the planetarium students examine different
heights of the Polar Star above the northern horizon,
in relation with the change of latitude. They then
make observations of the circumpolar stars. These
topics of a student workshop devoted to assisting
students in the creation of a cardboard model that
shows the different situations at different latitudes.
We also introduce the method for using an
astrolabe (experience with Andrea Lee Pisacano,
Week in Italy 2002) and then we examine the
attributes of a historical astrolabe (July 1062). This
astrolabe is, “the only one known example of an
astrolabe that might be called Byzantine” (The story
of time, National Maritime Museum, London, 2000).
This instrument is exhibited inside the Santa Giulia
Museum, the main museum in Brescia.

Chapter V: Light pollution and Astronomical
Photography.
In these pages is described the problem of light
pollution and the proposal to preserve dark skies in
the valley.
Chapter Vl: Invent Constellations.
A dark area is a good location to discover
constellations. Before the activity the idea of
constellations is presented with the planetarium.
Students are involved in the invention of new
constellations to demonstrate that they are only
imaginary shapes formed through lines or drawings
between stars.
The end of the chapter is devoted to a Native
American story about “Coyote”. The story explains
how the stars came to be in the sky (brilliant stones
were put on the night sky by the creator). This story is
transformed by children into other invented stories
involving some of the animals that actually live in the
“Valley of the Stars”.
Chapter Vll: Astronomical Walk in the Valley.
Two kinds of astronomical walks are organized
in the valley: a nighttime walk and a daytime walk.
During the nighttime walk we ask students to look at
constellations and provide storytelling about
mythologies of the sky. During a morning school
walk the open air practical astronomical lesson is
divided into five main stops: observations of different
sunset points (comparisons between photos taken in
different seasons and the location of these points
above the real horizon); description of sundials
located at a private house in the valley; a mini solar
system reproduced on the street by students;
observation of sunspots with a Sunspotter. Different
activities can also be organized inside the refuge,
which is the last stop of the walk in the valley.
Chapter Vlll: Interdisciplinary Activities.
Three school astronomical activities were
organized with the teachers of Religion (Bethlehem’s
star), Art (astronomical paintings of the artist Vincent
Van Gogh) and English (reading of the book “The
Island Under the Big Star”, about ancient Pacific
navigators).
Appendices
The following short chapters are included in the
appendices:
• ·“SPACE” project (Starlab Program of
Astronautics and Cosmic Exploration, IPS
Conference, Wichita, 2002).
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•
•

•
•
•
•

·The school activity called “Star Pages”, that
promotes student observations of main celestial
bodies that are visible with the naked eye.
·The description of the sundials of “Valley of the
stars” (in Brescia area, since 1989, a biennial
international contest for sundial makers is
organized).
·The description of the Byzantine astrolabe
present in Brescia Santa Giulia museum;
·The map of Brescia with monuments, museums
and sites of astronomical interest, including
“Valley of the Stars”.
·Astronomical photography experiences, without
telescopes, in the “Star Park” (it is also the object
of a national yearly contest).
·The “House of Nature”, promoted by ten
different science associations in the valley.

Note: The main images of this booklet will also be
available on the Web (see www.bresciascienza.it) under
“Scienza” then “Visitors.” Here too you will see photos of
the American operators that participated in the “Week in
Italy” yearly contest organized by Serafino Zani
astronomical observatory and IPS Portable Planetarium
Committee, with the support of Learning Technologies, Inc.

PART II: PLANETARIUM EVERYWHERE
Since 1989 the use of a Starlab planetarium
has been an important part of all of our work.
Because of the special capabilities of Starlab, it
became an easy tool to use during all these activities.
We like to compare the amazing effect produced with
the public when the stars magically appear under the
planetarium dome with the incredible curiosity and
surprise produced each time that the human eye
discovers how an object appears when observed with
a microscope. When all of these instruments were
used together the results achieved become
extraordinary effects to improve the value and the
results of our small science laboratories.
The Starlab planetarium become for us not only
the central and most spectacular instrument of our
activities, thanks to the easy transport system of the
inflatable dome, but also a special hemispheric
projector that can be used in any dark room without a
dome. The experiences realized inside museums,
public libraries, park visitor centers and so on is
described in the program that we call “Magic walls”
(Published in the Proceedings of the International
Planetarium Society’s Conference, London, 1998).
The spectacular effect of the constellation cylinders
projected on the walls of any kind of dark room can
be used, for example, at the end of a museum visit
(Published in the Proceedings of the International

Planetarium Society’s Conference, Montreal, 2000)
or before an astronomical walk in a natural park.
One of the sites where a “Magic walls”
program was used to increase the significance of our
message is in a natural area. We used this program to
point out that the idea of a park doesn’t only mean
that we want to preserve the landscape and natural
life, but we also need to guarantee the preservation of
“dark skies” in the future by the reduction of light
pollution. This is the idea of “Star Parks” that we
have promoted in Italy, since 1993, at the national
level.
PART III: THE LIFE IN A DROP OF WATER
During this part of the workshop participants
look at the projection of a homemade transparent
cylinder devoted to activities with a microscope.
PART IV: AMERICAN, FRENCH, AND SPANISH
“WEEKS IN ITALY”
During this time participants discuss
opportunities for colleagues interested in visiting our
facilities.
Each year Serafino Zani Astronomical
Observatory (Lumezzane/Brescia), in collaboration
with the IPS Mobile Planetarium Committee and with
the support of Learning Technologies, Inc., hosts an
American Planetarium Operator who presents lessons
in English with the itinerant planetarium Starlab to
high school students of English. Transportation from
the United States is provided, along with bed and
meals from Monday to Sunday (lunch and dinner
Saturday and Sunday, on your own).
Beginning last year a similar yearly experience
also involved a French planetarium operator (last
year’s winner was Richard Hamou, Marseille
Astronomical Observatory) and on the occasion of
this year’s IPS Conference, in Valencia, we will also
discuss the opportunity of a similar experience for a
Spanish planetarium operator.
PART V: 2005 EUROPEAN MEETING
Finally,
we
examine
the
possible
organization of a 2005 European Meeting for small
and portable planetarium directors. This proposed
meeting would be would be coordinated with: the
October 3rd solar eclipse in Spain, the 20th Italian
Meeting of Planetaria in Brescia, and the "Week in
Italy" contest for American, French and Spanish
planetarium operators.
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Taking astronomy beyond the planetarium’s dome. The experience
of the Parque de la Ciencias de Granada (Spain)
Manuel Roca Rodríguez
Parque de las Ciencias. Avda. Del Mediterráneo, 18006 Granada, Spain
E-mail: roca@parqueciencias.com

_____________________________________________________________________________
The Parque de las Ciencias is an interactive museum of science placed in southern Spain, in Granada, being its
Planetarium one of its main attractions. Its 10 meters diameter dome and 83 seats make it ideal to hold live sessions
as it is really easy to interact with the audience. During the year 2003 a total of 140.382 people have visited it and
with its help they have understood why the seasons happen, have known closely the sun and its family, have travelled
to the moon together with Ulysse or a mouse from a tale and have even had the chance to see de Universe through
the eyes of a poet, Federico García Lorca. The fact that the Planetarium is placed inside an interactive Museum
equipped with great open-air spaces involves a great advantage when fulfilling the divulgative offer through
observations, courses, exhibitions, conferences, talks and other activities related to Astronomy.I would like to show
briefly the main activities related to Astronomy that have taken place in the Parque de las Ciencias since its
inauguration in 1995 and, according to this experience, show the importance, from my point of view, of taking the
Astronomy beyond Planetarium’s dome.
OBSERVATION OF ASTRONOMICAL EVENTS
Since 1995 several Sun and Moon eclipses have
happened, several comet have passed through our sky
and transit of Venus and Mercury has occurred.
During this events, the activities organized have
consisted in talks to explain the phenomenon to an
audience of all ages, completed with and observation
through telescopes. Initially this activities were
offered by the Museum. At present, to our surprise,
it’s the public itself the one who demands them once
they know the date of the phenomenon.

days around the first quarter, the visible planets that
night and the most brilliant stars visible from the city.

ASTRONOMY COURSES
Another offer which accounts for most
acceptation are the introductive courses to Astronomy
addressed to general public. There have been held
advanced courses for specialized public as well, as
the one held in 1995 coinciding with the instalation of
the main telescope of the Astronomic Observatory.
We have organized Astronomy courses for teachers
too.
SKY OBSERVATION
Every month, during the observation nights, the
Astronomic Observatory opens its doors to groups of
visitors of all ages to initiate them in the sky
observation. With the help of the 75 cm Stevenson
reflector telescope they can observe the Moon in the

ASTRONOMY GARDEN
During the day it is also possible to make a great
number of astronomic activities with the help of the
Astronomy Garden, one of the Museum treasures that
counts on the always sunny Andalusian sky.
Attractive experiences as the Interactive Sundial,
the Sun paths, the Eclipses Model, the Ptolomy’s
Plinth, the local Meridian and the Gnomon, allow the
visitor to follow the relative movements of the sun,
the earth, the moon and the stars and to understand
the consequences that these movements have on our
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planet, answering that way questions that human kind
have posed from the Antiquity.

“MILKY WAY” RESTAURANT

CHILD’S PLANETARIUM
Inside the Astronomic Observatory the Park of
Sciences includes a portable Planetarium for the
youngest, with a 4 m diameter inflating dome. Under
this shy children aged 3 to 7 can have their first
contact with Astronomy helped by specialized
monitors who adapt the sessions to the age of these
little astronomers.
ASTRONOMY IN THE MUSEUM
In the permanent rooms of the Museum, some
exhibits related to Astronomy can also be visited, as
the Solar System scale model, the seasons of the year,
etc.
ASTRONOMY IN TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS
During these years the Astronomy Museum´s
offer has been completed with the presentation of
temporary expositions such as: “Meteorites, alien
messages”, The Celestial Sphere of the Alhambra, the
Astrolabe of the Archaeological Museum of Granada
and “Objective Mars”, (nowadays in preparation will
be inaugurated in October). At present the temporary
exhibition “Science in Al-Andalus” allows visitors to
know closely sun quadrants, celestial spheres and to
handle an Astrolabe with the aid of an interactive
exhibit where the visitor can measure the height of a
star and make some calculations with such a
fascinating instrument.

As a singular offer, the Parque de las Ciencias
has a restaurant where Astronomy is a part of its
contents. Inside the restaurant, with the aid of
interactive exhibits, it is possible to know the types of
galaxies, the distances in Universe or to see a Moon
scale model, for example.
ASTRONOMY OUTSIDE OF THE ENCLOSURE
OF THE PARK OF SCIENCE
Divulgation of Astronomy has not been limited
just to the enclosure or the Parque de las Ciencias, but
has come outside through the participation in
Working days, Congresses and Courses. As an
example we can mention the divulgating courses and
talks for the formation of teachers, the talks and sky
observational sessions en Natural Parks in Andalucía
for general public, and the workshops in national
meetings for the teaching of Astronomy. There have
been organized courses about meteorites and
astrophotography
as
well,
completed
with
photography sessions of real sky and star observation
far away from city light pollution.
ASTRONOMY IN PUBLICATIONS AND MEDIA
In these years Astronomy has also come out of
the Museum through publications edited by the
Parque de las Ciencias as the Guide to de Astronomy
Garden or the tale “A mouse in the Moon”, for the
youngest. It has also published articles in Astronomy
in divulgating magazines and newspapers. Its
presence in other media, as radio and TV, has also
been notable, trying always to bring near Astronomy
to everyone in an easy way.
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FROM PLANETARIUM TO INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION (ISS)
Finally, astronautic has occupied a very
important place as well when bringing people near
Astronomy. In 1999 the Parque de las Ciencias
received the visit of the Discovery’s crew, John
Glenn and Pedro Duque among others, who left as a
souvenir a plaque with their handmarks and
signatures.
The Parque de las Ciencias has taken part as well
in activities for schools boys and girls organized by
the European Space Agency (ESA) during Cervantes
Mission.

And it was during Cervantes mission that
astronaut Pedro Duque took into the International
Space Station (ISS) a CD with the planetarium
planetarium program that has ever reached higher.

CONCLUSIONS
No doubt, nowadays, visitors to the Sciences
Museums and general public are more and more
interested in Astronomy. And a Planetarium is the
best mean to bring them near to the knowledge of
cosmos and to interest them in looking at the sky. But
as important as interesting them is keeping that
interest alive, for which it is fundamental offering
observational and formative activities to widen their
knowledge and allow them to be permanently up to
date, in contrast with the great deal of information
that they receive from the media about Astronomy.
We are living in a time where its more and more
necessary our work as a mediators between
researchers and society. The amount of information
generated by Astronomic Observatories and Research
Centers all over the world is bigger and bigger, and
due to the excess of information public might end up
loosing interest and thinking Astronomy is a matter of
a few specialists. The great advantage of Planetariums
is to allow a direct contact with public in order to
know their interests. This way it is possible to better
satisfy their need for information and formation
through temporary exhibitions, courses, talks,
seminars, etc. Achieving that will only be possible
from Astronomy divulgating Centres able to gain
visitors confidence and respect, from Centres
prepared to take Astronomy out of the Planetarium
Dome.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Llegando a la comunidad hispanoparlante a través de cursos del Adler
José Francisco Salgado
Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum, 1300 South Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60605
E-mail: salgado@adlernet.org

_____________________________________________________________________________
The Adler Planetarium has begun to provide courses in Spanish as part of its efforts to reach out to the Hispanic
community of Chicago. The first course, entitled “Espectáculo Celeste” (Heavenly Show), was designed for the
general public. It examines celestial phenomena using the historic Sky Theater and the electronic CyberSpace
gallery. The goals of how to inform the Spanish-speaking audience on the museum’s programmes were identified
and taken into consideration in the planning of our efforts. Given the positive reaction that the course has had,
the Adler Planetariumplans to regularly continue offering courses in Spanish, as well as exploring other
opportunities of interacting with this community. In addition the planetarium has set up a telephone line and
website (www.adlerplanetarium.org/espanol), both aimed at this audience. The Planetarium is currently
developing collaborative activities with institutions in Spain and Latin America in order to obtain material in
Spanish in return for other educational material.
El Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum ofreció su primer curso en español en el 2001 como parte de sus
esfuerzos para llegar a la comunidad hispanoparlante en la ciudad de Chicago. El curso titulado Espectáculo
Celeste: Astronomía a Simple Vista, se diseñó para una audiencia en general. Examinó fenómenos celestes usando
el histórico Sky Theater del Adler y su proyector Zeiss. Los retos para informar a esta audiencia sobre los
programas del museo se identificaron durante el desarrollo de programas especiales y están siendo atendidos
actualmente. Dado a la respuesta positiva de este curso, el Adler Planetarium está planeando ofrecer cursos en
español regularmente, así como también explorar otras oportunidades de interactuar con la comunidad de habla
hispana en Chicago.
INTRODUCCIÓN

RETOS

El programa de cursos del Adler está dirigido a
adultos de todas las edades, pero recientemente ha
comenzado a servir a familias también. El programa
trae a expertos de todos los campos de la astronomía,
desde historia a cosmología a temas de interés
especial. Aproximadamente 1,300 personas tomaron
ventaja de los cursos que se ofrecieron en el 2001, y
en el 2003, con el éxito de los programas de familia,
ese número aumentó. Los programas tienen un costo
y proveen una experiencia formal de aprendizaje
tanto para los miembros del Adler como para aquellos
que no lo son. Los cursos se ofrecen en los salones
de clases del Adler, en el Sky Theater, en el
Obervatorio Doane y/o en CyberSpace, la galería
electrónica del Adler.
Los esfuerzos del Adler en llegar a la comunidad
de hispanoparlante se limitaban a la presentación de
Estrella de Maravilla, la versión en español de Star of
Wonder una programa de planetario sobre posibles
explicaciones científicas para la estrella de Belén.
Con la llegada de José Francisco Salgado al
Departamento de Astronomía de Adler en el 2000,
comenzaron los planes para ofrecer cursos en español.

La manera principal de promover este programa de
cursos es a través de la literatura que se les envía a los
miembros (e.g., folleto del programa de cursos, la
revista para los miembros, cartas electrónicas).
Desafortunadamente, la representación de la
comunidad hispanoparlante en la membresía del
Adler es bien baja. Los datos de los miembros no
incluyen información sobre el idioma vernáculo, por
lo tanto, contamos el número de miembros con
apellidos en español para tener un número
aproximado de miembros de habla hispana. Este
método arrojó como resultado menos del 3% de la
membresía del Adler.
Para promocionar nuestro primer curso en español,
Espectáculo Celeste: Astronomía a Simple Vista,
tuvimos que buscar nuevas maneras de anunciar el
mismo. Colocamos anuncios en varios boletines
electrónicos, incluyendo uno que era accesible a los
maestros de las Escuelas Públicas de Chicago.
También nos acercamos a las estaciones locales de
televisión y radio. Salgado participó en varios
programas mañaneros desde el Planetario Adler. La
transmisión con el mayor impacto fue un segmento de
noticias de 2.5 minutos producido por Noticias
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Univisión. El mismo destacaba exclusivamente el
curso como una actividad para el deleite de las
familias. Luego de esta transmisión, el número de
estudiantes matriculados aumentó rápidamente de 2 a
22 estudiantes.
EL CURSO
Espectáculo Celeste: Astronomía a Simple Vista,
fue diseñado para una audiencia general, examinó
fenómenos celestes usando el histórico Sky Theater y
su proyector Zeiss. Se ofreció en cuatro sesiones de
dos horas en marzo del 2001 por un costo de $45 para
los miembros del Adler y $50 para aquellos sin
membresía. Este fue el primer curso en español que
un museo de Chicago ofreciera, exceptuando los
cursos del Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum
(MFACM). No sólo los estudiantes disfrutaron el
aprendizaje sobre fenómenos celestes, sino que
mostraron su profundo agradecimiento hacia el Adler
por sus esfuerzos en desarrollar un curso en español.
OTRAS ACTIVIDADES EDUCATIVAS EN ESPAÑOL

Las actividades de divulgación en español han
variado notablemente en los niveles de éxito en
correlación a la cantidad de cobertura por parte de los
medios (televisión, en particular) que ha recibido cada
actividad. Planet Week, una serie de noches de
observación en la primavera del 2001, fue muy
exitosa en atraer visitantes hispanoparlantes al Adler.
Muchos de estos visitantes se enteraron sobre el
evento viendo los comunicados de prensa en vídeo

(video news releases o VNR) sobre Planet Week en el
Noticiero Telemundo. El VNR fue producido por el
Adler y presentaba a Salgado explicando dónde y
cómo observar los cinco planetas observables a
simple vista. También los invitó a visitar el Adler
durante las noches de observación.
Otros eventos que los productores de noticias
decidieron no cubrir y que eventualmente fueron
cancelados incluyeron un segundo curso, El Sol, la
Tierra y Luna, y una charla por Daniel Altschuler
basada en su libro, Hijos de las Estrellas. Una
versión en inglés de este último evento se llevó a cabo
con la presentación de su libro en inglés, Children of
the Stars.
PLANES FUTUROS Y CONCLUSIÓN
El éxito de los eventos educativos en español del
Adler, hasta ahora, han dependido de la cobertura
recibida por las estaciones locales de televisión. Ya
que esta cobertura, o falta de ella, ha sido bien
inconsistente hemos comenzado a desarrollar formas
de aumentar la representación de la comunidad
hispanoparlante en nuestra membresía. Esto haría
exitosa la promoción actual de los programas
educativos en llegar a esta audiencia.
Actualmente estamos desarrollando una sociedad
con el MFACM centrada en la combinación de los
programas de membresía del Adler y del MFACM. A
través de esta sociedad el Adler construiría su
audiencia y reenforzaría su posición como el museo
de ciencia en Chicago mejor conectado con la
comunidad latina.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Measuring Stellar Parallax and Stellar Diameter Under a
Planetarium Sky
Sheldon Schafer
Lakeview Museum of Arts & Sciences. 1125 W Lake Ave., Peoria, Illinois 61614-5985, USA
E-mail: sschafer@lakeview-museum.org

_____________________________________________________________________________
In an interactive format, the planetarium can be used to demonstrate fundamental astronomical concepts based on
actual observations made in the dome. This paper outlines two such activities: measuring stellar parallax, and
inferring stellar diameter
ACTIVITY 1. MEASURING THE PARALLAX OF
A STAR
Goals:
1) To demonstrate an observable parallax of
a star,
2) To estimate this parallax, given the
angular separation of the belt stars of Orion
Setup:
In order to actually observe a parallax shift, a
grain-of-wheat lamp is positioned about 30 cm in
front of the dome, high enough up to be in the vicinity
of Orion. Since our facility has a plaster dome,
eliminating access from behind the dome, we have
placed the lamp on a pole that extends from the floor
into the sky. (Photo 1 – 3).

Photo 3

Procedure:
1)
Participants are directed to observe and
record the position of the “new star”. They are told
that they will do this twice, observing from opposite
sides of the dome. First they record the position of
the star on the Worksheet (Figure 1) placing it as
accurately as possible relative to the stars in Orion.

Photo 1

Figure 1

Photo 2
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2)
Then they are told that they will be
simulating the effect of a trip halfway around the Sun,
by moving into the row of seats directly across the
dome. The journey is directed by the presenter, one
row at a time. The participants seated on the right
side of the center aisle file out of their row, and walk
around the front of the star projector, while the
persons on the left side of the center aisle file into the
row just vacated. (Photos 4 & 5)

star with a parallax of 1.5 degrees is actually located
well within our solar system.
ACTIVITY 2. INFERRING THE RELATIVE
DIAMETERS OF STARS
Goals:
1)
2)

To conclude from observations that stars are
different sizes.
Given data on distance and temperature of a
selected set of stars, participants will
observe the relative brightness of these stars.
From these observations, they can conclude
that some stars must be “giants” and others
“supergiants”.

Setup:
Participants are given a data table with the distance
and temperature/spectral class of six stars in the
Winter Circle. Polaris, Alpha Centauri and the Sun
may also be included in the table. (Table 1)

Photo 4

Photo 5
3)
Once their journey is complete, they then
record the position of the new star a second time. In
our facility, the observed shift is about 3 degrees,
which can be estimated visually using the belt stars in
Orion.
4)
Some classes may take this data back to their
classrooms, where they can calculate the distance to
the “new star”. In our school system, Middle School
classes use this exercise as a demonstration of the
parallax effect.
High School classes take the
measurements back to school and use it to calculate
the distance to the “new” star. They discover that a

Procedure:
The audience is led through the following series of
questions and observations of these stars; Participant
responses are in italics:
1)
How are the stars in this list arranged?
The list is arranged by temperature. After this
observation, it is stated that, when all other factors
are equal, the hotter a star is, the brighter it is.
2)
{Locate Rigel} Rigel is the hottest star on
this list, which might imply that it should be the
brightest, without considering any other factors. Is it
the brightest star in the sky? No. Can you suggest,
based on the other information in the chart, why is
might not be as bright as it’s temperature suggests?
It’s very far away.
3)
{Locate Sirius} What can you observe
about the brightness of Sirius relative to the other
stars in the sky? It’s the brightest star in the sky.
Based on the information in the chart, can you give
two reasons why it’s so bright? It’s close and
relatively hot.
4)
{Locate Procyon} What can you observe
about the brightness of Procyon relative to Sirius?
It’s fainter. Based on the information in the chart,
can you give two reasons why it’s fainter? It’s a bit
further and a little cooler.
5)
Compare Procyon with the other 1000 stars
visible in our sky. How does it compare? Is it in the
top 20? Yes. Top 10? Yes. Top 5? Maybe. Why is it
as bright as it is? It’s close. A discussion of the Solar
Neighborhood can be presented here.
6)
{Locate Polaris} How does the brightness of
Polaris compare with that of Procyon? It’s fainter.
90% of the people in this country think that the North
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Star

Constellation

Color

Orion

Distance in Light
Years
775

Blue-white

Surface
Temperature
12,000º C

Rigel

Spectral
Class
B

Sirius

Canis Major

9

White

10,500º C

A

Procyon

Canis Minor

11

Yellow-white

8,000º C

F

Polaris

Ursa Minor

430

Yellow-white

8,000º C

F

Sun

Zodiac

8 light minutes

Yellow

5,500º C

G

Alpha Centauri

Centaurus

4.3

Yellow

5,500º C

G

Capella

Auriga

44

Yellow

5,500º C

G

Aldebaran

Taurus

64

Orange

4,000º C

K

Betelgeuse

Orion

420

Red

3,000º C

M

Table 1. Characteristics of selected stars
Star is the brightest star in the sky. Now that you
know that it isn’t, can you explain why it isn’t? It’s
fairly far away. A discussion of Cepheid variables
can be presented here.
7.
The Sun is introduced and its distance is
compared to the other stars being discussed.
8.
This next star can’t be seen from our home
latitude. Why do you think it was included on the
list? It’s the closest star after the Sun {Change
Latitude so that Alpha Centauri can be located}
Describe the characteristics of the Alpha Centauri
system, noting that Alpha Centauri A is very similar
to our Sun, but that the light we are seeing is the
combined light of A & B. {Change Latitude - return
to home latitude}
9.
{Locate Capella} Compare the brightness of
Capella to that of Procyon. They look very similar.
Based on the information in the chart, would you
expect them to be similar? No. Why not? Because
Capella is cooler and further. Introduce the concept
of an inverse-square relationship of light. How many
times further is Capella than Procyon? 4 times. Based
on the inverse square law of light, how many times
fainter should it be? 16 times. Since it is perhaps 20
times (rounding from 16 and factoring some for
temperature) brighter than we’d expect, based on the
distance & temperature data, there must be another
factor affecting its brightness. You’ve been given no
data on this other factor. What could this factor
possibly be? The other factor that is affecting the
apparent magnitude of this star must be SIZE. What
do you suppose we call this kind of star? It’s a
GIANT.

10.
{Locate Aldebaran} Compare the brightness
of Aldebaran to that of Procyon. They look very
similar; Aldebaran is just a little bit fainter. Based
on the information in the chart, would you expect
them to be similar? No. Why not?
Because
Aldebaran is cooler and even further away. How
many times further is Capella than Procyon? 6 times.
Based on the inverse square law of light, how many
times fainter should it be? 36 times. Since it is
perhaps 40 times brighter than we’d expect, based on
the distance & temperature data, what can you tell me
about Aldebaran? It must also be a GIANT.
11.
{Locate Betelgeuse}
Compare the
brightness of Betelgeuse to that of Procyon. They
look very similar, Betelgeuse is just a little bit fainter.
Based on the information in the chart, would you
expect them to be similar? No. Why not? Because
Betelgeuse is cooler and even further away. How
many times further is Betelgeuse than Procyon? 40
times. Based on the inverse square law of light, how
many times fainter should it be? 1,600 times. Since it
is perhaps 2000 times brighter than we’d expect,
based on the distance & temperature data, what can
you tell me about Betelgeuse? It’s very BIG. What
do you suppose we call a star this large? Remember
that when a star was dozens of times brighter than
expected, we called it a GIANT, and Betelgeuse is
thousands of times brighter than expected from its
temperature and distance data.
It must be a
SUPERGIANT. Details about the life and size of
Betelgeuse can be presented.
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Planetarium Education: Review of Research
Brock Schroeder
Strickler Planetarium, Olivet Nazarene University, One University Avenue, Bourbonnais, IL 60914 USA
E-mail: bschroed@olivet.edu

_____________________________________________________________________________
In preparation for a dissertation from Walden University, I am attempting to direct my research by preparing my
review of literature. In trying to determine meaningful research in planetarium education, I have analyzed the prior
studies that have been done in that relates to the use of the planetarium in astronomy education. This paper will be
a presentation of the research that has been done utilizing the planetarium in the study.
J. G. Manning (1995) presents the role of the
planetarium in astronomy education by saying,

make the correct choice, the bean counters will
make it for us” (p. )

“In the planetarium profession, ours is not so
much the astronomy of research and discovery as
it is the astronomy of interpretation and
enlightenment. We help bridge the distance
between the scientist and the public, between the
individual and the universe. We strive to channel
human reaction to the pretty lights in the sky
into a deeper understanding of the universe from
which we spring” (p. 8).

Planetariums are increasingly moving toward two
basic types. First, there is the large museum type for
entertainment and informal science education, usually
addressing popular topics in very general ways.
Second, there is the small, school-related planetarium
used primarily in teaching the constituents of the
school and local community.
Both types of
planetariums inspire people to ponder the wonders of
the universe. Both serve important roles in education.
This study will not attempt to look forward at what
should be taking place in both types of planetariums.
Rather, before I can understand where each type of
planetarium should go, I am interested in
understanding where each type has been involved in
astronomy education.
In an attempt to research the smaller, schoolrelated planetarium, I have tried to compile an a
comprehensive list of academic work that has been
done in exploring the utilization of the planetarium in
astronomy education. Research has focused on this
aspect, although both types of planetariums have been
used in previous research.
Recent works by J. Marche (1999) and R.
Riordan (1991) have provided an extensive list of
dissertations and theses. Figure 1 shows a listing of
what I have compiled from these works:
In looking over this work, a majority of the work
was accomplished during the 1960’s. During this
time, the research focused on the effectiveness of the
planetarium as compared to a traditional classroom
environment for teaching concepts of astronomy.
Most results indicated no measurable difference, or
slightly better retention of certain knowledge.
An interesting correlation was made between
teaching in the planetarium and students’ spatial
abilities. Utilizing the planetarium for instruction was

The planetarium, and the planetarian, has
assumed the role of both and educator and inspirer.
With media technology increasing and diversifying,
planetarium educators are seeking ways to revise, if
not redefine, those previously held roles.
In a dramatic way, G. Reed (1994) has asked a
pivotal question, “Who in the hell needs a
planetarium?” He summarizes the basis of this
question the following way:
“The planetarium is at the proverbial fork in the
road and the choice is clear. It is not a simple
choice between an intellectual surrendering to
the supposed driving forces of new technologies,
or a return to the dreaded “lecture under the
stars” format of yesterday. It is a choice of how
to most effectively use the new technologies to
attain stated goals. It is a choice between
returning to the human interaction activity-based
astronomy education programming and live night
sky formats that created the initial educational
appeal of the planetarium, or abandoning the
domed planetarium in favor of passive, flat
screen, multimedia slide-video shows. If we don’t
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most beneficial for those students with higher spatial
abilities. Also, various studies indicated gender
differences. Females performed, or responded better,
to planetarium instruction, whereas male students did
not appear to have a measurable difference in their
performance when taught using the planetarium than
when taught in a traditional classroom setting
(Dobson, 1983).
Abbatantuono, B. P. (1994)
Batch, D. (1991)
Bishop, J. E. (1980)
Chamberlain, J. M. (1962)
Curtin, J. T. (1967)
Dobson, H. D. (1983)
Edoff, J. D. (1982)
Emlen, S. T. (1967)
Emmons, R. H. (1950)
Gronauer, C. F. (1978)
Kennedy, J. M. (1968)
Korey, R. A. (1963)
Mallon, G. L. (1980)
Mayer, F. R. (1965)
McDonald, D. E. (1966)
Meyer, J. R. (2000)
Moore, M. G. (1965)
Newell, J. R. (1993)
Olmsted, R. R. (1967)
Ortell, E. D. (1977)
Reed, G. F. (1970)
Rosemergy, J. C. (1967)
Smith, B. A. (1966)
Twiest, M. G. (1989)
Wright, D. L. C. (1968)

been demonstrated that the planetarium provides a
mysterious, awe-inspiring environment for students to
learn and use specific skills and abilities in the
learning process. Again, Manning (1995) says that
the planetarium assists in “the astronomy of
interpretation and enlightenment” (p. 8).
Being in the business of educating and
enlightening people in the wonders of astronomy
since the 1950’s, planetariums have become the focus
of historical study (Marche’ 1999).
With this
perspective, we can look back just as we can look
forward. With a history behind us, we can now begin
to diversify our research and look creatively at our
role in education. So, where do we go?
In answering this question, we need to see the
various areas of influence that planetariums have on
education. First, we need to see how the planetarian,
or instructor, influences and acquisition and retention
of content. Also, we are continuing to see that gender
differences exist. So how is the planetarium learning
environment a factor in learning differences between
males and females?

Figure 1: Summary of published dissertations and theses

By the 1980’s, research began to look at the
planetarium as an environment for participatory
activities.
It was determined that smaller
planetariums are more effective for this type of
educational activity.
And, once again, gender
differences were noted in these studies. In his study,
Fletcher (1980) makes the following suggestions for
future research saying, “At the time this study was
conducted, no other published research study
concerning planetarium education had used different
instructors as a main effect in their statistical analysis.
The results of this study suggest that perhaps earlier
research studies in planetarium education, which used
only one instructor, should be reexamined. A
different type of instructor or perhaps a variety of
instructors may produce different results” (p. 227).
The planetarian is may be an important aspect of the
educational environment. We all can attest to certain
teachers or other education personalities that were
instrumental in our chosen profession.
By the 1990’s, research began to look at the
specific learning environment of the planetarium and
the application of specific theories of learning. It has

Another area that has not received much study is
the role of portable planetariums in astronomy
education. They are an increasingly diverse and
efficient way to bring astronomy education into the
schools. With classroom teachers a majority of those
utilizing the portables we need to determine what
factors contribute to the recruiting, training, and
support of teachers using the portables.
In either the permanent or portable planetariums,
there is an element of mystery about these facilities.
What can a planetarian or instructor do to de-mystify
a planetarium so that meaningful learning can take
place?
Finally, with education theory developing in its
application to science education, particularly
astronomy education, there needs to be research done
in the application of education theory to the use of the
planetarium in astronomy education. For instance,
what correlations are there between certain multiple
intelligences (MI) and the role of the planetarium to
enlighten and inspire? Or, are there certain MI’s that
lend to meaningful learning in the planetarium?
In trying to determine my particular research
in the use of a planetarium in astronomy education, I
have tried to see the trail that has been blazed by prior
educators in this field. I know full well that we are
not an isolated trail in science education. However,
we are a unique trail that has not been studied in great
detail. I hope to add to the field of knowledge by
selecting an area of research that can help guide our
role in interpreting, enlightening, inspiring, and
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educating the public on topics of astronomy and space
science.
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51003 TARTU
STONIA
jaak@obs.ee

KABRA/NANDKISHORE
GOTO OPTICAL (INDIA) PVT.
LTD.
3 CD Shivam Chambers,
53 Syed Amir Ali Avenue
KOLKATA
INDIA
opticals@cal.vsnl.net.in

HOLMES/CHARLES
SPITZ INC.
P.O. Box 198 Route 1
19317 CHADDS FORD
USA
cholmes@spitzinc.com
HOMMEL/MICHAEL
ARTIS PLANETARIUM
Plantage Kerklaan 38-40
1018 CZ AMSTERDAM
HOLLAND
hommel@artis.nl
HOPPER/STEPHANIE
ASTRO-TEC MFG., INC.
P.O. Box 608
44614 CANAL FULTON
USA
shopper@astro-tec.com
HORN/TIM FLORIAN
ALLSKY.DE - TIM F. HORN,
MARCO
WEHRLE UND GES. GBR
Hertzstr. 35
24149 KIEL
GERMANY
horn@allsky.de
HOWE/MARTIN
SEOS
Edward Way, Burgess Hill
RH159VE WEST SUSSEX
UK
martin.howe@seos.com
HOWELL/DAVID
DEERFIELD ACADEMY
PLANETARIUM
Box 267
1342 DEERFIELD
USA
howell@deerfield.edu

JACOBSEN/AASE
STENO MUSEUM
PLANETARIUM
C.F. Mollers Alle, Bldg. 100
DK-8000 AARHUS C
DENMARK
stenoarj@au.dk
JANSSEN/CHRIS
EUROPLANETARIUM
Planetariumweg 19
3600 GENK
BELGIUM
christ.janssen@pandora.be
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KASAHARA/MAKOTO
GOTO INC.
4-16 Yazakicho
183-8530 FUCHU
JAPAN
m0468kas@goto.co.jp
KAZUNORI/KITABATAKE
KONICA MINOLTA
PLANETARIUM CO. LTD.
2-3-10 Nishi-Honmachi, Nishi-Ku
492955 OSAKA
JAPAN
mp-osk@mom.konicaminolta.jp
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ELLER/HANS-ULRICH
OBSERVATORY AND
PLANETARIUM STUTTGART
Mittlerer Schlossgarten
70173 STUTTGART
GERMANY
hans-ulrich.keller@stuttgart.de

LEMMER/UWE
NICOLAUS COPERNICUS
PLANETARIUM
Am Plaerrer 41
90317 NUERNBERG
GERMANY
planetarium@osn.de

MAIMONE/HUGO
MONTPELLIER
AGGLOMERATION PLANETARIUM GALILEE
50 place Zeus, BP 9531
34045 MONTPELLIER
FRANCE

KITSONAS/EMMANOUIL
EUGENIDES FOUNDATION
Sygrou Avenue
17564 ATHENS
GREECE
mak@eugenfound.edu.gr

LEVY/RALPH
MMI CORPORATION
PO Box 19907
21211 BALTIMORE
USA
mail@mmicorporation.com

MANESS/DAVID
VIRGINIA LIVING MUSEUM
524 J. Clyde Morris Blvd.
23606 NEW PORT NEWS
USA
david.maness@valivingmuseum.org

KNUDSEN/OLE
STENO MUSEUM
PLANETARIUM
C.F. Mollers Alle, Bldg. 100
DK-8000 AARHUS C
DENMARK
stenojk@au.dk

LEWIS/DAVID
SEOS
Edward Way, Burgess Hill
RH159VE WEST SUSSEX
UK
david.lewis@seos.com

MANNING/JAMES
TAYLOR PLANETARIUM /
MUSEUM OF THE ROCKIES
600 West Kagy Blvd.
59717 BOZEMAN MONTANA
USA
manning@montana.edu

KWASNITSCHKA/TOM
KIELER PLANETARIUM E.V.
Greifstr. 19
24341 KIEL
GERMANY
kwasnitschka@allsky.de
LAATSCH/SHAWN
IPS
P.O. Box 1812
27835 GREENVILLE
USA
102424.1032@compuserve.com
LACOMBE/PIERRE
PLANÉTARIUM DE MONTRÉAL
1000, rue Saint-Jacques
H3C 1G7 MONTRÉAL
CANADA
placombe@ville.montreal.qc.ca
LANG/WILFRED
CARL ZEISS JENA GMBH,
PLANETARIUM DIVISION
Carl-Zeiss - Promenade 10
7745 JENA
GERMANY
lang@zeiss.de
LEEN/JAEKEN
EUROPLANETARIUM
Planetariumweg 19
3600 GENK
BELGIUM
info@europlanetarium.com

LEWIS/MELINDA
ASTRO-TEC MFG., INC.
P.O. Box 608
44614 CANAL FULTON
USA
shopper@astro-tec.com
LINDER/OLLE
COSMONOVA
P.O. Box 50007
SE-10405 STOCKHOLM
SWEDEN
LOOKER/WAYNE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA PLANETARIUM
Manson Lakes Boulevard
5095 MANSON LAKES
AUSTRALIA
wayne.looker@unisa.edu.au
LYNN/NANCY
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY
Central Park West AT 79th ST.
10024 NEW YORK
USA
krasmus@amnh.org
MAGEE/MICHAEL
FLANDRAU SCIENCE CENTER
1601 E. University Blvd.
85721 TUCSON
USA
mvmagee@ns.arizona.edu
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MANZANAL NOGALES/RAÚL
PLANETARIO DE PAMPLONA
S.A.
C/ Sancho Ramírez s/n
31008 PAMPLONA
SPAIN
sagardi@pamplonetario.org
MASAKAZU/ITAKURA
KONICA MINOLTA PHOTO
IMAGING
U.S.A., INC.
35-3, Hongcheon-Ri, Ibjang-Myun
330-825 CHEONAN-SI
SOUTH KOREA
mp-osk@mom.konicaminolta.jp
MASON/HUGH
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
USA
ljensen@es.com
MASON/TOM
ARMAGH PLANETARIUM
College Hill
BT61 9DB ARMAGH N.
IRELAND
tom@armaghplanet.com
MATSOS/VASSILIS
THESSALONIKI SCIENCE
CENTER AND TECHNOLOGY
MUSEUM
Building 47,2nd Str., Industrial
Area Sindos
57022 THESSALONIKI
GREECE
vm@tmth.edu.gr
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MATSUBARA/RIE
LOUISANA ART AND SCIENCE
MUSEUM
100 South River Road
70802 BATON ROUGE
USA
rmatsubara@lasm.org

MILLER/KEN
GOTO INC.
4-16 Yazakicho, Fuchu
183-8530 TOKYO
JAPAN
t0640yas@goto.co.jp

MUÑOZ/GABRIEL
MORELIA PLANETARIUM
Raza Mazahua 303, Lomas de
Santiaguito
58120 MORELIA
MEXICO
planetario_morelia@hotmail.com

MAYER/NEAL
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
84108 SALT LAKE CITY
USA
ljensen@es.com

MISAJET/LAURA H.
SEILER INSTRUMENT & MFG.
CO.
23 Narbrook Park
19072 NARBERTH
USA
zeissstars@aol.com

MURTAGH/TERENCE
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
USA
ljensen@es.com

MCEUEN/AARON
STARLIGHT PRODUCTIONS
5951 S. Wahlquist Ln
84123 MURRAY
USA
atmceuen@starlight-prod.com

MISTRI/AFSHAD
SILICON GRAPHICS INC
1500 Crittenden Lane
MOUNTAIN VIEW
USA
mistri@sgi.com

MUZAFFAR/NABILA
NCCAL KUWAIT
PO Box 873
13009 SAFAT
KUWAIT
muzaffar2000@hotmail.com

MERCIER/JEAN-PHILIPPE
MONTPELLIER
AGGLOMERATION PLANETARIUM GALILEE
50 place Zeus, BP 9531
34045 MONTPELLIER
FRANCE

MONTGOMERY/KENT
YOUNG HARRIS COLLEGE
629 Ed Nichols Rd.
30582 YOUNG HARRIS
USA
kentm@yha.edu

NEUHAEUSER/STEPHANIE
CARL ZEISS JENA GMBH,
PLANETARIUM DIVISION
Carl-Zeiss - Promenade 10
7745 JENA
GERMANY
st.neuhaeuser@zeiss.de

MEREDITH/JOHN T.
ENCRSC
2462 Stantonsburg Road, PMB
152
27834 GREENVILLE
USA
meredithj@mail.ecu.edu
MEYER/J.
JENOPTIK LDT GMBH
Fasaneninsel 1
7548 GERA
GERMANY
MILIS/ANDRÉ
PLANETARIUM ROYAL
OBSERVATORY
OF BELGIUM
Boechoutlaan 10
1020 BRUSSELS
BELGIUM
andre.milis@oma.be

MORI/TADASHI
MEDIA I CORPORATION
3-21-20 Motohongo-cho
192-0051 HACHIOJI
JAPAN
mori@media-i.com
MORTENSEN/TODD
KONICA MINOLTA PHOTO
IMAGING
U.S.A., INC.
348 South 780 West Lehi
84043 UTAH
USA
mp-osk@mom.konicaminolta.jp
MOSLEY/JOHN
GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY
2800 E. Observatory Rd.
90027 LOS ANGELES
USA
jmosley@earthlink.net

MILLARD/DAVID
SPITZ INC.
P.O. Box 198 Route 1
19317 CHADDS FORD
USA
dmillard@spitzinc.com

MOUTIN/MARC
CITE DE LESPACE
Av. Jean Gomord, BP-5855
Toulouse Cedex
31506 TOULOUSE
FRANCE
m.moutin@cite-espace.com

MILLAT/PATRICK
PLANETARIUM DE VAULX EN
VELIN
Place de la Nation
69120 VAULX EN VELIN
FRANCE
pmillat@planetariumvv.com

MUNKITH/AL NAJJAR
SCI-PORT DISCOVERY
CENTER
820 Clyde Fant Parkway
71101 SHREVEPORT
USA
alnajjar@sciport.org
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NISKACH/SCOTT
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
USA
ljensen@es.com
OBER/HERBERT
CARL ZEISS
Spindlebury Cottage, Ottway
Walk
AL69AS WELWYN
UK
hwober@dsl.pipex.com
OLSON/RANDY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINSTEVENS POINT
Department of Physics and
Astronomy
54481 STEVENS POINT
USA
rolson@uwsp.edu
OLSON/SALLY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINSTEVENS POINT
Department of Physics and
Astronomy
54481 STEVENS POINT
USA
olson@uwsp.edu
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OSBOURN/HELEN
NATIONAL SPACE CENTRE
Exploration Drive
LE4 5NS LEICESTER
UK
heleno@spacecentre.co.uk

PETTERSSON/MICHAEL
FRAMTIDSMUSEET
Jussi Bjorlings Vag 25
SE-78475 BORLANGE
SWEDEN
micke@framtidsmuseet.se

RANZINI/GIANLUCA
PLANETARIO DI MILANO
Corso Venezia 57
20121 MILANO
ITALY
g.ranzini@iol.it

PACINI/FRANCO
ARCETRI ASTROPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY
Largo Fermi 5
50125 FIRENZE
ITALY
pacini@arcetri.astro.it

PFAEFFLI/WERNER
PLANETARIUM_VERKEHRSHA
US DER
SCHWEIZ
Lidostrasse 5
6006 LUZERN
SWITZERLAND
werner.pfaeffli@verkehrshaus.ch

RATCLIFFE/MARTIN
EXPLORATION PLACE
300 N McLean Blvd
67203 WICHITA
USA
mratcliffe@exploration.org

PANEK/JERI
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
USA
ljensen@es.com
PARELLO/STEPHANIE
HAYDEN PLANETARIUM NYC
Central Park West@ 79 Street
10024 NEW YORK
USA
slap@amnh.org
PERI/FABIO CIVICO
PALNETARIO "U. HOEPLI" DI
MILANO
Corso Venezia 57
20121 MILANO
ITALY
fabio.peri@comune.milano.it
PETERSEN/CAROLYN
COLLINS
LOCH NESS PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 1159
1450 GROTON
USA
carolyn@lochness.com
PETERSEN/LARS
ORION PLANETARIUM
Soevej 36, Jels
Dk-6630 ROEDDING
DENMARK
orion@au.dk
PETERSEN/MARK
LOCH NESS PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 1159
1450 GROTON
USA
mark@lochness.com

PIERCE/DONNA C.
SWAP/HIGHLAND PARK
PLANETARIUM
4220 Emerson
75205 DALLAS
USA
dc_pierce@msn.com
PIROTTE/EDDY
VOLKSSTERRENWACHT
BEISBROEK
Zeeweg 96
B-8200 BRUGES
BELGIUM
info@beisbroek.be
PITCHER/STAN
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
USA
ljensen@es.com
PRIEUR/PASCAL
CITE DE L’ESPACE
Av. Jean Gomord, BP-5855
Toulouse Cedex
31506 TOULOUSE
FRANCE
p.prieur@cite-espace.com
RAHUNEN/TIMO
TAMPEREN SARKANNIEMI OY
Sarkanniemi
33230 TAMPERE
FINLAND
timo.rahunen@sarkanniemi.fi
RAMPONI/LORIS
CENTRO STUDI E
RICHERCHE
SERAFINO ZANI
Via Bosca 24
25066 LUMEZZANE
ITALY
info@serafinozani.it
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RAU/CHARLES
AUDIO VISUAL
IMAGINEERING, INC.
8440 Tradeport Drive, Suite 109
32827 ORLANDO
USA
chuck@laserchuck.com
EIFF/PATRICIA H.
RICE SPACE INSTITUTE
6100 Main St.
77005 HOUSTON
USA
reiff@rice.edu
ROCA/MANUEL
PARQUE DE LAS CIENCIAS
Avda. del Mediterraneo s/n
18006 GRANADA
SPAIN
roca@parqueciencias.com
ROEHRS/VOLKER
SPACEBOOKS-ETC.DE
Amselweg 39
21435 STELLE
GERMANY
info@spacebooks-etc.de
RUIZ/CYRIL
MONTPELLIER
AGGLOMERATION PLANETARIUM GALILEE
50 place Zeus, BP 9531
34045 MONTPELLIER
FRANCE
RUSHDI/ESMAN
NCCAL KUWAIT
PO Box 873
13009 SAFAT
KUWAIT
eman_985@hotmail.com
RUSSELL/GILL
COSMICSKY PRODUCTIONS
Waterside, Glenkindie
AB33 - 8RH ALFORD
SCOTLAND
gill.russell@abdn.ac.uk
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SADLER/JANE
LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES,
INC.
40 Cameron Avenue
2144 SOMERVILLE
USA
sadler@starlab.com
SADLER/PHILIP M.
LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES,
INC.
40 Cameron Avenue
2144 SOMERVILLE
USA
psadler@aol.com
SALGADO/JOSE
ADLER PLANETARIUM
1300 S Lake Shore Drive
CHICAGO
USA
salgado@adlernet.org
SALVA/RAYMOND
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY
Central Park West AT 79th ST.
10024 NEW YORK
USA
krasmus@amnh.org
SAMPSON/GARY
WAUWATOSA EAST HIGH
SCHOOL
7500 Milwaukee Avenue
53213 WAUWATOSA
USA
ges@execpc.com
SANCHEZ/JORGE A.
MUSEO EL REHILETE
Carret. Mexico-Pachuca km.
84.5
42080 PACHUCA
MEXICO
SANCHEZ JUSTEL/ASUNCION
PLANETARIO DE MADRID
Parque Tierno Galvan
28045 MADRID
SPAIN
SANCHEZ/JOSE M.
MUSEO DE LAS CIENCIAS DE
CASTILLA LA MANCHAFUNDACION DE CULTURA Y
DEPORTE DE CASTILLA-LA
MANCHA
PLAZA DE LA MERCED, 1
16001 CUENCA
SPAIN
jmsanchez@mccm.jccm.es

SANDIN/HAKAN
FRAMTIDSMUSEET
Jussi Bjorlings Vag 25
SE-78475 BORLANGE
SWEDEN
hsandin@framtidsmuseet.se

SCHARFENBERGE/MARJORIE
ODYSSIUM
11211 - 142 Street
T5M 4A1 EDMONTON
CANADA
max.scharfenberger@odyssium.com

SANTAVUORI/KAI
HEUREKA, THE FINNISH
SCIENCE CENTER
Tiedepuisto 7
1300 VANTAA
FINLAND
kai.santavuori@heureka.fi

SCHARFENBERGER/ MAX B.
ODYSSIUM
11211 - 142 Street
T5M 4A1 EDMONTON
CANADA
max.scharfenberger@odyssium.com

SARCANDER/MICHAEL
PLANETARIUM MANNHEIM
Wilhelm-Varnholt-Allee 1,
Europaplatz
D-68165 MANNHEIM
GERMANY
ms@planetarium-mannheim.de
SAVAGE/STEVEN T.
SKY-SCAN, INC.
51 Lake Street
3060 NASHUA
USA
savage@skyskan.com
SAVOIE/LEWIS
INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM OF
ART & SCIENCE
1900 Nolana MCALLEN
USA
siwelp@aol.com
SAVOIE/LYNN
INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM OF
ART & SCIENCE
1900 Nolana
MCALLEN
USA
siwelp@aol.com
SCHACK/MARKUS
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED
SCIENCES. MEDIENDOM +
COMPUTER MUSEUM.
Sokrates Platz 6
24149 KIEL
GERMANY
markus.schack@fh-kiel.de
SCHAFER/MARY ANN
LAKEVIEW MUSEUM OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES
1125 W Lake Avenue
61614-5985 PEORIA
USA
sschafer@lakeview-museum.org
SCHAFER/SHELDON
LAKEVIEW MUSEUM OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES
1125 W Lake Avenue
61614-5985 PEORIA
USA
sschafer@lakeview-museum.org
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SCHLUP/DANIEL
PLANETARIUM_VERKEHRSHA
US DER SCHWEIZ
Lidostrasse 5
6006 LUZERN
SWITZERLAND
daniel.schlup@verkehrshaus.ch
SCHORCHT/VOLKMAR
CARL ZEISS JENA GMBH,
PLANETARIUM DIVISION
Carl-Zeiss - Promenade 10
7745 JENA
GERMANY
schorcht@zeiss.de
SCHROEDER/BROCK
OLIVER NAZARENE
UNIVERSITTY
One University Avenue
60914 BOURBONNAIS
USA
bschroed@olivet.edu
SCHWAB/DIETER
PLANETARIUM IM FORUM AM
DEUTSCHEN MUSEUM
Museumsinsel 1
D-80538 MUNICH
GERMANY
schwab@forumamdeutschenmuseum.de
SCOTT/KEVIN
EVANS & SUTHERLAND
600 Komas Drive
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
USA
ljensen@es.com
SHERWOOD/MARY
LAUNCESTON PLANETARIUM
Queen Victoria Museum,
Wellington St.
7250 LAUNCESTON
AUSTRALIA
martin@qumag.tas.gov.au
SILD/TIU
SCIENCE CENTER AHHAA
Lossi 40, Tähetorn Toomei
51003 TARTU
STONIA
tsild@ebc.ee
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SIMOPOULOS/DIONYSIOS
EUGENIDES FOUNDATION
Sygrou Avenue
17564 ATHENS
GREECE
dps@eugenfound.edu.gr

ST. CLAIR/LAURI
MMI CORPORATION
PO Box 50254
21211 BALTIMORE
USA
ljstclair@earthlink.net

SINGER/HARALD
LIVINGLOBE
Nymphenburgerstr. 108
80636 MUNICH
GERMANY
singer@livinglobe.com

STEBLEI/MARKUS
PLANETARIUM IM FORUM AM
DEUTSCHEN MUSEUM
Museumsinsel 1
D-80538 MUNICH
GERMANY
steblei@forumamdeutschenmuseum.de

SIP/ROBIN
MIRAGE 3D
Hoenderlostraat 51
2573 RK DEN HAAG
HOLLAND
rsip@mirage3d.nl
SMITH/DALE
BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Department of Physics and
Astronomy
43403 BOWLING GREEN
USA
dsmith@newton.bgsu.edu
SMITH/GLENN H.
SKY-SCAN, INC.
51 Lake Street
3060 NASHUA
USA
savage@skyskan.com
SMITH/RICHARD W.
ANSHEN & ALLEN
ARCHITECTS
371-61 STREET
94618 OAKLAND
USA
rws@anshen.com
SOHUS/ANITA
JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY
4800 Oak Grove Drive
91109 PASADENA
USA
anita.m.sohus@jpl.nasa.gov
SOTHERAN/ANNETTE
NATIONAL SPACE CENTRE
Exploration Drive
LE4 5NS LEICESTER
UK
annettes@spacecentre.co.uk
SPOELSTRA/MARK
ARTIS PLANETARIUM

STOKE/JOHN
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE
INSTITUTE
3700 SAN MARTIN DR
21218 BALTIMORE(MD)
USA
stoke@stsci.edu
SUMNERS/CAROLYN
HOUSTON MUSEUM OF
NATURAL SCIENCE
One Hermann Circle Drive
77030 HOUSTON
USA
csumners@hmns.org
SWEITZER/CATHERINE
SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
528 North Ridgeland Ave.
60302 OAK PARK
USA
csweitze@uchicago.edu
SWEITZER/JAMES
SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
528 North Ridgeland Ave.
60302 OAK PARK
USA
swisstar@aol.com
SYMONDS/ROBIN
CHARLES HAYDEN
PLANETARIUM/
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
Science Park
2114 BOSTON
USA
rsymonds@mos.org
SZYMANSHI/HANS
JENOPTIK LDT. Gmbh
Fasaneninsel 1
7548 GERA
GERMANY
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TAKAHEI/TOSHIYUKI
RIKEN
Computational Astrophysics
Lab., Riken, 2-1, Hirosawa
351-0198 WAKO-SHI
JAPAN
takahei@atlas.riken.go.jp
TALAMONI/LUCA
PLANETARIUM RIVIERA DEL
BRENTA
C.P. 73 - Via G. Mion 41
30034 MIRA
ITALY
luca.talamoni@shineline.it
TANAKA/SHIGERU
KONICA MINOLTA
PLANETARIUM CO. LTD.
2-3-10 Nishi-Honmachi, Nishi-Ku
492955 OSAKA
JAPAN
shigeru.tanaka@konicaminolta.jp
TETU/PAUL
SKY-SCAN, INC.
51 Lake Street
3060 NASHUA
USA
savage@skyskan.com
THOMAS/EDUARD
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED
SCIENCES. MEDIENDOM +
COMPUTER MUSEUM.
Sokrates Platz 6
24149 KIEL
GERMANY
eduard.thomas@fh-kiel.de
THOMPSON/BRAD
SPITZ INC.
P.O. Box 198 Route 1
19317 CHADDS FORD
USA
bthompson@spitzinc.com
THOMPSON/JULIE
ARMAGH PLANETARIUM
12 Wyncroft Crescent
BT28 2AT LISBURN N.
IRELAND
julie@armaghplanet.com
TILTMAN/JOHN
ROYAL OBSERVATORY
GREENWICH / NATIONAL
MARITIME MUSEUM
SE10 9NF LONDON
UK
jtiltman@mnn.ac.uk
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TOKUGAWA/DIANE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA –
BERKELEY
Laurence Hall of Science
94720-5200 BERKELEY
USA
agould@berkeley.edu
TOWNE/JOYCE
SPITZ INC.
P.O. Box 198 Route 1
19317 CHADDS FORD
USA
jtowne@spitzinc.com
TRISTAN/MARK RIGBY
SIR THOMAS BRISBANE
PLANETARIUM
Mt. Coot-tha Road, Toowong
4066 BRISBANE
AUSTRALIA
cstbp@brisbane.qld.gov.au
TRUJILLO/GERARDO
CENTRO DE CONVENCIONES
DE MORELIA
Avda. Ventura Puente Esq.
Camelinas s/n Col. Felix Ireta
58070 MORELIA MICH.
MEXICO
usamore@ceconexpo.com
TRUMPER/LUIS
PLANETARIO CARL SAGAN
Cordoba 419 PB
3100 PARANA
ARGENTINA
trumperl@infovia.com.ar
VAMPLEW/ANTON
ROYAL OBSERVATORY
GREENWICH / NATIONAL
MARITIME MUSEUM
SE10 9NF LONDON
UK
avamplew@nmm.ac.uk
VIDAL/ESPERANZA
L'HEMISFÈRIC CIUDAD DE LAS ARTES Y LAS
CIENCIAS
Avda. Autopista del Saler
46013 VALENCIA
SPAIN
evidal@cac.es
VIDAL/N.
INST. TEACH. SCI. & TECHN.
81 Bayit Vegan St.
96426 JERUSALEM
ISRAEL
VIDOVENEC/MARIAN
SLOVAK CENTRAL
OBSERVATORY
Komarnanska 134
94701 HURBANOVO
SLOVAKIA
vidovenec@suh.sk

VILLAGRAN/MANUEL ANGEL
MUSEO EL REHILETE
Carret. Mexico-Pachuca km. 84.5
42080 PACHUCA
MEXICO
VON AHNEN/GARTH
MINOLTA PLANETARIUM, DE
ANZA COLLEGE
21250 Stevens Creek Blvd.
95014 CUPERTINO
USA
vonahnenkarl@fnda.edu
VON AHNEN/KARL
MINOLTA PLANETARIUM, DE
ANZA
COLLEGE
21250 Stevens Creek Blvd.
95014 CUPERTINO
USA
vonahnenkarl@fnda.edu
VORNHOLZ/DIETER
OLBERS-PLANETARIUM
Werderstrasse 26
D-28199 BREMEN
GERMANY
planetarium@hs-bremen.de
VOß/BJÖRN
MEDIENDOM
Sokratesplatz 6 24149 KIEL
GERMANY
bv@mediendom.fh-kiel.de
WAGNER/ANN
CARL ZEISS JENA GMBH,
PLANETARIUM DIVISION
Carl-Zeiss - Promenade 10
7745 JENA
GERMANY
ann.wagner@zeiss.de
WEINRICH/DAVID
MINNESOTA STATE UNIV.
MOORHEAD
1104 7th Ave. S
56563 MOORHEAD
USA
weinrich@mnstate.edu
WELLS/AL
SPITZ INC.
P.O. Box 198 Route 1
19317 CHADDS FORD
USA
awells@spitzinc.com

WILCOX/CHARLES
CHARLES HAYDEN
PLANETARIUM/
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
Science Park
2114 BOSTON
USA
cwilcox@mos.org
WILSON/STEPHANIE
SKY-SCAN, INC.
51 Lake Street
3060 NASHUA
USA
savage@skyskan.com
WRIGHT/ALISON
SEOS
Edward Way, Burgess Hill
RH159VE WEST SUSSEX
UK
alison.wright@seos.com
YOUNG/BO
AUDIO VISUAL
IMAGINEERING, INC.
8440 Tradeport Drive, Suite 109
32827 ORLANDO
USA
joanne@av-imagineering.com
YOUNG/JOANNE
AUDIO VISUAL
IMAGINEERING, INC.
8440 Tradeport Drive, Suite 109
32827 ORLANDO
USA
joanne@av-imagineering.com
ZABALGOITIA/JUAN CARLOS
CUBEX PORTABLE
PLANETARIUM
Av. Pierrestegui 2648
1708 MORON
ARGENTINA
info@zps.com.ar
ZEIHER/JENNIE
SKY-SCAN, INC.
51 Lake Street
3060 NASHUA
USA
savage@skyskan.com
ZHU/JIN
BEIJING PLANETARIUM
Nº 138 Xizhimenwai Street
100044 BEIJING
CHINA

WHITE/JACK
SKY-SCAN, INC.
51 Lake Street
3060 NASHUA
USA
savage@skyskan.com
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